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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

"We've always.done it this way." 

"I do it this way because it's the way my cooperating 

teacher did it during my student teaching." 

"Since this is February, we'll be doing our Lincoln 

penny- rubbing picture. (or September, we'll be doing our 

apple unit) 

"They, (parents, administrators, other teachers) want us 

to do it this way." 

"I taught place value for two weeks. If these children 

don't understand it, it's not my fault. They are not a very 

bright group." 

"My class is on page 26 in their reading workbooks, we 

need to catch up to the other classes." 

"I ran off these pages for my class to complete so I'll 

have something to show the parents at conferences." 

11 I tried whole language once and it didn't work. " 

11When I give my class free choice they can't handle it, 

maybe other classes can do that, but mine can't." 

All of these comments have at least two things in 

common. They indicate the belief systems of teachers and they 

are non-reflective. 
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These statements indicate a belief that knowledge is 

acquired through simple transmission of facts and 

information. They are also nonreflective because the teachers 

making the statements have not questioned their beliefs, 

knowledge and practice about how children learn best 

(Dewey,1910/1997). These statements reflect a noncritical 

acceptance of prescribed curriculum. Teachers who make these 

statements do not perceive a need for further questioning of 

their own practi'c::es and autonomy. 

During my career in education I have heard similar 

statements many times. When I heard teachers express these 

beliefs and ideas, I thbught, "Why are they doing this? 

Don't they know that research doesn't support this as 

meaningful learning? Why aren't they doing what's best for 

children? Don't they realize that it takes a lot of time to 

develop those abilities?,,, 

Asking questions about our beliefs, knowledge and 

practices is the beginning of reflective practice. Reflective 

thought, according to Dewey is what makes us "human". 

'' ••• the ground or basis for a belief is deliberately 

sought and its adequacy to support the belief examined. This 

process is called reflective thought; it alone is truly 

educative in value ••• " (Dewey, 1910/1997 ,p. 1). 

It is not merely recognizing the linear step that seems 

to present itself. It is a conscious effort to understand all 

possibilities. This practice is important in professional 

life, but essential in teaching and education. 
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Through reflective practice teachers can address complex 

problems, develop a strong concept of teaching, and be "moral 

agents, ••• (able) to reflect critically on the injustice and 

inhumanity present in our society and our educational 

institutions" (LaBoskey, 1994, p. 17). Halliday says, 

reflective practice tends to suggest that 

teaching is a moral activity in which it 

is important to constantlyreflect upon 

the type of people that teachers are, the 

kinds of theories and beliefs that they 

hold and the constraints that are placed 

up.on them (1998, p. 598). 

By combining reflective problem solving and the concept 

of teaching as ''moral agency" with constructivism, teachers 

can also hope to become agents of change (Fosnot,1996). 

Constructivist theory offers a profoundly meaningful 

framework for teacher belief systems. 

Jean Piaget developed his theories about how children 

construct knowledge through years of asking the question, 

"how is knowledge constructed?" (Piaget,1948/1974). 

Constructivist theory posits that, 

children acquire knowledge not by 

internalizing it directly from the 

outside but by constructing it from the 

inside, in interaction with the 

environment ••• children construct 

theories or hypotheses about objects and 

phenomena by putting things into 

relationships (and) they construct 
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knowledge as an organized whole (Kamii, 

1991, p. 18-19). 

By understanding constructivism, teachers can make choices 

that are best for children and can back those choices with 

scientific knowledge (Ethridge, 1998). 

Teachers, who are also learners, who reflect on their 

own learning and the choices available to them are 

constructivist teachers. Catherine Fosnot has written 

extensively on how teachers construct their knowledge about 

teaching. She states, 

teacher education needs to begin with 

(the student teacher's) traditional 

beliefs and subsequently challenge them 

through activity, reflection, and 

discourse in both coursework and field 

work throughout the duration of the 

program ••• field experiences need to allow 

for investigation and experimentation in 

. child development, learning, and 

teaching ••• most importantly, participants 

need experiences as learners that 

confront traditional views of teaching 

and learning in order to enable them to 

construct a pedagogy that stands in 

contrast to older, more traditionally 

held views (1996, p.206). 

By using reflective practice and theory driven beliefs 

to make autonomous decisions, teachers can bring to 

children's lived experiences in classrooms a richness of 
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content and experience that all children deserve. These 

abilities can be supported in the teacher education program. 

By having student teachers write up reflective case studies 

of themselves, students, and their peers, LaBoskey found that 

instances of reflective practice increased (1994). In 

Longhran's study, it was noted that making reflective 

practice explicit by modeling it's use, students were able to 

increase their own reflective practice and their teaching was 

evaluated as being more successful (1996). 

Successful teaching hinges on the use of reflective 

practice. Do student teachers use reflective practice to 

develop their own knowledge? How do they make sense of theory 

and it's connection to their practice? What university 

practices facilitate knowledge construction about teaching 

young children? Student teaching experiences become critical 

for knowledge construction about what it means to be an 

autonomous, caring, successful teacher. 

Reflective practice can help student teachers connect 

theory and practice. When students enter the practice 

teaching phase of their university program, they are finally 

in a position to reflect on their own teaching. If reflection 

is expected and supported, the students will be able to learn 

more from their student teaching experiences. When student 

teachers anticipate problems and alternative solutions, 

respond in a caring way to children's attempts to understand, 

and in general are "mindful" of the children in their care, 

they are using reflection to develop their own knowledge 

about teaching (van Manen, 1991). 
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How student teachers make sense of their education and how 

that understanding enables them to reflect on children's 

learning is the purpose of my study. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Encouraging reflective practice has become the goal for 

many professional studies programs. It has not been reserved 

strictly for teacher education programs; it has come to be 

seen as a practice th.at is essential to forming artistry in 

professions (Schon,1987). 

Reflective practice and it's connection to teacher 

education is a relatively new field of study (LaBoskey,1994). 

Preservice teachers being able to reflect on grounded beliefs 

and to make thoughtful decisions. about what is best for 

children is a goal of some teacher education programs 

(Calderhead, 1993; Dieker, 1995; Draper, 1994; Ferry, 1998; 

Zeichner, 1987). 

This study looks specifically at early childhood teacher 

education. Research on teacher education in the past has 

focused heavily on elementary education without recognizing 

the possible unique.features and needs of early childhood 

teacher education. 

Because of the developmental stages of the children in 

their charge, early childhood teachers may have more 

influence on the academic, social and emotional lives of 

children than teachers of any other age group. Since the base 

of knowledge in early childhood is extremely generalized, it 

is even more important for early childhood teachers to be 

able to articulate their beliefs and understand how young 
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children construct knowledge (Spodek, 1990). 

How children construct knowledge has been an essential 

component in many early childhood teacher education programs 

to ground classroom instruction, combining reflective 

practice with lab and school observation and experiences. 

Interpretations of reflective practice in these programs have 

generally involved the use of journals, self-evaluation,and 

supervisory conversation. Reflective practice has been 

identified as a set of behaviors that can define the student 

teacher's actions (DeVries,1987; Goldhaber,1997; Kasten, 

1966; Ott et. al., 1990). 

In this study reflective practice is seen as the way 

student teachers construct knowledge. uRather than behaviors 

or skills as the goal of instruction, concept development and 

deep understanding are the foci; rather than stages being the 

result of maturation, they are understood as constructions of 

active learner reorganization" (Fosnot, 1996, p.10). The 

student teacher becomes an. 11active learner" when asked to 

reflect on children's learning, not as 11behaviors and skills" 

but as 11concept development" and 11deep understanding." 

One way of reflecting on and understanding children's 

concept development is through documentation of their work 

and play. A few university programs have started emphasizing 

this approach. 

One such program at the University of Vermont 

(Goldhaber, 1997) recognized the relationship between 

constructivist theory and documentation of children's work. 

The instructors assigned specific documentation techniques to 

be carried out by early childhood education student observers 

in the university child development lab. The documentation 
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process was used by the instructors to encourage students to 

more closely observe the children's activities in the lab and 

to make connections between these activities and the way 

children learn .. 

The early childhood teacher education program at Douglas 

College in British Columbia has applied documentation of 

children's work as defined by the Reggio Emilia approach to 

their program ·by 'cortcentrating 'on 'the ··cortcept 'Of , children 

teaching teachers. Classroom assignments require students to 

reflect on the interests of children and how those interests 

will be built upon (Fraser, )"9'9"9) .. Piaget's and Vygotsky's 

constructivist theories are seen at fiouglas College as being 

complimentary theories that provide the theoretical basis for 

the program. 

By combining constructivism with reflective practice we 

-can begin to understand how student teaehers learn from their 

own reflective thought. John Dewey's early definition of 

reflective practice is significant in this understanding. He 

saw reflective practice as being the 

uActive, persistent, and careful consideration of any 

belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the 

grounds that support, and the further conclusions to which it 

tends, ••• Once begun, it is a conscious and voluntary effort 

to establish belief upon a firm basis -of reas-ons" {1910.11997, 

P· ~). 
For constructivist teachers, reflective practice means 

being cognizant of how the learner develops knowledge and how 

the teacher's practices encourage and support that 

development. The constructivist teacher recognizes that 

children's ideas are at the center of the curriculum and that 
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the teacher must become a learner in order to understand the 

child's development of knowledge (Fosnot,1996). 

In defi~ing ret'lective practice, it·· is also important 

to include critical inquiry. A cbnstructiYist tsachsr 

reflects on how culture influences and shapes relationships 

with children. Constructing knowledge about what it means to 

be a teacher requires ''making sense" of developmentally and 

-culturally appropz;_iat-e practi-c-e. Eunsook Hyun '-s '( 19913} ·study 
:,. · ..... ,.. .-:·." '-

found that by as~ing student teachers to re~lect on the 

children' s backgrounds, the stuc;ient teachers· ·could discover a 

»powerful i~structional tool for all children in the 

classroom. Such reflectio~·helps.to ensure that.the teachers 

consider multiple and diverse vi~wpoints as well as long-term 

social and moral consequences of their decisions" (p.13). 

Teacher education considers these definitions of 

-constructivi-sm and reflective practi-c-e whtm designing 

experiences for preservice teachers that are meaningful and 

thought provoking. Dewey ?onsidered experiences most 

worthwhile that were ;;vital" and not seen as ;; arbitrary". 

Winitzky aI)d Kauchak believe worthwhile experieqces can be 

found in "feedback froill K--12 students themselves; the crux of 

successful teaching.Is its impact on students, so students 

should represent the most powerful feedback.source for 

-candidates from whi-ch they can refine their productions for 

teaching" (Winitzky~ 1997~ p. 77). 

What kind of "feedback" is most vital in early childhood 

education? A possible answer can be found in the research on 

the use of documentation in early childhood education. 

Katz says, 

documentation is an important kind of 
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teacher research, sharpening and focusing 

teachers' attention on the intentions and 

understandings of the children as weil as 

their own role in children's experiences. 

It provides a basis for the modification 

and adjustment of teaching strategies, a 

source of ideas, and an impetus for the 

-creation of new -ones. Documentation also 

deepens teachers' awareness of each 

child's progress. 

on the basis of the rich data made 

available tnrougn documentation, teachers 

are able to make informed decisions about 

appropriate ways to support each child's 

development and learning (1996, p. 39). 

The use -of -documentati-on -of·-children's work to 

facilitate the growth of reflective practice in preservice 

teachers has not been explored thoroughly. Goldhaber says, 

''Ref'lecting this perspective of constructivist teaching, we 

were eager to explore the potential of documentation as a 

tool to teach our under9raduates to be keener observers, more 

reflective interpreters, and more individualized curriculum 

planners" (1997, p. 199). 

The university of Vermont's prograffi looked specifically 

at students starting out in early childhood teacher 

education. The emphasis was on the variety of ways teachers 

could document children's work and then use t-hat 

documentation to communicate the children's learning to 

specific audiences. The students were encouraged to use 

reflective practice to make decisions about the 
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documentation. There is need for more research to be done on 

the use of reflective practice by students doing their 

student teaching in the public school system. The purpose of 

this study is to look at the use of reflective practice by 

student teachers in the use of documentation of children's 

work in the public school. 

My key question is: How do student teachers use 

children's work to reflect on their own learning and 

practice? 

Research questions guiding this study will include the 

following: 

A. What theories do preservice early childhood teachers use 

to document children's learning? 

B. What understanding do preservice teachers have of the 

importance of documentation of children's work? 

C. What is the nature of preservice teachers' reflective 

practice in relation to the documentation of children's work? 

D. How do preservice teachers perceive their abilities to 

reflect on their own practice during student teaching? What 

influences their ability to reflect on their practices? 

SIGNIFICANCE 

There has been a call in the political and social arena 

for the improvement of teacher education. Policy making 

bodies are currently working on how to improve teacher 

programs (Commission on Teacher Improvement, 1997; National 

Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, 1982~ 

National Board for Professional Teaching Standards, 1995). 

The National Board uses reflective practice as a major 
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component for the application process teacher certification 

candidates must complete. Teachers are directed to connect 

children's learning to their own practice through reflective 

questioning (1995). The focus of these policy making bodies 

will be affected by research on the development of effective. 

teachers. Teacher education programs must be cognizant of the 

requirements of these and other political and professional 

groups. 

Developing teachers who can be autonomous thinkers able 

to reflect on their practices and make education meaningful 

and purposeful for children is a worthwhile, yet elusive goal 

for teacher education programs.·By concentrating our efforts 

in teacher education on the theory of knowledge construction 

by Piaget and the phenomenological knowledge of teacher 

candidates, we can base our programs on scientifically held 

beliefs (DeVries, 1994; Loughran, 1996). 

Ethridge ( 1998) .found that early childhood teachers were 

intrinsically motivated to be the ubest teachers they could 

be" through self-reflection, which led them to use research, 

communication.with other teachers and attending to their 

students to further their abilities as autonomous teachers. 

They referred to their teacher education programs as being 

significant influences to their continuing development. 

Learning about constructivism was also cited by these 

teachers as being highly influential in their development. 

We can place reflective practice in the framework of 

constructivist theory. If teachers are simply concerned about 

transmitting information in the most efficient manner 

possible they overlook the importance of understanding how 

much their students have actually learned and how much is 
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memorized for the moment. When the teacher understands how 

knowledge is constructed, she tries to create an active 

learning environment by reflecting on her students' levels of 

understanding, retention and application (Marlowe, 1998). 

By investigating student teachers' reflections on their 

own knowledge base and how it connects to their experiences 

in the classroom, we can begin to design programs that will 

facilitate the growth of caring; thoughtful teachers. 

BACKGROUND 

Reflective practice is not a new conceptr but has gained 

considerable attention in the past 20 years. The definition 

of reflection has been explored by several scholars. 

If we go back to Dewey and his writings about reflection 

and it's connection to quality of. thought we can see how 

reflection can be connected to pedagogical reflection and 

teacher practice. 

The consequences of a belief upon other 

beliefs and upon behavior may be so 

important, then, that men are forced to 

consider the grounds or reasons of their 

belief and its logical consequences. This 

means reflective thought-thought in its 

eulogistic and emphatic sense 

(Dewey,1910/1997, p.2). 

Max van Manen has written, " ••• reflection is a form .of 

human experience that distances itself from situations in 

order to consider the meanings and significance embedded in 

those experiences"(l991, p. 512). van Manen takes the 
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position that reflective practice during the act of teaching 

is the most difficult to articulate. In this he refers to 

Schon's definitions of reflective practice. 

Donald Schon renewed interest in reflective practice by 

connecting how reflective practice taps into the tacit 

knowledge of the professional. He said, uinherent in the 

practice of the professionals we recognize as usually 

competent is a core of. artistry." This artistry could be 

taught to others through ureflection-in-action" (1987, p.13). 

A condition for re~lection that must be in place 

according to Dewey and others, is the need for an explicit 

belief system~ By using constructivist theory, teachers can 

support their ability to reflect on the consequences of their 

decisions and behavior. uonly when our thinking is logical 

and tightly linked to scientific evidence and theoretical 

constructs can we defend our practices with a scientific 

ar9ument"(Kamiir 199lr p. 13). 

Where best for early childhood student teachers to start 

reflecting on their practice than through documentation of 

children's work? The Reggio Emilia schools in northern Italy 

have provided early childhood education with evidence that 

through authentic assessment we can improve our teaching. 

Through careful documentation of children's learning, 

teachers in the Reggio schools have developed a world 

renowned high quality program for children's education and 

care. Teachers in the Reggio schools believe that they have 

to reflect on what children are learning in order to grow 

professionally, generate hypotheses and interpret theories 

(.Edwards, 1998). 

By using the documentation of children's work to reflect 
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on their practice, student teachers can begin to construct 

their own knowledge of best teaching practices. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Autonomy: the ability to govern oneself and to make 

knowledgeable decisions by taking relevant factors into 

account (Kamii, 1994). 

Constructivism: construction of knowledge from within, 

through interaction with the environment and the creation of 

relationships (Kamii,1991). 

Documentation: anything printed, written or recorded 

that provides information about the work done by children in 

a classroom. Professional art form involving use of various 

media to record the experiences of children (Edwards, 1998). 

Early Childhood Education: refers to the education of 

children birth through age eight (Bredekamp, 1997). 

Phenomenology: uphenomenology is the systematic attempt 

to uncover and describe the structures, the internal meaning 

structures, of lived experience" (van Manen,1990). 

Reflection: (a) active, persistent, and careful 

consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge 

(Dewey, 1910/1997). 

(b) the critical questioning of uexpectations in the 

curriculum in order to understand and facilitate the 

development of particular children in particular situations" 

(Rodgers,1997). 

Student Teacher: a college student in the phase of a 

teacher education program preparing for and carrying out the 

practice teaching requirement. 
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Tact: tact in teaching is "to be mindful of the person 

toward whom one is oriented;to be tactful is to incarnate 

one's reflective thoughtfulness in concrete situations. (It) 

is the embodiment, the bodywork, of thoughtfulness" (van 

Manen,p.532,1991). 

ASSUMPTIONS 

This study is based on the followingassumptions: 

1. Refl'ective practice is the key to developing 

autonomous, caring, thoughtful teachers. 

2. Reflect! ve pract~ce can be further developed in 

the student teaching .phase o;an education program. 

3. Through qocum.entation of children's work, 

reflective practice can be facilitated. 

LJ,:MITATIONS 

''Object~ve reality can never be captured" (Denzin, 1998). 

Making meaning from qualitative research dependshea~ily on 

what paradigm the r~ader brings to tn.e•· study. Webster's 

defines paradigm as 0 an overall concept accepted by most 

people in an intellectual community~ as those in one of the 

natural sciences, because of its effectiveness in explaining 

a compleJr; process, idea, or set of data"(1996, p. 979). 

By researching the meaning made by these early childhood 

student teachers~ the results from this study cannot be 

generalized to student teachers in every program. The 

participant pool is too small for direct application to other 
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programs and student teachers; howeverr the study is intended 

to add to an understanding of the use of reflective practice. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

, 
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the literature 

about reflective practice, reflective practice in teacher 

education, reflective practice in early childhood teacher 

education, results of reflection .in teacher education, 

constructivismr and documentation of children's work. 

REFLECTIVE .. PRACTICE 

What is· reflectiv:~ practice.and why should we be 

concerned with its deVE!lopm~nt in teacher education? What 

does it mean in our·lived.experiences, let alone, teacher 

education? 

Webster's Neto1 World coilege Dictionary defines 

reflection as," ••• anything reflected; ••• ra) the fixing of 

the mind on some subject; .. ~erious thought; contemplation b) 

the result of such thought; idea or conclusion, esp. in 

expressed word$; blame; discredit; a turning or bending.back 

on itself"(p.1127°, 1996)~·:As Vicki LaBoskey says in her study 

of the development of reflE!Ctive practice in student 

teachers, 

These definitions sometimes refer to 

process and sometimes to product, and 

they denote varying degrees of exactness 

in representation. Presumably, different 

definitions would be invoked for 

different purposes. 
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The use of such a multifaceted term in 

education in general and teacher 

education in particular poses some 

problems (1994, p.l). 

One purpose of this study is to define what is meant by 

"reflective practice", specifically in relation to early 

childhood student teachers. 

Dewey said, "To expatiate upon the importance of thought 

would be absurd"(l910/1997f p. 19'2). In other words! it is 

generally expected that thought separates us from lower life 

forms. The more important issue is, how is thought important? 

What kind of thinking enables us to live our lives to the 

fullest? What does it mean to be a reflective practitioner? 

Reflective practice has been a conceptual idea since the 

time of Socrates •. By encouraging intellectual growth through 

questioning practices, Socrates set the stage for reflective 

practice. 

Donald Schon used the writings of Plato to illustrate 

the questioning techniques and perplexity inherent in 

reflective thought. 

(the design student) is caught in 

the paradox Plato describes so vividly in 

his dialogue the Meno. There, just as 

Socrates induces Meno to admit that he 

hasn't the least idea what virtue is, 

Meno bursts out with this question: 

But how will you look for something 

when you don't in the least know what it 

is? How on earth are you going to set up 

something you don't know as the object of 
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your search? To put it another wayr even 

if you come right up against it, how will 

you know that what you have found is the 

thing you didn't know? (Plato,1956, p. 

128) 

(Schon, 1987, p. 83). 

In more modern times, Dewey is considered the father of 

reflective practice in education. He defined reflection as: 

"activer persistent, and careful consideration of any belief 

or supposed form of knowledge". It includes a "conscious and 

voluntary effort to establish belief upon a firm basis of 

evidence and rationality~. It means there is a process which 

"involves a state of doubt, hesitationr perplexity, mental 

difficulty, in which thinking originates, and an act of 

searching, hunting, inquiring to find material that will 

resolve the doubt" (i910/1997, p. 6-13). 

Dewey saw the use of reflective thought to be essential 

to the development of logic. He said in 1910, 

Reflection involves not simply a sequence 

of ideas, but a consequence-a consecutive 

ordering in such a way that what 

determines the next as its proper 

outcome, while each in turn leans back on 

its predecessors. The successive portions 

of the reflective thought grow out of one 

another and support one another; they do 

not come and go in a medley (1910/1997, 

p. 2). 

To Dewey reflective practice began with the recognition 

of a problem and the effort to come to some solution. He 
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connected reflective practice to the role of the educator by 

pointing out that educators should "cherish" difficulties 

because problems were "the natural stimuli to reflective 

inquiry" (1910/1997, p. 64). In Dewey's terms, reflective 

practice was the road to knowledge in both the educator's 

life and his students' lives. 

The significance of reflective thought garnered little 

more attention until the eighties when Donald Schon wrote 

about the role of reflective practice in the development of 

professionals, specifically, educators. 

Rather than focusing on the general development of 

reflective thought as Dewey had done, Schon defined 

reflective practice in specific terms to show how it became 

part of professional life. According to Schon, in order for 

the professional to solve the "messy" problems of real life, 

reflection must take place. He described the professional as 

someone who had a repertoire of knowledge and who could use 

that knowledge to make decisions before, during and after the 

action of designing, teaching or performing. 

The main thrust of Schon's theory is through "knowing

in-action" or being able to perform expertlywithout the 

ability, necessarily, to be able to tell exactly why certain 

decisions were made or to be able to verbalize all of the 

knowledge used in a particular situation. Schon posits that 

through reflection we can recreate tacit knowledge (Schon, 

1987). 

"Reflect(tion)-in-action" is the term used to describe 

"thinking (that) serves to reshape what we are doing while we 

are doing it" (Schon, 1987, p. 26). 

Schon wrote extensively about how this artistry could 
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best be "taught" to students. In his view, learning 

professional artistry could be done in "conditions similar to 

those created in the studios and conservatories" where there 

is freedom to learn by doing with little personal risk and 

access to "coaches" who can articulate reflective thought. 

Schon refers to Dewey when he writes about the "initiation 

into practice" that occurs during learning sessions (1987, p. 

17). 

Schon believed thought followed a pattern not unlike 

Dewey's description of thought. In the beginning there are 

spontaneous responses based on our previous knowledge, we act 

intuitively as long as the problem is familiar. The routine 

response then does not bring about the expected result, 

causing us to have to reflect on what happened and why. This 

is what Schon describes as "reflection-in-action". 

This reflection-in-action is critical because it causes 

us to question our assumptions, how we have framed the 

problem and our understanding of the phenomena. 

Reflection gives rise to on-the-spot 

experiment. We think up and try out new 

actions intended to explore the newly 

observed phenomena, test our tentative 

understandings of them, or affirm the 

moves we have invented to change things 

for the better (1987, p. 28). 

Schon refers throughout his writings to John Dewey. 

Another educator influenced by Dewey is Max van Ma.nan. van 

Manen extends Dewey's definitions of tnougnt and reflective 

practice by saying there is a direct relationship between 

pedagogy and reflective practice."Teaching is done in an 
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intentional manner that constantly distinguishes what is good 

or most appropriate from what is bad or inappropriate for 

this child or those children in particular circumstances" 

(van Manen, 1977). 

van Manen questions Schon's ideas about "reflection-in

action". van Manen says that it is "unlikely" that one can 

actually think and react to a situation at the same time. He 

posits that ''phenomenologically it is very difficult, if not 

impossible, for teachers to be emersed in interactive or 

dialogic activities with their students while simultaneously 

stepping back from the activity" (1999). 

However, van Manen does describe "interactive 

reflection" as a kind of reflection. The difficulty in 

teaching, according to van Manen, is the ability to find time 

to reflect, to be deliberate, make choices and come to 

decisions about the action to take. 

van Manen defines degrees of systematic reflection as: 

(1) Everyday Thinking - This is made up 
of the "habituated, partly routinized, 
partly intuitive, pre-reflective, and 
semi-refleetive .ratienality. 11 

(2) Incidental - We reflect in "a 
limited way on our practical accounts of 
our actions; we recount incidents, tell 
stories, and formulate rules ... of ..... thumb." 

(3) Systematic Reflection - We reflect 
"in a more sustained way on our 
experience and others' experience with 
the aim of developing theoretical 
understandings and critical insights 
about our everyday action. 

(4) Thinking-About-Thinking - "We 
reflect on the way we reflect to form our 
theorizing, in order to come to a more 
self ..... reflective grasp of the nature of 
knowledge, how knowledge functions in 
action, and how it can be applied to our 
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active understanding of our practical 
action" (1991, p. 512). 

van Manen goes on to say that reflection can be 

anticipatory, interactive, recollective and mindful: 

(1) Anticipatory reflection helps us be 
cognizant of alternative solutions and 
actions, plan for experiences and be 
prepared. 

(2) Interactive reflection is the 
decision we must make at the moment a 
problem presents itself. 

( 3) ·· Recollective reflection is the 
gaining of deeper insights into past 
experiences. 

(4) Mindful reflection is the awareness 
of the pedagogical moment. The 
"mindfulness" of reflection leads into 
the "tactfulness" of teaching, which van 
Manen sees as being our responsibility 
for "protecting, educating, and helping 
.dnildren grow" (1991,p. 522). 

Reflective practice can not be separated from life in 

general, but definitely has strong connections to what we 

want to develop further in teachers. Dewey, Schon and van 

Manen have set our sights on what education can be if we have 

caring~ thoughtful, reflective teachers. 

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE IN TEACHER EDUCATION 

One of the goals of teacher education programs is to 

produce teachers who can become ''professionals". Schon argued 

that "reflective practice, not repetitive practice, is the 

hallmark of a professional" (Clarke, 1995). Anthony Clarke, 

using Schon's writingsr says 

when intuitive action leads to surprise, 
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as in the case of a non-routine problem, 

practitioners respond by reflecting on 

their practice. However, when intuitive 

spontaneous action yields nothing more 

than the results one expects, as in the 

case of a routine problem, some 

practitioners tend not to think about 

their actions (Clarke, 1995, p.245-246) 

Any definition of professionalism is complicated by the 

nature of societal expectations for what teachers must be and 

do. Because of the complexity of teaching in today's society, 

we must prepare teachers who can »analyze the sources, 

meanings~ and implications of their beliefs about their 

students and the learning process" (LaBoskey,1994). 

There is general agreement that reflective practice must 

be part of the teacher education program (Grimmett,1988; 

Spodek,1990; Zeichner,1994). But,there has been much 

discussion about forms of reflective practice and how it is 

best developed. 

The following sections illustrate what various programs 

have used in the support and development of student teacher's 

reflective practice. 

Journals 

Journals are used in some capacity in almost all of the 

teacher education programs which emphasize reflection. 

Through journal entries, instructors can set up an ongoing 

conversation and window into student teachers' thought 

processes. 
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Francis writes about the use of journals for analysis of 

a critical incident identified by student teachers. The 

student teachers wrote a short description of an incident on 

one page and then used a second page to write about feelings, 

beliefs, application of theory, and comparison to other 

events and questions. These descriptions and initial analysis 

were then discussed with a small cohort group for generating 

different ways of viewing the incident. The student then 

returned to the incident and reconstructed meaning. The 

journal activities were specifically designed to help student 

teachers construct knowledge (1995). 

In Zeichner's program, student teachers were asked to 

keep journals that followed specific guidelines. These 

journals were then shared at intervals with the student 

teacher's supervisor who would respond in writing. The 

journals were designed to give the student teacher a 

systematic process for reflection (1987). 

Journals were used as a source of reflective thought in 

a program that also used interviewing and card sorting. The 

student teachers wrote reflective passages about university 

class content and about events that they felt had impact on 

their teaching. Researchers looked for development and change 

over time of 'practical theories". It was found that journals 

helped make practical theories more explicit, but did not 

necessarily help develop critical reflection during student 

teaching (Kettle, 1996). 
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Interviewing 

Interviews were the most common method used to capture 

the understanding .of preservice teachers of their learning 

(Bain et .. al., 1999; Bolin, 1998; Clarke, 1995; Ellwein, 1990; 

LaBoskey, 1994). Interviews served several purposes; 

exploration of practical theories, information about 

participants' knowledge and experience, examination of value 

systems, and oral descriptions of student teaching 

experiences. 

Kettle and Sellars found that by moving from a 

comprehensive level in early interviews to a specific focus 

in subsequent interviews, participants were able to reflect 

on experiences and clarify practical theories of teaching. 

This enabled the researchers to assess the influence student 

teaching had on practical theory development (1996). 

In Loughran's study, a dramatic increase in one area of 

reflection, suggestions, was noticed when participants 

changed from reflective writing to verbal communication 

during interviews with supervisors.(1996). The difference may 

be explained by the writing ability of the student teachers 

or the flow of thought that takes place in conversational 

situations. 

Using interviews, as part of the teacher education 

program, adds to the supervisor's or instructor's knowledge 

base about how the student teacher is using components of 

their education to frame problems and reflect on practice 

(Zeichner, 1987; Ferry, 1998). 
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Videos 

Video taping has not been reported as being a widely 

used tool to facilitate reflective practice. One study done 

by John Loughran showed that its use could be beneficial to 

those students who were ''ready and willing to see" (1996, p. 

188). The main usefulness of video seemed to be in creating a 

better understanding of the student's ability to "reflect-in

action" (Schon,1987). The instructor noticed that the general 

"withitness" of the student teacher seemed to effect the 

student's ability to reflect on unanticipated problems. 

Dawn Francis used video demonstrations of role-played 

lessons with particular emphasis on critical viewing for 

"question type, power structures established, ownership of 

knowledge~ usefulness of knowledge~ and focus of observation 

established" (1995, p. 234). 

Video taping is.suggested as a way to develop learning 

opportunities. By video taping ch~ldren participating in an 

activity, student teachers may be able to step back and 

reflect on what they see and understand. Certification 

portfolios sometimes require video taped lessons for review 

(NAEYC, 1996). 

Case Method 

Henderson writes~ "the primary significance of a case is 

not the description but rather the consideration of a 

problem ••• "(1992, p.124) Asking student teachers to identify 

problems through examination of cases is a popular method to 

encourage reflective thought. 
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Case methods were used extensively in LaBoskey's 1994 

study. Four case studies were written by the student teachers 

over a two year period which included a class that was not 

part of their student teaching program. The first case 

focused on a student in their observed classrooms, the second 

focused on themselves, the third was about the instruction 

process in their own classroom and in a colleague's classroom 

and the last was a case on the influence of context on a 

student. LaBoskey found that the first case was most 

problematic in that it was the first time student teachers 

had written a case. Besides the inexperience with writing 

cases, the student teacher's preconceptions of race and 

9ender were more apparent (1994). 

Case method was also used in Jin's study that focused on 

developing student teachers' ability to nthink like a 

teacher" (1996, p. 1). concerns of student teachers were 

explored through analysis of cases presented in class and 

through cases the students wrote. Jin found that student 

teachers identified interesting problems and formulated 

reflective questions through writing case reports. 

Recommendations included having the student teachers share 

their cases with each other for further reflection and 

discussion. 

Lesson Planning and Reflection as Story 

It has been suggested that the traditional lesson plan 

is one of the roadblocks to better teaching (Doyle and Holm, 

1998). To encourage a more learner centered approach 

preservice teachers were asked to write their lesson plans as 
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though they were stories with beginnings, middles and ends. 

The preservice teachers had to describe the setting for the 

lesson, who the students are, who will engage in the lesson, 

who will formulate the questions, what is being taught and 

what will happen at the end of the story. The authors of the 

study point out that "if one of the goals of teacher 

preparation is to help beginning teachers examine their own 

teaching, then story may be a way to meet that goal" and 

"story may also help preservice teachers learn to plan in a 

more open-ended, cyclical manner that reflects more closely 

what experienced teachers do" (p.71). One of the main goals 

was to encourage the preservice teachers to be more learner 

centered. 

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHER EDUCATION 

Early childhood preservice teachers must be able to 

reflect on all aspects of a developmentally appropriate 

curriculum and how it informs their practice and practical 

theories. Developmentally appropriate practice requires early 

childhood teachers to focus on child process and use teacher 

observation of individual children to form curriculum. 

Early c~ildhood teachers must understand how children 

learn through play and what kinds of teacher behaviors extend 

and support play. Through playr children initiate activity 

and construct meaning. This is considered essential to 

developmentally and culturally appropriate practice (Wien, 

1995}. 

Early childhood teacher educators must match the 

requirements of high quality, developmentally appropriate 
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early childhood classrooms with the des.ired behaviors and 

knowledge of early childhood teachers. Early childhood 

teacher educators must support.the development of early 

childhood teachers who can reflect on their practice. 

By understanding developmentally appropriate practice in 

a constructivist framework, early childhood student teachers 

can begin to understand why it is so important for them to be 

highly reflective in their practice. By focusing on 

children's learning process, student teachers can reflect on 

the formative assessment documentation provides (Black, 

1998). 

Reflective practice has been supported and encouraged in 

many early childhood teacher education programs (Danar 1997; 

Fosnot, 1996; Fraser, 1998; Goldhaber, 1997; Helm, 1998; 

Henderson, 1992; Kasten, 1996; McCarthy, 1990; Rogers, 1997). 

Early childhood provides some unique considerations for 

teacher education programs. Programs have responded by 

developing specialized learning for students. 

One such program administered by Dana and Westcott 

required early childhood student teachers to verbalize 

explicitly their values and beliefs about early childhood 

education. The students had to place 20 concepts/resources 

associated with child care in prioritized order of importance 

and then defend their choices. This was done in small groups 

so that the defense of choices began with initial ideas and 

then had to be generalized to the larger group. One aspect of 

this approach was the push for students to reflect on how 

past life experience can affect the perception of child care 

and teaching (1997). 

Swaminathan utilized 1 exit slips' in a foundation course 
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to encourage early childhood students to reflect on their 

learning. The students were asked to jot down one thing they 

had learned in class that day and include questions about 

class discussions. These slips were one piece of data used to 

enable students to see their own growth in learning. 

Swaminathan emphasized the need for reflection to be in all 

of the early childhood courses leading up to student 

teaching. What the students are learning has to be connected 

to the effect on their thinking (1998). 

Van Seay and Freeman developed observational forms 

(Teacher Observational Tools) to be used by student teacher 

supervisors and student coaches. The focus of the 

observations is to enable the student teacher to "see" her 

own practice in the most objective way possible. 

The forms are useful in early childhood classrooms where 

teachers have to plan for a large variety of learning 

activities. The tools have been designed to pinpoint data 

observable in the classroom, such as, variety of activities, 

appropriateness of lesson sequence, individual children's 

behavior and interaction of student teacher with children 

(1998). 

Early childhood constructivist programs have strived to 

introduce student teachers to their own thinking (Burk and 

Dunn, 1996; castle, 1997; Fosnot, 1996; Rodgers and ounn, 

1997). Burk used reflective journals, a Socratic style of 

questioning, class negotiation of grades and project choice 

to support the development of teaching beliefs in preservice 

teachers. Using the principles of constructivist education, 

Burk designed a course which would enable preservice teachers 

to question their own learning and be able to use that 
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reflection in their teaching. 

"As they transform their own theories, their ideas about 

teaching begin to center around children's understanding, 

rather than a traditional approach of covering the content" 

(1996, p. 11) 

RESULTS OF REFLECTIVE PRACTICE FOR STUDENT TEACHERS 

All of the reflective practice methods seemed to show 

that preservice teachers can progress in their ability to be 

reflective. Most authors looked for changes in teacher 

belief. Evidence of teacher practice matching theoretical 

knowledge also seemed to be a result of reflective thought. 

It was found in several studies (Bolin, 1990; Francis, 

1995; LaBoskey, 1994; Loughran, 1996; Rodgers, 1997) that 

students who came into the program fairly strong in their 

reflective abilities showed growth and that those students 

who were originally weak in their reflective abilities showed 

very little,if any,growth. Bolin makes the point that student 

teachers can enter "a preparation program with a great deal 

of craft knowledge and whose work reflects care and skill 

that is more intuitive than thoughtful ••• without established 

habits of introspection and a conscious rationale (they) are 

unlikely to develop beyond a skills approach to teaching" 

(1990, p.11). 

More growth was shown when reflective methods varied 

(Francis,1995; Ellwein et.al., 1990). If writing was 

difficult for a preservice teacher, verbal reflection was 

often used as a way of encouraging written dialogue 

(Loughran, 1996; McMahon, 1997). 



Student teachers doing a self-critique was found to be 

an effective method in more than one study (Loughran, 1996; 

Van Scoy and Freeman, 1998). Discussions stemming from self

critique brought up theory to practice discrepancies and 

questioning of specific teaching behaviors in a non 

judgmental manner. 

All authors propose further study of the use of 

reflective practice by preservice teachers. It is seen as a 

relatively new field of thought with questions to be answered 

about how much a preservice teacher can reflect, what methods 

provide the best reflective opportunities and what reflective 

practice means to the quality of teaching. 

Methods, without a theoretical basis of belief, will 

produce empty effects. Many of the reflective methods 

described in this section were developed around 

constructivist theory. Several authors specified the need for 

more learner centered-ness in preservice teachers' beliefs. 

The theory chosen for this study which seems to best describe 

how learning is acquired, is the theory of constructivism. 

CONSTRUCTIVISM 

Constructivism has been defined and discussed earlier in 

this paper in reference to Piaget's work and Constance 

Kamii's definitions. Constructivism has unique defining 

qualities for teacher education. 

Fosnot defines constructivism using four main 

principles; knowledge is built on past constructions, self

regulation comes through assimilation and accommodation, 

learning is a matter of invention rather than accumulation 
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and that "meaningful learning occurs through reflection and 

resolution of cognitive conflict and thus serves to negate 

earlier, incomplete levels of understanding" (1989, p. 19-

20). 

Other Piagetian scholars have upheld the notion that 

learning must be meaningful for true assimilation and 

accommodation to occur. Eleanor Duckworth makes the point 

that constructivism follows a biological model and not one 

based on the mechanics of physics. She uses an investigation 

done by Greco in Greco and Piaget's Apprentissage et 

Connaissance (1959) to show that it is the child's making 

sense of data that contributes to learning and not the weight 

of the data itself (1996). In other words, one cannot expect 

to "speed-up" real learning through manipulation of tasks 

outside the understanding of the child. 

"Making sense of data" must be a self-regulated 

activity. Learning cannot be constructed without the autonomy 

of the learner. 

Autonomy is not anarchy since critical 

thinking and self-indulgent thinking are 

not the same thing. Autonomy is excluded 

when knowledge is acquired heteronomously 

out of suspect obedience ••• chi1dren who 

produce correct answers on the basis of 

a(n) (authoritative) teaching 

procedure ••• may have been changed by 

their schooling but not in an altogether 

epistemologically valuable way (Smith, 

1998) 
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Piaget's theory of autonomous learning has been 

misinterpreted as an endorsement of individualistic learning, 

but Piaget posited that schooling must be a value laden 

activity where children learn to become less egocentric in 

order to develop reciprocal relationships with others. Piaget 

actually wrote about the necessity of social interaction in 

the development of intellectual structures (Smith, 1998). 

Devries and Zan emphasized the social interaction of 

children in their book, Moral Classrooms, Moral Children. 

They posit that social, moral, and affective development as 

well as intellectual development is necessary in the 

constructivist classroom. Through reciprocal relationships 

between the child and the teacher, socio moral knowledge will 

be constructed. The teacher must take the role of observer, 

facilitator and guide, changing from the traditional role of 

authoritarian (1994). 

"Teachers struggling with their own role have difficulty 

following the first principle of constructivist teaching: to 

think about how children are thinking and feeling" (Devries & 

Kohlberg, 1987, p. 379). The constructivist teacher realizes 

that to understand the thinking and feelings of children, she 

must observe their work, language and interactions with 

others closely. She must be cognizant of how they are 

constructing their knowledge. By documenting children's work, 

the constructivist teacher can begin to connect children's 

learning to her practice. 
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DOCUMENTATION OF CHILDREN'S WORK 

Teachers who are trying to facilitate a constructivist 

atmosphere in their classrooms must contend with a 

traditionally structured system. However, the traditional 

system does not work very well in a society that demands 

accountability and development of life-long learners. 

Assessment of schools and educational programs has become a 

hot topic of public and political interest. There have been 

a variety of ideas about how to assess school programs and 

what that assessment means. To the classroom teacher, 

assessment of the learning in his/her classroom might mean 

the difference between a pay raise or dismissal. 

In recent yea.rs there has been a. great emphasis 

nationwide to rely on standardized tests for accountability 

of schools and their programs. The United States Department 

of Education is offering monies to states that adopt "proven" 

educational models (Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration 

Program, 1998). Usually the proof means that the models raise 

standardized test scores. Black and Wiliams point out that 

"pressures (for standardized testing) have been felt from 

political movements characterized by a distrust of teachers 

and a belief that external testing will, on its own, improve 

learning" (1998, p.). 

Standardized tests were developed based on theories of 

child development that hold a static view of what "normal" 

means. Testing has come under fire for ignoring the 

multicultural influences on children's development. 

Standardized tests reduce learning to quantifiable bits and 

pieces. Graue points out that, "we ••• test what is easier to 
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measure, then define what we are looking for in terms of what 

is on the test. Forgetting that tests are representations of 

an idea, we allow them to become the idea in ways that drive 

research and practice (1998, p. 40). 

Standardized testin9 seems to assume that knowledge is 

only transmitted socially. A program based on constructivist 

tenets, however, follows the idea that assessment must be 

based on the individual child's attempts to make sense of the 

world (Kamii 1 1990). 

Assessment is not an appendage to an 

early childhood program. It is a system 

of collecting information, analyzing it, 

and making decisions about the progress 

of children, which is carefully planned 

within the context of the program 

goals ••• (teachers must) analyze the 

information ••• use information to 9Uide 

practice, and ••• communicate information 

to parents (McCarthy, 1990, p. 93). 

Standardized testing is an inadequate means.of 

assessment. uAs we move to more complex curricular goalsr 

simple, quantitative measurements will not capture what 

children are doing and learning" (Chaille, 1997, p. 55). 

Elliot Eisner says that uour children will need to know how 

to frame problems for themselves, how to formulate plans to 

address them, how to assess multiple outcomes, how to 

consider relationships, how to deal with ambiguity, and how 

to shift purposes in light of new information" (1999, p. 1). 

Therefore, in early childhood education, a core piece of 

assessment is the documentation of a child's progress in 
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learning. Documentation of a child's work which shows how 

the child is making sense of the world fits into the 

constructivist theory of knowledge development. Black and 

Wiliams refer to this kind of assessment as "formative" 

because the documentation is used to inform the practice of 

the teacher (1998). 

In the Reggio Emilia schools of northern Italy, 

documentation has become a standard part of school life. 

Teachers in the Reggio schools operate on the theory that 

children construct their own knowledge. Listening to children 

as they work, observing children closely during activities 

and documenting projects carried out by the children is seen 

as a vital part of the teacher's role of understanding 

knowledge construction. 

"Documentation is the process of reciprocal learning. 

Through documentation we leave traces that make it possible 

to share the ways children learn, and through documentation 

we can preserve the most interesting and advanced moments of 

teachers' professional growth" (Edwards, 1998, p. 121). In 

other words, documentation does not become something simply 

"done" to children, it becomes a process for the teacher to 

come to know her own learning. In order to document 

children's learning, the teacher must reflect on all 

connections and aspects of the program. 

Helm, Beneke and Steinheimer point out that careful 

documentation of children's work can provide a strong 

argument for effective programs. They outline several 

benefits of documentation: 

* provide evidence of children's learning in all 

areas of their development: physical, emotional, 
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social and cognitive 

* provide insight into complex learning experiences 

when teachers use an integrated approach 

* provide a framework for organizing teachers' 

observations and recording each child's special 

interests and developmental progress 

* emphasize learning as an interactive process by 

documenting what children learn through active 

exploration and interaction with adults! other 

children and materials 

* show the advantages of activities and materials 

that are concrete, real and relevant to young 

children, as opposed to abstract and artificial 

events such as group testing situations 

* enable the teacher to assess children's knowledge 

and abilities in order to increase activities' 

difficulty r complexity and challenge as children 

develop understanding and skills (1997, pp. 200-

205). 

Teachers who use documentation are more effective when 

they use it to inform practice. Documentation can aid in 

making decisions about the set up of the classroom, what to 

do next, what questions to ask, what resources to provide and 

how to individualize learning. 

Through documentation, teachers come to understand that 

learning cannot be artificially imposed on children. They 

understand that learning must be authentic and meaningful. 

Teachers who are always asking questions about learning, 

learn along with the children in their classes and no longer 

see themselves as givers of knowledge. Teachers who have 
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reported moving towards a more constructivist view have 

reported that as they reflect on their practice, they realize 

that what children say about their own learning should be a 

priority for curriculum planning. These teachers say that 

observing children's activities and learning process gives 

their teaching a different focus that is not always planned, 

but is extremely powerful. They find that writing down 

children's words is the most informative piece of 

documentation they use (Martin, 1998). Capturing what is 

going on in children's heads is more important than what is 

happening in their hands (Chaille, 1997). 

Katz and Chard have connected documentation to the 

quality of an early childhood program in six ways. 

* Documentation contributes to the extensiveness and 

depth of children's learning 

* Documentation shows children that their ideas and 

work is taken seriously. Documentation is not 

intended primarily to be decorative.Children then 

tend to approach their work seriously and 

responsibly. 

* Teachers use documentation to plan continuously and 

can encourage greater interest and representation 

skills than if children planned alone 

* Documentation helps parents to become "intimately 

and deeply aware of their children's experience in 

the school." Parents become naturally involved in 

the school process, offering ideas, materials, time 

and ideas. 

* J1Documentation is an important kind of teacher 

research, sharpening and focusing teachers' 
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* 

attention on children's plans and understandings 

and on their own role in children's experiences." 

Data can be collected that provides information for 

support of individual children's learning. 

Documentation provides "compelling public evidence 

of the intellectual powers of young children that 

is not available in any other way" known (1996). 

Documentation of children's work seems to have 

particular implications for reflective practice. Student 

teachers can use children's work to ask questions of their 

own understanding and theories of teaching and learning. 

This review of the literature highlights the role 

reflective thinking and practice has in learning to be a 

professional teacher. It is also through the literature that 

we find a need to explore more thoroughly the knowledge 

formed by student teachers when they are asked to reflect on 

children's work. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

Nature of the Stud¥ 

uphenomenological human science is the study of lived or 

existential meanings; it attempts to describe and interpret 

these meanings to a certain degree of depth and richness" 

(van Manen, 1990, p. 11). 

To begin to understand the reflective practice of 

student teachers one must use phenomenological research. van 

Manen speaks to this when he makes connections to the 

reflection of experiences that is necessary in the making of 

meaning. 

uReflecting on lived experience then becomes 

reflectively analyzing the structural or thematic aspects of 

that experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 78). Through the act of 

reflecting on experience we come to know ourselves as 

teachers. 

By asking student teachers to reflect on their 

experiences during student teaching, the meaning of those 

experiences can be conveyed. ''A phenomenological study 

focuses on descriptions of how people experience and how they 

perceive their experience of the phenomena under 

study"(Glesne, 1999, p.7). van Manen (1990) states 

uPhenomenology aims at gaining a deeper understanding of the 

nature or meaning of our everyday experiences." 

This study lends itself to a phenomenological approach 

because my purpose is to capture the perspectives of student 

teachers who bring to the educational process numerous 



perspectives and experiences. "Phenomenology ••• shows us what 

various ranges of human experiences may be described, and how 

language (if we give it its full value) has powers to 

disclose the worlds in which we dwell as fathers, mothers, 

teachers, students, ••• " (van Manen, 1996, p. 48). 

Past studies have attempted to look at how student 

teachers use reflective practice by extrapolating reflective 

thought and viewing it as a separate entity (CruicKshanK, 

1987). Returning though to van Manen's descriptions of 

phenomenological inquiry, we must look at the concrete 

experience as part of what it means to be a reflective 

teacher. Abstraction is seen as being an alienating practice; 

therefore, if we ask student teachers to describe their 

practice phenomenologically, we are helping them make crucial 

connections to what it means to be with children (van Manen, 

1996). I am searching for the full picture of what it means 

to student teachers when they are asked to reflect on 

children's work and this is best done by understanding their 

"words". 

Through the student teacher's words their "stock: of 

knowled9e" becomes apparent. 

Schutz noted that an individual 

approaches the life world with a stock of 

Knowledge composed of common sense 

constructs and categories that are social 

in origin. These images, theories, ideas, 

values, and attitudes are applied to 

aspects of experience, making them 

meaningful. Stocks of knowledge are 

resources with which persons interpret 
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experiencer grasp the intentions and 

motivations of others, achieve inter 

subjective understandings, and coordinate 

actions (Holstein, 1998, p.139). 

It is also important that my research participants feel 

a degree of investment in this study. Fosnot (1996) writes 

about the need for teachers to be aware of their own 

learning. By doing phenomenological research, the early 

childhood student teachers can observe their own learnin9. By 

using children's work as a stimulus experience for the 

student's reflections, I am attempting to strengthen the 

reflective - learning process. van Manen says that 

phenomenological research "finds its point of departure in 

the situation, which for purpose of analysis, description, 

and interpretation functions as an exemplary nodal point of 

meanings that are embedded in this situation" (1990, p.18). 

In other words, usin9 children's work for reflection 

concentrates the student teachers' attention on a 

particularly meaningful area of teaching. 

Also, by directing student teacher's attention towards 

their students, I hope to tap into their "tact" of teaching. 

Being "tactful" as a teacher is being· cognizant of 

pedagogical thought. van Manen points out that "tact means 

the practice of being oriented to others"(van Manen, 1991, 

p.528). van Manen believes that "thoughtful reflection 

discovers where unreflective action was 'thoughtless', 

without tact. Thus the experience of reflecting on past 

pedagogical experience enables me to enrich, to make more 

thoughtfulr my future pedagogical experience" (1991, p.532). 
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Hopefully, by asking student teachers to reflect on the 

work of the child, I will create an opportunity for them to 

develop the reflection necessary for thoughtful and caring 

pedagogical tact. 

DATA SOURCES 

Participants 

In LaBoskey's (1994) study of the development of 

reflective practice of preservice teachers, participants 

needed to be uhighly motivated, verbal, and academically 

successful" (p.22). LaBoskey makes the point that "if we can 

examine the results of some of our best efforts with some of 

our best students, we may derive a clearer vision of what, if 

anything, reflective teacher education can hope to 

accomplish" (p. 22, 1994). My participants will not be chosen 

based on preconceived criteria, but will provide a variety of 

abilities and diversity of perceptions. 

Sampling in this study will be purposeful. "The logic 

and power of purposeful sampling lies in selecting 

information-rich cases for study in depth. Information-rich 

cases are those from which one can learn a great deal about 

issues of central importance to the purpose of the 

research ••• " (Patton, 1990, p.169). 

Students enrolled in an early childhood teacher 

education program in a Midwestern university made up the 

student teaching class. There were fifteen students enrolled 

for the fall semester. The instructor for the course assigned 

seven student teachers to me for supervision during the 

second eight week part of the program. Assignments were based 

on the proximity of their placements to my home. The 
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possibility for participation in my study was discussed with 

these students. They were under no obligation to participate. 

Six signed letters of consent for participation. One student 

teacher declined to participate because of personal 

considerations. 

The university program is designed to facilitate the 

student's entrance to a practicum of teaching in one of three 

primary grades; first, second or third in the public school 

system. The students are in the university classroom for the 

first eight weeks of the semester, spending one Monday each 

week in their future teaching sites. The instructor for 

university course work completed during the first eight weeks 

assigned all final grades. I did not participate in grade 

assignment. 

At the end of the eight weeks, the students entered 

their respective public school classrooms, where they 

remained for the last eight weeks of the semester. Evaluation 

was recorded as pass/fail for the student teaching experience 

by the course instructor. I did not make the pass/fail 

decision. All participants successfully completed their 

student teaching experience. The day after completion of 

student teaching, they came back to campus to share their 

reflections about their experiences and turn in a teaching 

portfolio. 

The students were at the end of a teacher education 

program that emphasized tenets of child development and 

developmentally appropriate practice in connection with two 

semesters of experience in the university child development 

laboratory school. The students were expected to complete 

student teaching experiences with infants through five year 
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olds in the lab before beginning their public school student 

teaching experience. 

Placement procedures started the semester before the 

student teaching course. Students were interviewed by the 

instructor who took into account travel requirements and 

personal preferences before selecting a public school 

classroom. Classroom teachers were also interviewed by the 

instructor to try to find teachers who used developmentally 

appropriate practice and had early childhood certification. 

This was not always possible, but finding classrooms that 

matched university expectations was important. 

University Program Requirements 

During the first eight weeks of the course, students 

were expected to reflect on their own early school 

experiences and how those experiences connected to their 

decision to become an early childhood teacher. They also 

reflected on their Monday classroom visits through semi

structured writing in journals which were read and responded 

to by the instructor and me. 

After the student teachers had initial experiences in 

their school sites, they designed a unit of study covering a 

topic of their choice. These topics are chosen by the student 

teachers' reflecting on their own interests and needs, the 

cooperating teacher's plans and the needs and interests of 

the children in the classroom. I helped the student teachers 

critique their topic of study by providing feedback. This is 

also an opportunity to further understand their use of 

reflective practice as they discussed why they chose their 
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topics, how they planned on implementing the topic and what 

part children played in the design of the topic. 

Once the students began their student teaching 

assignment they were visited by either the class instructor 

. or me a minimum of three times. These observations were 

designed to support the student teacher by offering 

opportunities to reflect on practice through journal writing 

and conversation. 

The opportunity for reflection was a regular part of the 

program. By being a part of their lived experience I provided 

further opportunities for reflective practice to take place. 

By asking the student teachers to reflect on children's 

learning experiences in their classrooms, my study 

facilitated their own construction of knowledge about how 

children learn. 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

My role in each participant's student teaching class was 

to assist with routine class activities. During their student 

teaching I observed them and provided support. It was not my 

responsibility to assign grades for the final evaluation in 

the first eight week course or to decide the pass/fail 

placement for the student teaching course. I was not involved 

in any of the placement interviews and did not meet the 

students until the semester began. 

The study began the first week of class in August of 

1999 and data collection concluded in December of 1999. 

Analysis was on-going during data collection. 

By being a participant observer, I was afforded 
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information that would not have been available to me if I 

were coming in as an outside researc·her. In Becoming 

Qualitative Researchers, Glesne says, uThe more you function 

as a member of the everyday world of the researched, the more 

you risk losing the eye of the uninvolved outsider; yetr the 

more you participate, the greater your opportunity to learn" 

(1999, p.44). 

To truly understand the student teacher's development 

and use of reflective.practicer I had toparticipate in their 

lived experience. van Manen writes, "ultimately the project 

of phenomenological reflection and explication is to effect a 

more direct contact with the experience as lived" (1990, 

p. 78 >. 
By being with the students during their course work in 

the first eight weeks and visiting them during their student 

teaehing experiEH.1ce I could validate their recollection of 

lived experience. van Manen also says, "a good 

phenomenological description is collected by lived experience 

and recollects lived experience--is validated by lived 

experience and it validates lived experience. This is 

sometimes termed the "validating circle of inquiry" (1990r 

p. 27). 

Participant Considerations 

During the first class meeting, I shared with the 

student teachers the topic of my study, why I had chosen to 

research their use of reflective practice, and how the study 

was to be conducted. They were given the opportunity to have 

full knowledge of the purpose of my study and were given 
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every opportunity to voice questions, concerns and interests 

in the study. As mentioned earlier, the students assigned to 

me by the class instructor were be my specific participant 

pool. I was available to all students in the class who asked 

for suggestions and help~ so there was not any discriminating 

attention paid to the participants of the study. 

The students from my assigned student teacher group 

interested in participating were asked to sign a consent 

form. The consent' form briefly described tile study~ its 

purpose, the duration of the student's participation, how 

their identity would be kept confidential, and a description 

of the interviews to be ~one. The benefits of professional 

reflective practice were also described in the consent form. 

The study did not ask the student teachers for personal time 

outside of regular class requirements. The fact that their 

participation in the study·. did not have any effect on their 

final grade was discussed in class and specified on the 

consent form. 

Participant anonymity was preserved in the study by 

using ficti.tious nan\es and descriptions of partipipants and 

student te'aching settings were edited''for identifying 

elements. Only essential elements of ·1ocation were kept. When 

the participants were given the com~ent forms to look over 

and sign, they were not told who agreed to participate. 

Since the activities they were asked to talk about and 

document were site based and part of their regular program, 

there were no special activities associated solely with my 

study. 

Field notes taken during interviews with the student 

teachers were kept for the length of the study write up, a 
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period of three to five months. On the completion and final 

approval of the dissertation, the field notes were destroyed. 

Transcripts, shared with the participants, are included as 

Appendix A,B,C,D,E and F. 

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

The data for my study was comprised of the written 

autobiographies done by the participants, one journal entry 

of each participant's written reflections on children's work 

and two interviews with each participant about their own work 

in school as children and the children's work in their 

student teaching classroom. Observational notes pertaining to 

the research question were also used for data analysis. 

All materials related to the data collection part of 

this dissertation were secured in the researcher's home and 

were not shared in any of it's original form with the 

instructor of the course or others. 

Interview I 

After readin9 the autobio9raphical assignments, I 

interviewed the participants of my study to clarify concepts 

relating to early school activities and the connection with 

the participants' practice as teachers. van Manen reminds the 

researcher to ''stay close to experience as lived" ( 1990, p. 

67). By asking participants to elaborate on their memories of 

specific activities in school, I was able to facilitate 

reflection on and understanding of the meaning of experience 
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and it's connection to their teaching for some of the 

participants. 

Interview II 

The participants were asked to reflect on children's 

learning by documenting an activity they had designed and 

implemented. Guidelines for effective documentation of 

children's learning were shared with the entire class during 

the first eight weeks. After the student teachers had an 

opportunity to collect documented children's work, I 

interviewed them during a regular visit. The questions during 

this interview were those that precipitate knowledge of 

developmentally appropriate practice, use of documentation of 

children's work and self evaluation. These questions were 

specific for the purposes of this study, but were not 

significantly different from those used during a typical 

classroom visit. Extensive field notes were kept on these 

interviews. The student teachers read transcriptions of the 

interviews for clarification and editing. 

Journals 

The participants of my study were asked to reflect in 

their journals about their experience with documentation of 

children's work. During a regular visit with participants, I 

read the journal entry, gave written feedback and discussed 

it with the student teacher. I made a copy of the 

participant's journal entry for further analysis. 
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Observation 

van Manen writes about ''close observation" as involvin<J 

"an attitude of assuming a relation that is as close as 

possible while retaining a henneneutic alertness to 

situations that allows us to constantly step back and reflect 

on the meaning of those situations" (1990, p. 69). In this 

study, by keeping anecdotal notes I could "recollect" what 

had happened in the classroom that illuminated how the 

student teacher was using documentation of children's 

learning to infonn her practice. 

QUESTIONS INVESTIGATED 

"A phenomenological question must riot only be made 

clear, understood, but also 'lived' by the researcher" (van 

Manen, p.44, 19go). My guiding question in this study is to 

find out what it is like for stuqerit teachers to reflect on 

their teaching through the documentation of children's 

learning. By keeping this question in mind throughout the 

student teacher's semester, both in the university classroom 

and their practicum site, I was able to find answers to this 

question through .rich da.ta collection •. 

Questions that facilitated a conversational inquiry and 

encouraged reflection on children's work included the 

following, 

Interview I 

* What are the most important things teachers do? 
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* 

* 

How did you learn best as a child? 

Tell me about an activity (from the autobiography) you 

remember doing when you were a child in school. 

What made that activity memorable? Do you think that 

memory will effect the decisions you make as a teacher? 

How? 

* What kinds of assessment did your teachers use that you 

felt were the most accurate? 

Interview II 

* 

* 

How do you think children learn best? 

Tell me about this (documented) activity. How did you 

start? 

* What do you think this (documented activity) tells you 

about the children who participated? 

* If you had time to follow up on this activity what would 

you do next? 

* How often do you think teachers should document 

activities in their classrooms? How often for 

individual children? Why? 

* What do you think is the most important aspect of 

documentation? 

DATA ORGANIZATION AND INTERPRETATION 

Because experience is complex, the 

researcher must fluidly shift his or her 

focus from the experience itself, to the 

ground shaping the experience, and then 
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back to the experience. As phenomena are 

viewed from these many different angles, 

a richer picture is seen 

(Eyring,1998, p. 121). 

Themes relating to reflection were sought in the student 

teachers' journals, interviews and observation notes. Data 

interpretation was ongoing during collection. Glesne writes, 

"Consistently reflect on your data, work to organize them, 

and try to discover what they have to tell you" (1999~ p. 

130). 

Theme analysis was done through selective highlighting. 

van Manen says to read the text several times asking, "What 

statement(s) or phrase(s) seem particularly essential or 

revealing about the phenomenon or experience being 

described?" (1990, p. 93) By selecting phrases and sentences 

that seem to capture the theme of reflective practice through 

children's work I be.9an to construct the meaning student 

teachers make. 

van Manen points out that in hermeneutic 

phenomenological research the interviewee becomes a 

collaborator when data are reflected on with the researcher 

(1990). It was my desire that the student teachers gained 

some insight from this research project that added to their 

educational experience. It was important to me that data were 

interpreted and reflected on with the participants. 1'By 

setting up situations conducive to collaborative hermeneutic 

conversations ••• participants (can) reflect on their 

experiences in order to determine the deeper meanings of 

themes of these experiences" (van Manen, 1990, p. 99). 
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The themes were then interpreted through a description 

of the student teachers' reflectivity. van Manen's degrees 

and kinds of reflection were used to frame the student 

teachers' thinking. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

INTRODUCTION 

The main question for this study was: How do student 

teachers use children's work to reflect on their own learning 

and practice? Four areas of questioning guided the direction 

of this study. 

A. What theories do preservice early childhood 

teachers use to understand children's learning? 

B. What understanding do preservice teachers have of 

the importance of documentation of children's work? 

c. What is the nature of preservice teachers' 

reflective practice in relation to the documentation of 

children's work? 

D. How do preservice teachers perceive their abilities 

to reflect on their own practice during student teaching? 

What influences their ability to reflect on their practices? 

Reflecting on children's work, in this study, was the 

process of looking at the work created by children to 

discover what children were learning and what the student 

teacher could understand about her own teaching. Student 

teachers collected books, pictures, and other concrete 

examples of work done by children in their classrooms. They 

were asked to choose work that held special meaning for 

classroom planning and teaching. 

I asked that that they look for children's work that 

told them something about particular children's learning. 
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Most of the time, the student teachers were able to collect 

work done by the children relating directly to the student 

teacher's planning and teaching. 

Seven early childhood student teachers were assigned to 

me for supervision. Six signed a letter of consent for the 

study. I talked briefly with them before they left campus to 

begin their eight week student teaching assignments. The 

students were not chosen based on any criteria of reflective 

ability and represented a fairly typical ran9e of experiences 

and academic abilities. 

I analyzed autobiographical papers written during their 

first eight weeks of on campus class work, observational 

field notes from my supervisory visits with the student 

teachers, entries from their journals taken during their 

student teaching assignments, and two on-site interviews 

about the nature of themselves as learners and their 

understanding of children's learning. This resulted in 

approximately 170 total pages of data. Samples of these data 

sources have been used in my analysis, but copies of the 

complete transcripts,of .the interviews can be found in the 

index. Quotes from the student teachers have been referenced 

to these transcripts. The amount of data varies with the 

individual student teacher, some being much more prolific 

talkers and writers. 

u ••• To start with life as it is lived means that we must 

always situate our reflections about education ••• in the 

particular society and culture in which we live this life 

(van Manen, 1993, p. 214). The meaning these student teachers 

have made of their relationship with children can be better 

interpreted and understood by looking at the early childhood 
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pro9ram they have completed. 

Their ability to reflect on practice by using children's 

work was constrained by the short periOd of time they spent 

with childrQn in the classroom~ Their early childhood 

university program facilitates an understanding of the 

importance of assessment of a child's learning through 

authentic measures. The mechanics of collecting children's 

work and using it to inform practice anQ planning is 

integrated into various early childhood e~ucation classes. 

One of the early childhood program objectives is to 

prepare students for creating developmentally appropriate 

curricula for young children. The elements of constructivism 

and reflection are introduced in various classes through 

journaling and lecture, but are not emphasized in the 

program's philosophy. 

Students participate in lab teaching experiences with 

infants through kindergartners. They also participate in one 

semester of public school student teaching in first, second 

or third grade. On completion of the program, the students 

meet the academic requirements for state early childhood 

liscensure. This particular group of students was the first 

to meet portfolio requirements. The portfolio is a collection 

of paper documentation of teaching experiences, class work 

responses and other indicators of learning. Fifteen different 

competencies are addressed through the portfolio. Reflective 

thought and practice was at the heart of the portfolio 

process, but getting the portfolios completed and turned in 

became an end in itself for the student teachers. Because my 

first scheduled interview was with Mary, I've chosen to begin 
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with her understanding of children's learning and her own 

practice. 

Mary 

Mary was added to my list of student teachers for 

supervision at the last minute, but I had noticed the quality 

of her work and the thoughtful questions she asked during 

class discussions. Mary was twenty-two years of age, but had 

been married for most of her college experience and was 

expecting her first baby in the spring, after graduation. 

In Mary's autobiographical paper she emphasized her 

relationship with her mother and her desire to "teach" her 

own children, recreating the relationship with her mom. She 

says, "I remember most ••• the times spent out of school with 

my mother. That is where I truly developed the desire to 

learn •••• My main interest in teaching came from my desire to 

be a good mother" (Appendix A, autobiographical paper). 

She makes the comment that these early experiences will 

help later in her development as a teacher. She remembers 

positive school experiences, especially her kindergarten 

teacher's efforts to make a disabled child part of the 

classroom community by letting the children become familiar 

with the little girl's wheelchair and other equipment. In our 

first interview, she talked about this experience. "The 

teacher probably set an example, in that I expected my 

teacher not to be afraid, she showed me it's okay, (to be 

different) ••• ! didn't recognize that she was showing (us 

something specifically educational) ••• I'm sure it was 

conscious on her part" (Appendix A, First Interview). I asked 
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Mary if she thought most teachers would do this kind of 

activity now. "By law they have to ••• I think teachers know 

now that's what children need, this type of experience, to 

learn" (Appendix A,First Interview). When asked about 

specific! teacher planned learning activities~ Mary 

remembered a negative experience from third grade. "I didn't 

like third grade! We had to listen to ••• she played these 

records with the multiplication tables on them ••• ! hated it" 

(Appendix A, First Interview). 

When asked about work her mother might have kept from 

Mary's early school experiences she told me that in junior 

high school her mom paid her to go through all of the boxes 

of her papers and organize them~ Mary ran across a cookbook 

made in kindergarten and loved reading it. "We made a class 

recipe book. 

Everyone picked a recipe from: home and came back to 

school and told it to the teacher ••• she wrote it down ••• I've 

read it once a year: •• she (the kindergarten teacher) never 

said, Are you sure you want to say that?" I then asked if she 

ever thought about what moms might keep when she plans 

activities and she looked surprised. ''No! I think what are 

the kids going to gain ••• like what they are learning, but not 

long term ••• but I guess I should! I hadn't thought about it 

that way" (Appendix A; First Interview). 

The elementary school where Mary did her student 

teaching, in a first grade classroom, was known for an 

overall high quality of teaching. It was located in a college 

town and had benefited from close working relationships with 

various university faculty. However! Mary's cooperating 

teacher ran her classroom in a traditional manner, with a 
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heavy emphasis on objectives and worksheets. The cooperating 

teacher planned activities based on district and state scope 

and sequence with little emphasis on children's interests. 

This created a few problems of adjustment for Mary. The first 

week was particularly difficult. Mary felt personally 

attacked when her cooperating teacher criticized Mary's 

planning. Mary told me that sh~ left school in tears and 

really questioned being able to work with the classroom 

teacher. u ••• she wasn't happy with my planning ••• we hadn't 

talked about my lesson plans, so then that Friday she was 
.. 

telling me things she didn't like. But ••• I wanted to do 

things they ·could participate in ••• "(Appendix A, Second 

Interview) 

The cooperating teacher expressed concern over the 

amount of nfun" activities Mary had planned .and Mary 

responded by giving her cooperating teacher more written 

plans with objectives spelled out. Mary reached a point in 

her student teaching where she was able to articulate her 

desire to do things differently than what the cooperating 

teacher was ~oing. She was able to meet the teacher's need 

for control, but 'at the same time, respond appropriateiy to 

the needs of the children in the classroom. She stated in our 

second interview, u ••• my b~g things (classroom projects) were 

on purpose. They (the children) do a lot of things with 

pencil and paperr she keeps them busy. I've never seen a 

project though. We were (in an earlier interview with me) 

talking a.bout the cookbook I did in kindergarten? I tried to 

use that when I was planning. Like the flannel board stories 

(they made in small groups) I think they'll remember them for 

a long time"(Appendix A, Second Interview). 
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When planning for her major teaching unit! Mary told me 

that her cooperating teacher expressed concern about the 

children illustrating a class book. ushe didn't like it at 

all, that they were going to draw these things. She wanted 

them to trace stuff, she said, 'What if they can't draw?' 

But, I've done this with three year olds ••• I knew the first 

graders could do something sim}laru(Appendix A,Second 

Interview). Mary persevered and found that the children were 

able to illustrate quite well. 

There was also some recognition of loss of control. 11A 

lot of them kind of missed the point of what they were 

supposed to do for their book about animals getting ready for 

winter ••• it was cute, they read them to the class, it was fun 

and I enjoyed seeing them make their books.~.! encouraged 

them to draw and color ••• most colored something in their 

book." Since the process was important, Mary was able to 

point out which children strayed from the teacher's 

objective, but obviously were following their own objective. 

"Some of the pages she (child in class) did an animal 

activity (that matched the animal) like, dogs like to bark. 

She did that same thing on a~£ew pages"(Appendix A! Second 

Interview). 

The cooperating teacher liked the .. final projects the 

children did during Mary's teaching. She made comments about 

the projects :being ''cute" and took pictures of the children 

making their presentations. Mary disagreed though with 

sending the projects home. ''If I was doing this in my 

classroom I would have them leave them there to tell the 

story againr but she (cooperating teacher) didn't even ask 

them if they wanted to ••• she just took pictures and sent them 
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(the stories home)"(Appendix A, Second Interview). 

Mary focused on process when talking about the 

individual children in the class. There was one child of 

great concern who had already been identified because of low 

letter recognition skills and an inability to count and use 

number. Mary noticed during one of her planned activities 

with attribute blocks that this child was able to make 

intricate designs and problem solve. She brought the pattern 

he had made and was quite excited about it. 

"This little boy, the one being tested? He did this with 

paper attribute shapes on his own. No one else did anything 

like this, I had to pinch myself! ••• he really got into this 

and figured out that if he put a drop of glue where he wanted 

the white pieces he could just go around and then put the 

paper down ••• it was like -dum,dum,dum, there! I've been 

paying attention to him ever since I saw this ••• he and 

another child were the only two who (consistently made 

detailed patterns). We did an activity with clouds and he 

could visualize shapes ••• he can recreate things in his 

mind ••• ! don't know enough about him and why he struggles 

with everything else"(Appendix A, Second Interview). 

This particular child moved before Mary could follow up 

on his testing, but he had obviously made an impression on 

her. This was another example too of Mary's cooperating 

teacher and Mary having different perspectives. Mary said 

that her cooperating teacher noticed the little boy's 

ability, but didn't seem to attach great significance to it. 

During the student teacher's last visit on campus, after 

completing their student teaching and right before 

graduation, Mary spoke to her peer group about the benefits 
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of talking about children's work with me."I learned a lot 

about myself. Through my discussions with Sara, I learned 

about myself and I learned I could do things different from 

my cooperating teacher ••• ! tried to plan things that were 

more developmentally appropriate ••• ! think they worked, I saw 

the children get involved and interested"(Field Notes). 

She went on to use the patterning project to illustrate 

what she felt she had learned about teaching. She emphasized 

that by close observation of the activity of one specific 

child in two projects, she had gained an insight into his 

learning that she wouldn't have had without these projects. 

Mary's Themes 

In selective reading of the texts created by student 

teacher's writings and interviews, certain themes emerged. 

These themes can be described by "highlighting" phrases and 

statements that enlighten the reader as to the meaning early 

childhood student teachers made of their experience (van 

Manen, 1990). 

Mary's themes were her autobiographical connection to 

teaching, teacher control, meeting individual needs, 

children's story illustrations and teacher/parenting. 

Autobio9raphical Connections to ~eachin9 

van Manen writes that there are four kinds of 

reflection: anticipatory, interactive, recollective and 

mindful. These kinds of reflective thought can be leveled by 

degree into everyday thinking, incidental, systematic and 
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thinking about thinking (1990). Mary showed all four kinds of 

reflection through connections she made with past experiences 

to her practice in the classroom. The autobiographical paper 

assignment made incidental reflection possible by allowing 

her to remember how she felt as a child in a classroom with a 

teacher who emphasized relationships and community. She used 

this memory when she emphasized class discussions about 

relationships and feelings~· When studying the Mayflower's 

voyage to early America, she asked questions which elicited 

comparisons with the children's .lives now to the children's 

lives in the 1600's. She asked, "How would you feel in a dark 

strange place? (the hold of the ship) Have you ever been 

seasick? Have you ever moved to a new place? How did you feel 

about it?"('Field Notes)~ 

She also used memories of relationships by planning 

activities that would enable children to work together to 

solve problems. She told me that one child who was always 

first and very fast in everything was placed with a child who 

was shy, to help the quieter child complete an activity. 

The activities that held the strongest connection for 

her were from her kindergarten years and this was further 

reinforced through discussion about the documents left from 

the recipe book activity in kindergarten. Systematic 

reflection made it possible for her to carry out meaningful 

activities in her student teaching experience by encouraging 

an autonomous decision about planning and implementation. 

Teacher Control 

Though Mary kept going back to wanting activities to·be 

meaningful she also had to reconcile the classroom teacher's 
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expectation for control. When asked about important things 

teachers do, she replied, nit is the attention and importance 

they make of each child ••• obviously children have to learn 

stuff ••• but that's (learning objectives) not the things they 

remember about from that year of that teacher or 

grade"(Appendix A, First Interview). 

Her initial planning was not complete enough to assure 

her cooperating teacher that she had included expected 

objectives. This caused much discomfort for both of them, but 

was relieved when Mary decided, through interactive 

reflection, that meeting the cooperating teacher's needs had 

to be one of her priorities. 

Meeting Individual Needs 

This was brought up first by Mary's desire to learn how 

to plan for children of different levels of ability. As part 

of her autobiographical notes she says, "I enjoy watching 

children grow from having a lot of personal choice and 

control over themselves"(Appendix A,Journal). She also says 

that she hopes to learn how to meet all student's needs. 

Making choices available was important, but Mary didn't 

connect this to one way of achieving individualization in the 

classroom. The fact that her cooperating teacher did not 

include learning center choices in the classroom was another 

hurdle for Mary. 

Through mindful reflection and close observation of the 

learning process of individual children she was able to plan 

small group activities which allowed higher and lower ability 

children to feel success. She saw her job, even as a student 
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teacher, as having to be aware of protecting individual 

children's rights to learn in interesting, meaningful ways. 

This desire to meet children's needs also came up in her 

planning. When she put together small groups she made sure 

that children of different skill levels were in each group. 

She was quite pleased that the groups supported each other 

without teacher interference and saw this as a way to enable 

children to feel successful. 

She was very excited about her observations of the child 

having difficulties and the recognition of his strengths. She 

expressed the desire to learn more about alternative 

assessments and what teachers can do about encouraging 

children who are at risk of failure. 

Children's Story Illustration 

Mary kept 9oin9 back to what children were capable of 

doing based on her observations of their work. She was able 

to back up her decision to let the children illustrate their 

books because of what she had seen three year olds do in the 

campus child development lab. 

When she discussed their work during our supervisory 

visits she was able to point out the strengths and weaknesses 

of children based on the process they employed in making book 

illustrations, flannel board stories and attribute block 

designs. 

Mary showed me thumb print pictures the children had 

made. The lesson objective was for the children to practice 

counting by creating creatures and pictures from prints of 

their thumbs. In other words, page one would have one 
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:picture, :page two, two pictures, up to ten. She knew who had 

hurried through the activity, who had figured out shortcuts, 

who had verbalized knowledge while drawing and who had not 

understood concepts she was trying to teach. This knowledge 

about individual children was then used in plannin9 future 

activities and assessments. She made the comment about one 

child's work; uHe didn't put any detail in his pictures, and 

on this page, he doesn't have the correct number. But I think 

this activity was probably too easy for him, he was probably 

a little bored with it"(Appendix A, Second Interview). She 

had recognized that her knowledge of this child was more 

important to understanding the process of learning than a 

more traditional, prescriptive teaching theory would have 

been. 

When she noticed how a child with special needs had 

solved design problems, she looked for other examples of his 

abilities through the work he did in class. These initial 

observations were separate from any "scope and sequence" of 

teaching objectives, but she was able to integrate her 

knowledge of children's learning process into planned 

activities. 

Teaching/Parenting 

In Mary's autobiographical paper, she emphasized a 

desire to become a Mother so that she could ''teach" her 

child, much as she had been taught by her Mother. She makes 

the statement, "My main interest in teaching came from my 

desire to be a good mother ••• ! feel that if I can be 

successful in giving my own children the opportunities and 
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experiences they need to be successful in life, then I will 

have accomplished my greatest task in teaching"(Appendix A, 

Autobiographical Paper). 

This theme is carried out when she speaks of not liking 

report cards because of a younger sibling's problems in 

schools. "I've always thought they (report cards) were 

unfair ••• my brother never made better than a c ... it did not 

bother him, but I could see it being unfair to him and other 

people." When asked how her brother should have been assessed 

she answers, "I think there should be many different ways a 

child should be assessed or whether they should go to the 

next grade ••• report cards put everything into a separate 

category ••• they don't' tell you if a child can get along well 

with other children, if (they) are good at building with 

blocks or organizing games"(Appendix A, First Interview). 

Her desire to connect the parenting role with the 

teaching role seemed to help emphasize for her the importance 

of planning activities that would be meaningful for children 

and their parents. Her recollective reflections helped give 

her the autonomous edge she needed in the face of cooperating 

teacher opposition. 

She showed a level of care for children that connects 

back to her desire to recreate a mothering role as a teacher. 

van Manen says that asking student teachers to reflect on 

children's work is asking them to adopt a parenting attitude 

(personal communication, Spring, 1999). 
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Mary's Summary 

By the time Mary met with her peer group at the end of 

the semester she had used a high level of reflection, 

thinking about thinking, to reach the conclusion that she had 

learned more about herself than anything else. She could make 

connections with classroom theory (developmentally 

appropriate practice) to her practice. She knew that 

conversations with her supervisor had helped her see some of 

these connections and was aware of her own personal and 

professional growth. 

She expressed pride in her ability to meet children's 

needs through careful planning and awareness of their 

strengths. She told the group that she had a renewed interest 

in teaching. 

I believe Mary is a highly reflective student teacher. 

Even if I hadn't emphasized the need for using documentation 

of children's work, she would have done this on her own. 

LaBosky writes of student teachers who come to the 

program already possessing "many of the attitudes, abilities, 

and ideas that will facilitate rapid growth". She labels 

these students as "Alert Novices" (1994,pg. 27). Mary is an 

example of an "Alert Novice". There were areas in her 

teaching knowledge that were weak, such as her initial 

written plans. She struggled with how to successfully 

navigate the landscape of teaching in the public school 

system and still be true to her own ideas and level of care. 

van Manen stipulates that, "reflection in the field of 

education carries the connotation of deliberation, making 

choices, coming to decisions about alternative courses of 
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action" (1991, pg. 511). I did not have to explain to her 

why it was important to observe children's work process or 

what kinds of documented work to bring to our interviews. 

Mary was able to use the documentation of children's work as 

a springboard for deliberate thought and planning. 

Margaret 

I was excited about working with Margaret because she 

had been placed in a first grade classroom taught by someone 

I knew. My own child had been in this particular teacher's 

classroom and I knew from personal experience that the 

teacher was sensitive to individual children's needs. It 

would be a classroom conducive to learning about the power of 

documenting children's work to inform practice and teaching. 

The cooperating teacher used children's work in the room 

rather than decorative, commercially made materials. Her 

teaching schedule included time everyday for individual 

conferences, small group work and activity centers. She 

shared her own reflections with Margaret about why things 

were done in a certain way and encouraged Margaret to ask 

questions. 

Margaret was at first hesitant about this placement 

because of the open concept, the school being an open 

arrangement. However, she soon realized that this could be a 

positive element. She felt she learned more by being able to 

listen to and observe other teachers. 

Margaret's memories of school included a very early 

desire to be a teacher. In her autobiographical paper she 

describes playing teacher and (loving) uthe idea that I was 



in charge of a group of people and they had to listen to me". 

She attributes this early love of teaching to ''feelings 

(that) were instilled in me in kindergarten through second 

grade" because of "teachers who made it obvious to me that 

learning can be fun ••• (and) who not only cared about me as a 

student, but as an individual"(Appendix B,Autobiographical 

Paper). 

Most of her experiences seem to have been positive, but 

she does write,c,f dreading one particular teacher. "I heard 

and received the impression that he was a very stern and hard 

teacher. I know now that my fears were put inside my head 

from what other people had said". She went on to say that 

this particular teacher was not attentive to her needs and 

didn't seem interested in actually teaching anything. She was 

worried about being ready for junior high school and wrote, 

"Mr. P was not doing a very good job in preparing me for 

it"(Appendix BrAutobiographical Paper). 

Margaret didn't describe any specific school activities, 

but did speak of wanting to "instill the same type of 

(positive) feelings in children ••• ! want them to feel good 

about themselves as I did (in school) by caring about each 

individual child and (helping) them (to) see that they are 

important"(Appendix B,Autobiographical.Paper). 
. . 

From Margaret's perspective, the first graders in this 

particular class were difficult to "control". She had been 

told by the cooperating teacher that her student teaching 

experience might be tough because of an unusually difficult 

group. There were many children in this class who were 

experiencing highly stressful situations in their home lives. 

Two children were living with grandparents, one child's 
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mother was incarcerated, one child's mother was dying from 

cancer and a few others were dealing with learning problems. 

Margaret's early attempts at whole class instruction 

frustrated her greatly. She reacted to it by writing,"! have 

realized that it is very hard for first graders to adapt to 

change ••• I know it will become easier as the days go on" and 

"This is an area (being in charge of morning calendar) that I 

know will take time for the children to get used to"(Appendix 

B,Journal). 

Almost from the beginning of Margaret's student teaching 

experience, her cooperating teacher expressed concern to me 

about Margaret's planning and preparation. sevQral times, 

Margaret had not spent the time preparing for a lesson that 

her cooperating teacher felt she should have. The result was 

a lack of alternative behaviors for dealing with "problems" 

during a lesson. Margaret could not seem to find time to 

reflect on why the children were reacting aQd behaving the 

way they were. 

In observed lessons, Margaret resorted to many reminders 

to the children about their behavior. In one observation, she 

commented on children having their hands raised and "sitting 

quietly" over and over. When asked, during our supervisory 

visit, what other ways she could have drawn children's 

attention back on track she was perplexed and had no other 

activities in mind. This seemed to be a lack of motivation to 

reflect on any level. 

For another supervisory visit she prepared for her 

lesson at the last minute, running around, hurriedly pulling 

a sheet of craft paper out to make a number line for the 

children to walk on. She was unable to use our time before 
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the lesson to talk to me about her planning or concerns she 

might have had before starting the lesson. Her cooperating 

teacher had spoken to her about this lack of preparation and 

its connection to the problems the student teacher was having 

with discipline during lessons. Children were tuning her out 

and her response was to become more authoritarian and 

directive. Margaret's cooperating teacher wanted her to spend 

more time on planning and preparation so she would be able to 

respond more thoughtfully to children~ but Margaret never 

seemed to "get" this connection. 

Since Margaret's response to problems didn't seem to 

result in improved lessons, her cooperating teacher, the 

university class instructor and I agreed to cut back the 

required amount of time for Margaret to be in 11charge" of the 

classroom, so she could do more 11 team" teaching with her 

cooperating teacher. This worked very well for everyone. 

Margaret expressed a sense of relief to me and her 

cooperating teacher said that things 11 flowed" better. 

Mar9aret's Themes 

Themes that emerged from Margaret's experience were; 

transmitting knowledge, teacher as source of knowledge, 

theory to practice and control issues. 

~ransmittin9 Knowled9e 

In her autobiographical paper, Margaret refers to ideas 

being "put inside" her head, teachers "giving" her a good 

education, feelings being "instilled" and wanting to 
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"instill" similar feelings about education. Her efforts at 

learning were diminished if she felt like the teacher didn't 

like her and were increased if the learning was "fun". There 

is no synthesis in her paper or in interviews about how her 

experiences might inform her practice. A reading lesson 

included having the children make their own cartoon strips. 

Margaret was not extremely pleased with the results. She 

seemed slightly concerned because she had "(written) 

characteristics of comic strips on the board ••• I showed them 

examples ••• then they had to write their own comic strip." She 

used one child's work as an example of what she had wanted 

from the children. She did know that this particular child 

usually produced more "examples" than necessary. When asked 

about what learning this child had shown, Margaret seemed 

confused. "I know she has an understanding of time, parts of 

the aay, I aon't know - we've talked about diffQrQfit parts of 

the day and I don't know if this - last week we measured 

shadows and I don't know, she may have connected last Friday 

to today ••• it's what you would expect, they understand the 

clock pretty well"(Appendix B,First Interview). 

Margaret's understanding of her own learning and that of 

the children in her classroom is mired in "Everyday 

Thinking", "habituated, partly routinized, partly intuitive, 

pre-reflective and semi-reflective" (van Manen, 1990). She 

does not question the objective of having children create 

cartoon strips, it is listed in the teacher's guide so it 

must be done. It does not occur to her that first graders 

might have had very little experience with cartoon strips or 

that the activity involved several tasks, any one of which 

might have been very difficult for six year olds in the first 
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semester of first grade. 

Margaret wrote about the need for things outside of 

herself to trigger certain memories and knowledge. She seemed 

to have a positivistic view of knowledge, that it is "out 

there" and can be manipulated. Learning activities were 

listed without reflecting on the meaning for them, she wrote 

about "feeling better about phonics", and "liking" certain 

activities without reasons why she liked them. She wrote that 

"a couple of lesson plans have been a little too hard for 

this class to do", but there was no reflection on why or what 

she might do. This is in keeping with a traditional view of 

teaching and curriculum. Without systematic reflection, 

Margaret is not likely to move beyond this level. 

Teacher as Source of Knowled9e 

When she taught a lesson during her nutrition unit she 

had the children make a class book using the letters of the 

alphabet to stand for various foods. She wanted the children 

to think of foods for the letters, but quickly resorted to 

"giving them each a letter" and then "basically (giving) them 

all the words". The paper she showed me was of hurriedly 

drawn fruit, labeled with the names of the fruit. She 

indicated that the child who had made the picture was unable 

to think of any food on their own, and this was what she had 

supplied. She seemed surprised during this conversation that 

"there are some letters that don't have foods, even when I 

tried to think of foods that started with the letters, I 

couldn't come up with any". She had not thought to look at 

other resources besides herself for information. The work she 
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chose to share with me was simply whatever was on the top of 

the stack of papers and did not seem to hold any more meaning 

for her than any other paper (Appendix B,Second Interview). 

Her ability to use interactive reflection was stifled 

because of the perception that she was supposed to know the 

answers. The problem of finding foods to go along with the 

letters of the alphabet presented itself, but her only 

response was to skip the letters. If she had used 

anticipatory reflection before this lesson she might have 

realized that she needed more resources than her own 

knowledge. 

Theor1 to Practice 

When we discussed the sample of work she chose to share 

from the cartoon strip activity, I asked her if she would 

have this particular student do the same activity as everyone 

else in math since this child seemed to understand time 

concepts. Margaret was quite perplexed. "I don't know how I 

feel about it ••• you mean, like get something a little more 

advanced for her? ••• How would you do that?" I probed for how 

Margaret had related to this child's work by asking if the 

student had explained her work to Margaret or if Margaret 

understood the child's process of thought. Margaret answered 

by saying "After they're finished they're supposed to explain 

it to me and read it to me. She didn't say anything ••• " 

I asked if Margaret had questioned the student. Margaret 

answered, "Not really"(Appendix B,Second Interview). 

Margaret's ability to interpret information about 

teaching into her own practice seemed to be stuck at a very 
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low level of reflection. Even though she spoke often of the 

relationships with teachers in her childhood, she avoided one 

on one conversations with children in the classroom. An 

inability to use recollective reflection seemed to keep her 

from making some important connections. 

Control Issues 

Margaret describes playing teacher as a child as 

pleasurable because ''people had to listen to me". In our 

first interview she told a story from third grade where she 

made her own behavior cards. 11 In third grade, the teacher had 

these table points. I would form my own cards to keep track 

(of) everyone's points at my table and I'd get real mad if we 

got in trouble." I asked her if the other kids liked that and 

she avoided answering directly by saying, 11 ! was the 

teacher's pet. I did everything I was told - never wanted to 

get in trouble"(AppendixB,First Interview). 

She took this picture of what being a teacher was all 

about into her first grade placement. She attributed behavior 

problems to the children's ager "(it's) hard for first 

graders to adapt to change"; the "crazy" schedule and to the 

fact that it wasn't "her" class. She wrote, "I enjoy teaching 

different lessons, but I wish they could focus, sit still and 

listen to me while I (am) teaching them ••• I have been 

reassured many times that my own class will not be like 

this"(Appendix B,Journal). 

She knew she needed to concentrate more on adapting 

lessons to meet the children's needs, but did not verbalize 

or write about any ideas on how this might be done. It was 
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very difficult for her to make the connection between 

children's behavior problems and her lack of attention and 

planning. 

Margaret's Summary 

Margaret's theory of learning seemed to come from a 

heteronomous view of education. Her position of authority in 

the classroom was supposed to be enough to cause learning to 

take place. Her concerns about this were written about, but 

never questioned. In this theoretical stance~ documentation 

of children's work becomes meaningless, because it doesn't 

seem to be important to look at the child's perception. It is 

more important to be able to say, "I taught it, they should 

have learned it." For Margaret~ "everyday thinking" was very 

intuitive and pre-reflective. ·Interactive reflection was 

difficult for her because she had not tapped into the power 

of using anticipatory reflection to guide her practice (van 

Manen, 1991). 

LaBosJ,cy describes the ''Commonsense Thinkers" as students 

who entered the program with a. "commonsense view or 
teaching". ThQy are students Who a.re either "deficient in 

inquiry skills" or are coping with "attitudinal or emotional 

interference" (1994, pg. 57). In other words, they have 

trouble questioning their own knowledge and practice or are 

held back from reflection by dealing with overwhelming 

problems in their personal lives. Margaret would seem to fall 

into the "deficient in inquiry skills" category. When it was 

brought to her attention that her lessons were not being 

adequately planned or prepared for, she responded by taking a 
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lot of time outside of class to make individual number lines 

for the children's desks. This was appreciated and 

complimented, but had little to do with the problem that had 

been discussed. 

She seemed to realize that relationships were very 

important for children and it would have seemed that this 

particular class would have benefited from having another 

caring adult to interact with, but she responded by leaving 

the classroom fairiy often while her cooperating teacher was 

in charge. It was pointed out to her that she needed to use 

this time to interact with the children, especially the 

children who were in stressful home situations. Her 

interpretation of this was to see it as simply incidental. 

She told me what particular children were going through, but 

could not seem to see how to use this knowledge for 

systematic reflection on her own understandings of how to 

meet their needs. 

LaBosky's (1994) study questions our ability to cause 

commonsense thinkers to grow much in their reflective 

ability. I11 Margaret's case, .I did not see any growth in her 

ability or willingness to use reflection to solve any 

problem. As a matter of fact, her evaluation of student 

teaching described a wonderful experience, with little 

reference to the difficulties encountered. 

In her last journal entryr Margaret writes about using 

documentation to track a child's progress and how she was 

very interested in seeing children's work the first day she 

was there and then seeing the progress they had made at the 

end of her student teaching. If she.had not written about 

this, I would not have thought there was any recognition of 
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this benefit of documenting children's work. I saw no 

examples of her ability to put this knowledge into practice. 

When asked to bring meaningful children's work to our 

interview, she responded by "forgetting" and at the last 

minute, simply grabbing what was handy. 

There is the recognition that reflection is a process. 

In our first interview I asked Margaret about the work her 

mother had kept from Margaret's early childhood years and she 

said she had never looked at it. At my next visit, Margaret 

was animated and enthusiastic about wanting to see the work 

her mom had kept. She made the comment "I've been thinking 

about what we talked about - you know, about my work my mom 

kept, and I called her the other day to ask about it. She 

said it's in the attic. I'm real excited now to see what I 

did"(Appendix B,Second Interview). I don't know how 

meaningful these pieces of learning will be for her. It would 

be something we would.have to discuss after she viewed it. 

Johnston's 1994 study of preservice teachers found that 

classroom experience was not viewed as educative when it did 

not coincide with the student teacher's image of what 

teaching should be like. Margaret did not seem to realize 

that the "time ••• spent in the classroom, observing teaching, 

interacting with children, preparing and implementing lessons 

was part of the learning process because it did not conform 

with (her) own (image) of what teaching should be like" (P9· 

204). 

Gwen 

Gwen was placed in the same situation as Margaret, in an 

open school environment. I had worked in the same school for 
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several years and had worked closely with Gwen's cooperating 

teacher. Her cooperating teacher was a warm, sincere person 

who quite often had difficult children placed in her class 

because of the perception that she could manage problems 

well. Because the cooperating teacher used classroom 

learning centers and was genuinely concerned about children's 

emotional lives, her classroom also offered a transition from 

the child centeredness of the university labs to the more 

controlled public school program. Gwen and her cooperating

teacher seemed to bond quickly and work as a team early in 

Gwen's experience. 

Gwen's autobiographical paper describes her elementary 

experiences as being more urban than most, but were, for the 

most part, positive. She writes about being placed in a 

program for gifted students, but it was only for first and 

second grades. "They did not not explain the criteria for 

entering this program, but it made me feel special"(Appendix 

C,Autobiographical Paper). I asked Gwen if she had ever found 

out why she had been placed there, but she had not. 

She describes her favorite teacher as someone who could 

"keep her class busy ••• ". Gwen had this particular teacher 

for third and fourth grades and liked the fact that the 

teacher, "had many art and music activities for us to get 

involved in"(Appendix C,Autobiographical Paper). 

Her least favorite teacher was a junior high teacher. 

Gwen describes her social studies experience with this 

teacher as boring. "Each day we did the same types of 

activities. These included worksheets, read aloud from the 

book, and (we) were to read to ourselves. 
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I was bored and unenthusiastic about the class. I later took 

other civics classes and found them very interesting, which 

made me think it was the teaching style that influenced my 

views on this social studies class"(Appendix 

C,Autobiographical Paper). She doesn't write about how the 

social studies teacher related to the students in the class 

on a personal level. 

Gwen decided to become a teacher, "because I enjoy 

thinking of and implementing activities· for children and I 

enjoy the type of setting a school system has. I feel very 

comfortable in the classroom and excited at the same 

time"(Appendix C,Autobiographical Paper). 

Gwen and her cooperating teacher immediately fell into a 

shared sense of responsibility. The classroom teacher showed 

a respect for children's feelings l:>y listening to them 

carefully before making decisions and she extended this same 

respect to Gwen. Gwen was not asked to do anything in a 

teaching capacity before she felt comfortable with it. Gwen 

responded to this by becoming more confident in seeing what 

needed to be done in the daily life of the classroom. She 

moved about the room easily and never expressed any 

discomfort with the environment. It was a warm, inviting 

atmosphere that fit beautifully into Gwen's memories of 

positive elementary experiences. Her cooperating teacher told 

me during supervisory visits that Gwen was a wonderful 

student teacher and she couldn't have done without her. 

She showed awareness of individual children's needs by 

listening carefully to children's questions and answering 

them patiently. She used many encouraging comments such as, 

"You all are doing so well! You know lots of these words. I 
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see some people holding their pencils correctly"(Field 

Notes). She told me that it was important to her to use 

positive comments to encourage good behavior. At one point 

she wrote in her journal, "I worked on not calling children 

by name in disciplining. I tried to call out groups of 

children or specific activities. For example, 1 If your pencil 

is in your hand, you are not following directions' instead of 

1 Kate, put down your pencil' For next week I plan to work on 

how well the children follow directions during 

instruction"(Appendix C,Journal). Gwen showed a strong desire 

to be mindful when reflecting on her interactions with 

children. 

Her relationship with individual children in the 

classroom was positive for the most part, with only one child 

being seen as a particular 11problem". Gwen writes of a 

behavior pattern with him that she felt unprepared to deal 

with. 11 I tell him what to do, but then he wants to argue his 

way out of it. I don't back down from what I want him to do, 

but by the time I get him out into the hall or across the 

room, he has disrupted the entire class. He will follow me 

around and ask why he has to 90. ,Then he tries to bargain to 

stay at his desk. I don't know what to do ••• he only acts this 

way when she (the cooperating teacher) is out of the 

room"(Appendix C,Journal). Gwen describes the child as a low 

level reader. She knows from discussions with her cooperating 

teacher that the child's mother is not very involved in his 

school work. Gwen's journal entry about her problems with 

this child end in a reminder to herself to ask her 

cooperating teacher for suggestions. 
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Gwen's Themes 

Themes of developmentally appropriate practice versus 

school culture, learning to plan, telling as teaching, and 

teacher as activity planner emerged from Gwen's classroom 

experiences and writings. 

Developmentally Appropriate Practice versus School 

Culture 

The tension felt by Gwen usually came from trying to 

incorporate a child development/developmentally appropriate 

practice into the structure and restrictions of the public 

school system. This was exasperated by the fact that the 

physical set-up of the school was totally open, with classes 

only separated by cabinets and movement through the building 

observed by everyone. 

This became a problem for Gwen when the children were 

working in centers. ur don't mind if they talk as long as it 

is about the learning. When the. talking becomes so loud that 

our neighbor classes can't concentrate it is a problem for 

our class. (cooperating teacher) understands that children 

will be loud even when they are being constructive. 

Therefore, we both have similar feelings about 

centers"(Appendix C,Journal). She looked to her cooperating 

teacher for affirmation of her own feelings about the value 

of letting the children continue working in centers. 

The struggle between developmentally appropriate 

practice and school culture was also apparent when Gwen took 

the children to other locations in the building. nr found 
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it's hard to decide how much talking to allow in the halls. 

The children should be learning self-control and recognizing 

that when they're loud it disrupts the other classes. But, on 

the other hand, they are at the age where it is hard to put 

yourself in other's shoes. Also, the children have so much 

energy and excitement that asking them to be completely 

silent is a huge request"(Appendix C,Journal). She goes on to 

plan what she can do to prevent the problem, but also 

realizes that the children are constantly testing her ability 

to be consistent. 

This awareness of developmental needs is inter-woven 

throughout Gwen's writing. She writes of enjoying a geography 

activity because the open-endedness of the lesson let "slower 

children (finish) the general map ••• (and let) ones who 

(needed) more enrichment (go) on to add many labels, make a 

map key and more,; ( Appendix C, Journal ) • 

Grading was seen as a problem. "I've found it hard to 

grade with an S (satisfactory progress), P (Progressing), and 

H (Having difficulties) only ••• at their age, they are 

changing so fast that it's better to give general grades for 

some abilities instead of labeling them as an A, B, or C 

student"(Appendix C,Journal). She does not say what she would 

do as a result of this perceived problem. 

She was aware of problems in "doing" calendar 

activities, but wasn't sure why it was a problem. "By the 

time we finish with all the duties and the calendar, half the 

class is doing something else or lost. I can't tell if it's 

because the children don't understand the different parts of 

the calendar or if they are not used to it because it is not 

done daily"(Appendix C,Journal). She seems to be seeing this 
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problem as one to be solved through better planning. She is 

not questioning the purposes of the calendar activity or what 

she might do differently. 

Learning to Plan 

Gwen's planning usually came from a base of teacher 

education classes, her expressed interest in providing a 

variety of activities and what she saw modeled by her 

cooperating teacher. She writes,"After watching Mrs.C. and 

reading information from my classes at university, I realized 

the students would benefit more from the book (she was using 

trade books to spark the children's interests in a topic of 

study) if I took time to involve them in discussion. Then, as 

I read I will stop and explain in other words or ask 

questions about the book. As the children share they work on 

higher-level thinking skills and can gain a better idea of 

the main ideas of the story"(Appendix C,Journal). 

Plans were looked over at the end of each day with the 

cooperating teacher. nr found that Mrs.C. tries to over-plan 

to ensure we will havs enough for the class to work on. I 

think this is good because I would rather have too much 

planned than to be unprepared for the day.,•. (we) circle 

anything that needs to be covered on the following day ••• we 

look at the next days lesson plans and change the format to 

fit in the needed lessons or remove lessons that won't be 

covered"(Appendix C,Journal). 
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Telling as Teaching 

Gwen wrote about explaining and teaching concepts from a 

teacher directed perspective. She wrote, "I walk around after 

the math is presented and look at the children's work ••• I 

stop and try to guide them through the lesson so they will 

better understand the concept"(Appendix C,Journal). This was 

usually in response to difficulties children were having in 

completing worksheets. 

She was able to attend a meeting about new social 

studies software, which she found very interesting. She 

described the software as "works to teach maps, globes and 

other lessons about the earth." She was then able to show the 

children in the class how the software worked and 1'what they 

could learn from the program"(Appendix C,Journal). 

When leading reading groups, she 1'discussed with them 

comprehension and the format of the book". It is difficult to 

tell from her observations what "comprehension" meant to her 

or to the children in the reading group. Her focus was on 

carrying out a behavior related to what she had seen her 

cooperating teacher do. She expressed a concern about this by 

writing, 11 I'm not sure what I'm supposed to write down once 

they are done reading to me"(Appendix C,Journal). 

She used "focus books" to integrate science, social 

studies and math with reading. She described this activity by 

writing, "I read the focus books this week for magnets. The 

books helped the children gain important facts and 

information about magnets". In a brief reference to 

children's thinking about the subject matter, she used the 

phrase "think about the topic visually and orally for a 
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better understanding"(Appendix C,Journal). How one thinks 

"orally" is not explained. 

One of the topics Gwen was in charge of planning was the 

use of maps and globes. She described this topic as 

personally interesting and her plans included, "guiding the 

children through ••• the activities that concern maps and 

globes"(Appendix C,Journal). Gwen planned for 3 dimensional 

activities, but these were more.like worksheets rather than 

authentic projects. The focus seemed to be on the ability of 

the teacher to provide information. 

At one point in Gwen's journal she perceived one of 

the problems with this mode of teaching. She wrote, "I have 

found that when you get home to grade papers you will be 

surprised on how well or not so well the students worked. 

Some papers will be wonderful after a short explanation. Then 

other activities will be unfinished and wrong after a long 

thorough explanation"(Appendix C,Journal). She does not 

analyze this or try to plan for alternative assessment. In 

one of our interviews I asked her how knowing what kind of 

learner a child is helped her to teach and she responded, 

"When there are kids not paying attention, I go back and 

explain ••• I plan on what I need to tell them"(Appendix 

C,Second Interview). 

If she noticed that children were becoming bored during 

a lesson while listening to directions her response was to 

"find strategies that will capture their attention"(Appendix 

C,Journal). The meaning of the lesson was not questioned. She 

looked for ways to present the prescribed material in ways 

that would circumvent the children's behavior. 

In her self-evaluation about her teaching experience she 
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described one use of children's work in the classroom as a 

source for prescription. ''If a teacher takes the work and 

explains to the child what they did wrong and what they can 

work on, the child will see why they do work and how the 

teacher grades"(Appendix C~Journal). 

Teacher as Activity Planner 

One theme emerged early in Gwen's autobiographical 

paper. She described her favorite teacher in elementary 

school as providing a variety of activities and her least 

favorite teacher as doing the same thing all the time. This 

is a theme found in Gwen's planning and her practice. 

When she wrote about planning with her cooperative 

teacher the only priority written about is the need for being 

"over-planned" qr·having enough activities so there is no 

"down time". She does not write about concerns on the 

teacher's part about what lessons are rieeded based on any 

kind of assessment of children's understandings. 

When activities "worked well" Gwen describes them as 

"fun" and that the children were able to be "creative". One 

such activity was having the children measure a print of 

their hands. Gwen wrote that, "I wanted them· to see a real 

life object and find the length. They had to write a sentence 

about their conclusion. The activity met my objectives and 

was effective"(Appendix C,Journal). She did not reflect on 

any authentic reasons children would be measuring their 

hands. 

Based on her earlier assessments of activities, 

.ueffective" in this case meant that the children enjoyed the 
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activity and there were no major behavior problems. She 

described the times that went smoothly in terms of the class 

doing "well" because they "kept on track" and "paid close 

attention". These lessons were generally whole-class and very 

directed. They were part of the class routine and Gwen was 

able to keep to the schedule. 

Gwen's planning seemed to center on providing a variety 

of activities. When asked about planning for learning, she 

replied, "I think they (the children) learn by listening to 

others ••• having new things to see, using tp.,eir self-
&-'· • 

motivation ••• if they don't have self-motivation they get 

distracted ••• being challenged with things other than what 

they do on a daily basis ••• (different activities) keep their 

interests ••• if they don't understand one activity, they might 

understand another. They don't always tell you that they 

don't' understand"(Appendix C,Second Interview). 

Gwen's Summary 

Rodgers says that "perhaps ••• personal beliefs remain so 

intractable because they are reflections of deeply held 

personal theories about knowledge and the learning process" 

(1997,p.12). 

Gwen's personal theories of learning dominated her ability to 

use documentation of children's work to inform her own 

practice or to question the curriculum. 

Gwen's theory of learning seemed to be that by providing 

the right activities, children will learn. When discussing 

the documentation of children's learning, she described what 

children had done on an alphabetizing activity and how it 
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related to her planning by pointing out who had trouble 

staying in the spaces provided and who already knew how to 

alphabetize. When asked how she would respond to a child's 

inability to stay in the space provided she replied, "she 

(the child) could practice writing smaller ••• give her an 

activity to focus on the size of her writing." When asked 

about the child who was already able to alphabetize she 

replied, "(the same activities) shouldn't be repeated ••• there 

are other acti vi.ties for doing ABCs" ( Appendix C, Second 

Interview) • 

Activities, to Gwen, were ends in themselves. The 

traditional view of "doing" school was so strong that she was 

unable to use children's learning to question her practice. 

The learning was happening on the paper and didn't seem to 

require any meaningful relationship for the child. 

I probed for Gwen's reflection on what meaning children 

might get from doing the alphabetizing activity. She 

responded, ''They cari see how to alphabetize ••• they look for 

the beginning letter ••• it gets them used to writing words in 

alphabetical order". When asked why that was important, she 

said~ "So they can look up stuff in a dictionary." I then 

asked what was the reason behind having to look up words in a 

dictionary. Gwen replied, "They have to use guide words ••• we 

did an activity where they had to look up words in 

dictionaries ••• " I made one final effort by asking, "So that 

activity was to use the dictionary for words given at 

random?" She replied, "Yes" (Appendix C,Second Interview). 

She went on to say that if they needed to know a definition, 

they would now be able to look it upr but she never described 

a connection to communication, writing or project work. 
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Communicating children's progress during parent 

conferences was the only modeling Gwen saw for the use of 

documented learning and even then, it was used to show the 

parents where their child fell in a learning continuum. It 

was not used to indicate personal growth of the child. 

Rodgers writes,"From a constructivist perspective ••• the 

information a student gains through watching teachers 

comprises only a part of the theory-building process" 

(1997~p.ll). It was unfortunate that Gwen was not in a 

classroom where documentation of children's work was used 

more extensively to inform practice; however, her personal 

practical theory about learning probably wouldn't have 

changed without great provocation. 

Gwen's ability to reflect on children's work remained at 

the incidental level. She could describe problems with 

penmanship by collecting papers, but she asked no critical 

questions of the activity itself. Using the children's work 

meant planning more activities that could fix problems. 

Children's work was seen as a way to match objectives from 

the second grade curriculum to individual children. This 

meant that Gwen could show the child what he or.she had done 

"wrong" and tell them how to fix it. 

Most of the questions Gwen identified in her journal 

centered around classroom management without recognition of 

the reasons certain activities were being done. Children's 

behavior was her indicator of a successful lesson rather than 

any apparent learning taking place. She was very uncertain 

about how to document learning because the teacher directed 

environment kept children from demonstrating learning. 

Gwen's cooperating teacher gave Gwen high marks and felt 
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that her student teaching was quite successful. In terms of 

the traditional way of doing school, Gwen was very successful 

at fitting into the culture. 

In terms of being a reflective practioner defined as a 

"moral agent ••• (able) to reflect critically on the injustice 

and inhumanity present in our society and our educational 

institutions (LaBoskey, 1994, p. 17)", there were too many 

situations unquestioned. 

Ann 

Ann's background was rural and middle-class. Her 

descriptions of her elementary experience focused mainly on 

an injustice she felt she received in first grade. She wrote, 

One day I turned my paper in without 

coloring it. The directions were on the 

board, but I obviously did not read them. 

Four other students turned their papers 

in without coloring them, too. Mrs. S 

took the five of us into the hall and 

gave us spankings. I remember thinking 

that was a bad excuse for spanking a 

student. Today, I find it extremely 

severe. I know she was trying to make an 

example out of us, but an uncolored paper 

does not justify spanking a six-year old 

child." She went on to further analyze 

this incident by writing, "First graders 

make mistakes and their teachers must be 
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patient and reasonable(Appendix 

D,Autobiographical Paper). 

She also told me that she still has a good friend who was one 

of the other children spanked and that they talk often of 

that incident and laugh about how absurd it was for their 

teacher to spank them. 

Ann's first career choice when she entered college was 

any job that would pay her lots of money, but when she saw 

children playing at the child development lab she realized 

that "forever is a long time to work in a job you will end up 

hating •.•• ". She decided to go ''with her heart II and work with 

"kids, no matter what _the job paid"(Appendix 

D,Autobiographical Paper). 

Encouraging student teachers to teach in inner-city 

schools is difficult, however, Ann enthusiastically chose to 

student teach in a lower-income, urban school. Her first 

choice was first grade, but the teacher assigned to her was a 

second grade teacher. Her cooperating teacher had an early 

childhood certificate, and had taught in this particular 

classro.om for th,e. five years spe had been teaching. The 

school system was typical of large city systems, dealing with 

many problems of aging buildings, depressed test scores and 

stressed lower-income families. The response of the system 

was to mandate highly centralized curriculum expectations. 

Teachers were to give a specified number of grades starting 

with second grade and assign homework every night, starting 

in kindergarten. 

Ann's cooperating teacher spoke often of the pressure 

she felt to stick to a rigid definition of teaching 
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prescribed by the system. She spoke wistfully of implementing 

more early childhood objectives, but in a later conversation 

asked a "rhetorical" question, "What was wrong with the way 

we were taught? We were in large classes ••• and everyone 

learned ••• ! learned"(Field Notes). 

Ann's first concerns in her student teaching position 

were the lack of learning centers in the classroom and the 

cooperating teacher's reliance on worksheets. Ann described 

the classroom as "traditional" and "teacher centered". She 

was very concerned that this would prevent her from 

implementing a more child-centered approach, but as she got 

to know her cooperating teacher, she realized that there 

would be some freedom to introduce a few new ideas and try 

things her way. In her first journal entry she was excited 

about, "rearrang(ing) the classroom. I have to keep the desks 

because of the classroom size, but I would like to group them 

in pods. I'm also excited to integrate centers into the 

classroom"(Appendix·o,Journal). 

There was also some recognition of the difficulties she 

might encounter. Ann wrote, 0 I think it will be difficult to 

change the class routine ••• I will have to be careful about 

explaining ~choices' tq the children when introducing centers 

or the room will be chaos"(Appendix D,Journal). 

In our first interview she talked about the need for 

teachers 

to (learn) to relate to kids and be 

concerned about spending more time on how 

they learn best and understanding 

them ••• teachers, like here, (are) not 

being personal enough with kids ••• if 
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you're going to spend a whole year with 

children then teachers should get to know 

them even if you listen to stuff you 

don't want to hear (referring to 

neglected or abused children) ••• you 

should be there for the kids ••• kids 

should be first(Appendix D,First 

Interview) • 

I asked her about the spanking incident and how that 

kind of memory will affect the teacher she becomes. Ann 

replied, 

••• a lot of things kids get in trouble 

for, well~ there's not.that big an issue 

here to get worked up about ••• first and 

second graders talk, I don't see getting 

mad for talking quietly at your desk! 

They talk! ••• ! think that it helps me 

reflect on what's really important for a 

teacher to do (Appendix D,First 

Interview). 

Ann was bothered by the teaching she observed at her 

school. She told me, ''A lot of teachers get stuck in a rut, 

it's easy to do worksheets ••• ! try to think how I would do it 

different ••• ! don't want that to happen to me ••• I have to 

keep reflecting on it"(Appendix D!First Interview). 

She related some of what she was observing to her own 

experience in second grade. nr was good at (timed tests), but 

if you're not good you would hate them ••• SRA tests for free 

time in the second grade! Ooh Boy! That'll make you want to 
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finish your work! Second grade was not a good year for 

me"(Appendix D,First Interview). 

When asked about work her Mom kept from her elementary 

years she was able to articulate why parents would keep 

thingsr "It's interesting for parents to see how kids that 

age think about their family, it may be totally different 

from what the parents expect." But, when relating it to her 

own teaching, she said, nr would tell parents why we were 

doin9 them (papers brought home) ••• to document 

learning ••• that we weren't just playing"(Appendix D,First 

Interview) • 

Ann worked hard during her student teaching to plan for 

activities that involved the children. She felt they learned 

best when "participating instead of always just (being 

told) ••• learning isn't just something you're told, you have 

to be involved." She taught a unit on Oklahoma and designed 

an ice-cream sundae experience to show the children how oil 

wells worked. She explained by saying, "You can tell them 

about oil wells and show them pictures, but the gusher 

activity really gave them the idea about what happens with an 

oil well"(Appendix D~Second Interview). The actual scientific 

principle was not questioned because her goal was to make the 

activity fit into the children's experiences. 

Planning in a teacher-centered, structured environment 

presented problems. Ann 9ave up on the "pod" idear realizing 

that rearranging the desks twice a day was not going to work. 

The schedule and the classroom teacher's expectations also 

caused her to scale back on using child-directed centers. 

Howeverr she persisted in planning for a more activity based 

curriculum while still keeping the cooperating teacher's 
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interests in mind. 

The classroom teacher told Ann that she needed to 

ncover" the Saxon Math concepts on money. Ann decided that 

she didn't need to use the Saxon Math materials for this. She 

designed and implemented a student nstore", gave each child 

play money and had them make decisions about what to buy. She 

expressed surprise about which children were able to do this 

well and which had trouble with it. 

The kids that struggle with everything 

did best in the whole class. I think they 

use money more ••• one of them brought a 

$1.00 to school one day and lost it •• (he 

thought) his Mom would hit him ••• that's 

not a good thing, that he has to worry 

more about money ••• I've seen on TV these 

kids in Mexico who sell stuff, they know 

how to use money! I bet that's how the 

kids here know about money too!(Appendix 

o,second Interview). 

One solution she thought al:>out was trying to prevent 

problems rather than always reacting to them. Ann gave this a 

lot of thought in her own planning, always trying to 

incorporate activities that would relate to the children's 

experiences, but still have teacher control. 

The children ended up sitting in their seats during her 

lessons, but she also put materials around the perimeter of 

the room that they were encouraged to take back to their 

seats. During her Oklahoma Unit she set up a special reading 

center, put up children's work, and tried, as much as 
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possible, to make the room seem more child-centered. 

Ann struggled with grading. She made the observation 

more than once that, "The problem I had with planning was I 

had to have a daily grade for science and social 

studies"(Appendix D,Second Interview). It was difficult for 

her to make connections between the more authentic documents 

of children's learning, such as their Oklahoma journals and 

the need for a traditional "grade". Her cooperating teacher 

stepped in at least twice, running off papers in order to 

have something to grade. Ann said this was all right with 

her, that if it was that important to the cooperating teacher 

then Ann certainly wouldn't stand in her way. This was said 

with sincere concern. 

When we talked about the journals she was able to tell 

me which children wrote freely and which struggled with not 

having words to copy. She said, '' ••• there's this one girl 

who ••• is real artistic ••• I've noticed that she does that in 

her journal ••• I've seen some who (are not good students) do 

best in art ••• I don't have them read (the journals) to me, I 

read them at home and respond"(Appendix D,Second Interview). 

Ann's Themes 

Emergent themes for Ann were; caring relationships, 

active and meaningful learning, going against the grain and 

multicultural awareness. 
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Caring Relationships 

Her concern about individual children was woven 

throughout our conversations, her journal and her classroom 

behavior. She noticed a child having to sit by himself in the 

cafeteria day after day and made the observation, ur don't 

think the teachers would appreciate their own child sitting 

by (himself) everyday!"(Appendix D,Journal). She was very 

uncomfortable with the way some teachers treated children in 

the building. ~They talk down to the kids ••• I've heard people 

yelling in the hallsr I can't believe they do that in front 

of everyone"(Appendix D,Jourrial). 

She expressed surprise at her cooperating teacher's 

first response to being confronted by a child wetting herself 

two days in a row. The teacher debated on whether or not to 

call the counselor. Ann wrote, "I would have first consulted 

the nurse. I thought perhaps she (the child) may have a 

urinary tract infection and allergies (she had also had a 

bloody nose). I wanted to think of medical reasons before I 

jumped to conclusions about possible abuse. However, I did 

document when these events happe:ned"(Appendix D,Journal). 

The need for documentation seemed to come from an intuitive 

idea Ann had about future possible actions and was not 

prompted by me or her cooperating teacher. 

Active and Meaningful Learning 

Ann took several assigned lessons! ones which her 

cooperating teacher expected her to do using worksheets, and 

made them into experiences that related to the children's 
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lives in more meaningful ways. A reading comprehension test 

was one of the first classroom lessons she adapted. She told 

me, "One of the tests they took was supposed to be 

comprehension and they seemed to be bad at it ••• I made an 

activity where they had to put sentences in order ••• and they 

did good on it ••• I also had them act out the story ••• they got 

excited, but they understood!"(Appendix D,Second Interview). 

She commented that, "I think teachers find it easier and 

more controlled if they do only a mostly teacher-guided 

activity." She also felt that she could, "mix up the 

different methods of teaching to complement each other." She 

did this when confronted with an assigned lesson from the 

second grade science book. She wrote, 

Even though this topic is in the second 

grade text book level, I find 'animals' 

to be a very lame topic for second 

graders. It is too broad. It would be 

more interesting if they studied a couple 

different types of animals thoroughly 

instead of covering it all in a week and 

a half (Appendix D,Journal). 

She implemented group activities that involved sorting 

animals on a chart and used the big maps in the room to trace 

the migration of Monarchs through the state. Her focus 

throughout the lesson was to pull from the children's 

experiences. 

When doing a social studies unit on transportation, she 

related as many activities as she could to the children's own 

experiences and neighborhood. At the end of the week, her 

cooperating teacher expected the children to take a written 
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test, but Ann wrote, "They demonstrated their learned 

knowledge ••• r did not feel that the children should take a 

written test, so I tested them orally ••• if the children did 

not understand a question, we discussed it further without 

revealing the answer"(Appendix D,Journal). 

Goin9 A9ainst the Grain 

Ann began her student teaching making many observations 

about how the traditional school program didn't seem to be in 

tune with children's needs and that she would try to "do 

things differently". She was able to negotiate a different 

way to implement some activities, but grading and homework 

expectations remained a point of contention. 

The issue of not doing things exactly as expected did 

not create problems between her and her cooperating teacher, 

but at the same time, Ann wrote, 

I sometimes felt that throughout the 

week, Mrs. T. didn't feel completely 

comfortable with the hands-on approach I 

was teaching with. I urged the children 

to share ideas and feelings. I think (her 

cooperating teacher) prefers a more 

'structured', traditional classroom. I 

feel she has good intentions to have an 

early childhood classroom, but feels more 

comfortable with traditional roles of the 

students and teacher (Appendix 

D, Journal) • 
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One week, her cooperating teacher expected Ann to carry 

out all of the reading plans that had been written by the 

classroom teacher. Ann thought that it was her cooperating 

teacher's way of telling Ann that she thought there should be 

more control. Ann didn't like having to constantly ask her 

teacher what points she wanted emphasized. She wrote, ur just 

don't feel like I was given the freedom to teach the reading 

class effectively"(Appendix D,Journal). 

She planned time at the end of the day for the children 

to "reflect" on the Oklahoma unit and encouraged ''creative 

writing" in their journals although this was not how the 

cooperating teacher taught 1'writing". These activities were 

almost always done in an opposite way from the classroom 

teacher's method of teaching, but Ann was diplomatic each 

time, reassuring the cooperative teacher with well written 

plans and objectives. 

Multicultural Awareness 

Ann knew that teaching in such a different environment 

from the one in which she had grown up, might present 

surprises, but she didn't always feel prepared for them when 

they were encountered. 

She knew that the way teachers treated children at the 

school was inappropriate, and this seemed to be the 

provocation for further thought about possible reasons. After 

a fifth grader was caught with marijuana, Ann wrote, 

This showed me how sheltered I am ••• I 

need to be more open on suspecting 

substance abuse, violent behavior ••• these 
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children in this school do not have the 

advantages that most children 

do ••• however, most of the kids are 

stereotyped in this school and not seen 

as unique individuals ••• this really 

bothers me ••• I don't feel I am any more 

important than these children or their 

families (Appendix O,Journal). 

She observed in the ED class and was impressed by the 

calmness of the teacher and her assistant in the face of 

bizarre behavior on the part of some of the children. 

Ann wondered if the children knew they were in a class 

labeled 11 ED" and how that might affect their self-concept. 

Ann even considered the possibility of pursuing a degree in 

special education after seeing the ED class in uaction". 

Her awareness of the children's cultural needs was 

apparent in her lessons too. During her Oklahoma unit she 

specifically chose a book about. a.woman's African American 

grandmother who had participated in the land run. Ann made 

sure the chil~ren were giv~n time to ask questions about ex

slaves and other land run participants. She felt that this 

was an angle of state history that had not been touched on 

for them in the past. 

Ann's Summary 

Ann's theory for documenting children's learning stemmed 

from an understanding of children's need for activity and 

involvement. She constantly looked for ways children could 
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"show" her they understood concepts. The second 9raders she 

taught were not proficient writers and had problems following 

written directions. Ann recognized that basic understandings 

could be documented by her as the children answered questions 

orally. This became an over-riding factor in her decisions 

about what and how she was going to teach. 

Parent involvement was very low at this particular 

school, so there was little motivation for teachers to 

collect children's work to show to parents at conferences. 

Plus, the district's mandated curriculum further pushed 

teachers away from doing more authentic assessments. 

However, Ann showed an ability to make autonomous decisions 

about what kinds of activities and work the children would do 

because she understood the importance of meaningful learning. 

Ann was able to reflect on the work she saw children 

struggle with. She exemplified van Manen's description of 

teaching as being "done in an intentional manner that 

constantly distinguishes what is good or most appropriate 

from what is bad or inappropriate for this child or those 

children in particular circumstances" (1977). Having physical 

documents of children's work was a secondary goal for Ann. It 

took all of her time and energy adapting lessons to meet 

children's needs. These activities were not done for 11 fun", 

Ann listened carefully to children's responses for 

understanding and further action. 

Ann had not looked at her own learning and questioned 

it. Her response to the question about how she learned best 

drew a laugh She responded,· ''I don't remember ••• I mean ••• I've 

had people ask me that before and I don't think I can help 

you on that one ••• "(Appendix D,First Interview). She was able 
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to use all 4 kinds of reflection in her planning! but stopped 

short of systematic reflection or thinking about thinking. 

Hopefully, because of her sensitivity to children's needs and 

her ability to use mindful reflection, she will develop 

further reflective abilities. LaBoskey's "Alert Novices" 

asked many "why" questions-"directed at the roots of problems 

and at the meanings of ideas and actions. (1994, p. 125) 

Ann's questions were usually in the form of opinions, but 

centered around an implicit questioning of the status quo. 

Her assignment to a traditional, structured classroom 

provoked her ability to reflect, but did not always support 

the growth of her ability to make crucial connections. She 

drew from her child development classes to want the children 

to be more active learners, but stopped short of the 

realization that children construct knowledge by thinking 

about relationships. Ann did not have the language to 

describe what she sensed was happeningr though at times, she 

seemed to know this intuit,ively. 

Liz 

Liz was placed in a student teaching assignment used 

often by the university. She was in a situation where her 

cooperating teacher worked very closely with another teacher, 

who also had a student teacher, in the same grade level. 

These two teachers expected their student teachers to plan 

together. Liz initially felt very comfortable in this 

position and did not have to struggle with what was expected 

of her. She was very happy that the children were excited 

when they found out that she would be their student teacher. 
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She wrote that it was the highlight of her week and that 

1'hearing and seeing the children show so much excitement made 

me so comfortable"(Appendix E,Journal). 

Liz made the decision to become a teacher when she was a 

senior in high school. Part of her duties~ on the yearbook, 

was to take pictures of elementary classes. She wrote, 

1'Seeing the kindergarten, first, second and third grade 

teachers with their students just made me want to get to have 

that experience with those ages of children." She saw these 

teachers after she started her studies and they always 

offered materials and suggestions. Liz remembered, 0 Seeing 

how those teachers taught their students influenced me in the 

manner that I want to teach in my classroom. I want to have a 

hands-on approach with a lot of integration mixed 

in"(Appendix E,Autobiographical Paper). 

At one point, Liz told me that she remembered nothing 

about grade school, but in her autobiographical paper she had 

a vivid memory of her fouz::th grade teacher. 

My fourth grade teacher was the meanest 

teacher I have ever had ••• my parents came 

up to the school to talk to the principal 

and my teacher about why she (was) 

failing me each week on my spelling 

test ••• (she said) it was because my 

penmanship was not legible enough ••• after 

the meeting, my teacher would pass me on 

the spelling tests (Appendix E) 

Liz also remembered her fifth grade teacher winning 

teacher of the year. She wrote, 11 (In fifth grade) each 
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project that we were assigned was hands-on and integrated in 

some shape or form ••• she really built the self-confidence of 

her students"(Appendix E,Autobiographical Paper). 

Other memories of childhood and school were 1'blanked" 

out because of her parents divorce and a move to a new 

school. School became more difficult after her father left 

and Liz struggled with reading, deciding that she didn't like 

it. She wrote, 11 I was lost without him ( her Dad) to check my 

work for any errors"(Appendix E,Autobiographical Paper). 

Her experience with the penmanship grade came up in our 

first interview. In response to questions about how she was 

assessed in school as a child, she said, "I always did okay 

in school. I had a fourth grade teacher - she would make you 

cringe! My penmanship was really bad and I wasn't passing 

spelling tests ••• I was scared to death. I was just a little 

fourth grader and she would flunk me for my writing! I still 

have to be careful." I asked how that experience would affect 

her teaching and she replied, 

Not every child develops skills at the 

same time. I'd never treat a child like 

that! I'll have them spell it for me and 

if some people just don't have good 

penmanship-I'm not going to fail them! 

I'm not going to count it wrong. I'll be 

very open ••• Yesterday (a little girl had 

hurt her arm) ••• she couldn't lay it on 

her desk to write so I wrote what she 

told me ••• (My fourth grade teacher) 

didn't care-it was no skin off her back! 

I think you should want all your students 
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to do their best and pass the class 

(Appendix E,First Interview). 

Liz was very aware of each child's penmanship. During 

our discussion of documented class work her second graders 

had done, she pointed out who had a "good" paper, meaning 

that it was neat and well illustrated. 

Liz's Themes 

Liz had two major emergent themes~ learning just 

happens and knowing through seeing. 

Learning Just Happens 

I asked Liz how she learned best as a child. She 

responded, "Oh, to be truthful I don't remember grade school 

at all ••• I was very auditory, like when I heard someone say 

it, if I can listen, I'm okay ••• I didn't like to read when I 

was younger and still don't. That's probably important to the 

way I learn"(Appendix E,First Interview). She seemed to be 

trying to define learning through her senses, but was not 

sure what I meant by the question. When I probed for a 

greater description of how she saw herself as a learner, she 

talked about reading. "I was scared to take a speed reading 

class ••• I would watch kids who zip through reading and it's 

pretty discouraging"(Appendix E,First Interview). 

We talked about the discouraging aspect of trying to 

read when you don't like to read. I asked her how she would 

work with children who also didn't enjoy reading and she 

said, "If I know (they don't like to read) I'll talk to 
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them ••• we can work on it together. I know reward systems are 

negative ••• (but) some sort of treat to encourage 

reading ••• seems to work. I'll read to them ••• maybe tell them 

I like to read ••• we'll talk about the things we like, find 

more·interesting"(Appendix E,First Interview). 

A reluctance to look at other behaviors for learning 

caused her to write, ''Two of my students acted ugly during 

math meeting board. (Her cooperating teacher) was so-o mad at 

those students for acting that way to me. I guess sometimes 

that just happens"(Appendix E,Journal). She did not follow 

this up with any ideas about what had happened during morning 

meeting or what she might do if it.happened again. 

A spelling lesson she taught was a lost opportunity to 

think about learning. She told me, "They had to really listen 

for sounds in the words ••• they learn how to spell because 

they see it on the wall ••• they'll get better at it (spelling} 

and not know it"(Appendix E,Second Interview). It seemed to 

be enough that the children were having to look at the words. 

Liz did not have any questions about how children learn to 

spell. By saying, "they'll g~t.better at it and not know it" 

is a strong statement about Liz's theory about learning. 

Knowing Through Seeing 

I asked Liz if she had seen work kept for portfolios. 

She indicated that she had and that the portfolios in her 

student teaching classroom had been used to "show growth". I 

was interested in what kind of work Liz and her cooperating 

teacher had chosen to document children's growth and Liz 

replied, "We have a Make-A-Book ••• if they edit the sentences 
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right ••• you can look through the whole journal and see if 

their handwriting has improved ••• ! don't know if art goes 

in ••• you can stick (different) math things in there"(Appendix 

E,Second Interview). She also said that she would keep 

portfolios in her own classroom and that these would be 

better than report cards because portfolios "tell you more". 

An important aspect of using portfolios would be so "they 

(parents) can see what we've done". Children's work was seen 
" 

as a record of work completed, but she was va9ue on what else 

it could tell you. 

Liz told me that journals "show" you the child's 

everyday experienoes. She knew this to be true because a 

child in her class always wore camouflage and that's what he 

always drew. 

Liz also was.able to "see" who was using invented 

spelling. She told me, "Some will ask how to spell ••• ! don't 

know if it's pride (the children who use invented spelling) 

or they don't care ••• I don't know what to say (to 

them) ••• Like this one (indicating another journal page) it 

really shows how she hears the letters ••• ! looked at it a 

long time and I figured out that this is how she's hearing 

the sounds"(Appendix E,Second Interview). Liz was looking for 

correct spelling, but realized that this particular child was 

sounding out the words. Earlier, Liz had mentioned invented 

spellingf but she doesn't seem to understand what that means 

and how it works in the development of children's writing. 

I asked how she would use this information to inform her 

teaching and she said, 11to teach complete sentences ••• the 

more they writer the better they spell and read. They can see 

how the word looks in print, like that's (referring to word 
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in journal) pretty close to the word 'Halloween"'(Appendix 

E, Second Interview) • · 

Liz's summary 

Bain (1999) found in his study of the use of journals to 

enhance reflectivity that "initial reflective ability and 

willingness to devote effort to the task are the best 

predictors of final performance" (pg. 70). Liz did not want 

to keep a journal. Her first entry was a page and a half and 

by her fifth entry she was down to one paragraph. There was 

no meaning for her in the exercise of writing down her 

thoughts. This was seen in Liz's lack of analysis of 

learning. Not understanding how children learned to read or 

spell didn't seem to bother her. Reflection, according to 

Dewey, involves searching for "the ground or basis for a 

belief" (1910/1997, p. 1). Liz was given the opportunity to 

search for meaning through keeping a journal, visiting with· 

her supervisor and documenting children's learning, but none 

of these options provoked her awareness of problems to be 

solved. Her theory of learning appealed to the senses - if 

you saw something often enough or heard about it, you would 

learn. 

Liz had come into the teacher education program wanting 

to recreate things she had seen, but with no clear picture of 

what that meant. Recollective reflection from her 

autobiographical paper was brief and emotional, but there 

were few connections made to how those memories informed her 

practice as a teacher. 

This reflection on what she saw, fit into how she 
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interpreted documentation of children's work. Children needed 

to see their work so they could fix it and parents needed to 

see what the teacher had planned and accomplished. Liz knew 

that part of a textbook answer for the value of documenting 

children's work should be "to show growth", but she couldn't 

visualize what that meant to her practice or to a child's 

learning. Not being able to visualize this was a deterrent to 

further questions. 

The main purpose for documenting children's work seemed 

to be for prescription. She could look at their work and help 

them with misspelled words, or encourage better handwriting. 

Looking for understanding of a concept was not in Liz's 

understanding of her own work or in the children's work. 

Liz knew that her journal was to be reflective, but it 

didn't seem to make sense to her to have to write things 

down. Most of her brief journal entries were lists of 

activities or descriptions of the schedule of the day. In 

three separate entries she complained about working with the 

other student teacher, not having time to work on her unit, 

and having to leave materials she had created at school. But 

these situations provoked no problem solving~ 

There was also no indication that·questions arose for 

her about anything she had experienced in the classroom in 

her relationship with children. Most entries which mentioned 

the children referred to the class as a whole and described 

how smoothly the lesson went. 

The environment did not provoke questions for Liz. Her 

cooperating teacher had had many student teachers and knew 

exactly what she wanted them to do. The situation was 

prescribed for Liz, which fit into her image of what teaching 
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was all about. She was very comfortable teaching from the 

classroom teacher's plans. Liz saw herself as part of a well

oiled mechanism that enabled the classroom to run smoothly 

without major problems. Lessons were deemed successful when 

behavior was well managed. Liz had an intuitive ability to 

create activities that the children enjoyed while still 

sticking to the prescribed objectives. 

Loughran's 1996 study concluded that, "research 

heightened the participant's reflective abilities, but an 

individual still only sees what he or she is ready and 

willing to see. The major influence still resides within the 

individual" (p. 188). This seemed to be true for Liz. Though 

she knew the topic of my study, and we discussed the kinds of 

things that documentation of children's work could do for 

one's planning and knowledge, she still struggled to 

understand "what I wanted". This lack of textual reflection 

and thought resulted in only two identified themes. LaBoskey 

states, "we must be cautious about inferring inability from 

an absence of reflective thinking" (1994, p.70). However, Liz 

and Meg both presented the most difficult student teachers to 

analyze because of the lack of material generated by their 

writings and interviews. 

Meg 

Meg's placement mirrored Liz's. The cooperating teacher 

laid everything out for Meg and was highly instrumental in 

Meg's description of what teaching was all about. The school 

environment was also comfortable for Meg who had grown up in 

a similar! small rural setting. 
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Meg's memories of school were brief! but had strong 

emotional ties to her image of teachers. Her family still 

lived in the small town where she attended school and trips 

home often included conversations with the teachers mentioned 

in her autobiography. These discussions evoked the same 

positive or negative feelings left from childhood. 

Meg attributed her desire to become a teacher to the 

observation she had made several years ago that there "aren't 

enough good teachers". This observation was strengthened when 

she got to know a young man in high school who was learning 

disabled. She wrote, ur realized I wanted to be a teacher and 

be aware of these learning disabilities and try to help or 

find help for those children ••• "(Appendix F,Autobiographical 

Paper). She told me that she planned on working on her 

Master's degree in counseling. Meg saw herself going into 

classrooms and helping teachers "come up with ways to help 

the kids"(Appendix F,Autobiographical Paper). 

Most of Meg's planned and observed activities revolved 

around children using their spelling words and punctuation. 

The classroom teacher set up the expectation for the lesson 

by telling the children that they would be graded on 

punctuation and spelling. Meg picked up on this as an 

objective and worked punctuation and spelling words into 

several lessons. 

Meg saw her role as carrying out her cooperating 

teacher's plans, but she also questioned the appropriateness 

of the unit topic used in the writing lesson. She told me, "I 

thought - how in the world are we going to do this (topic on 

Pilgrims)? But it's turned out different from what I thought 

it would ••• the only thing you see (in most classrooms) is 
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Pilgrim 'cutsey'"(Appendix F,Second Interview). 

Meg struggled with the meaning of the children's work 

because of strong concerns about classroom management. Two 

children in the room were quite assertive and difficult for 

Meg to bring into group expectations. One child spoke no 

English and Meg was worried about meeting this child's needs. 

Meg had a hard time imagining what kind of work this child 

would be able to do. I asked her if she spent more time with 

this child when her cooperating teacher was in charge and Meg 

indicated that she did try, but that she didn't know what to 

do. 

How to regain control was a recurring question directed 

towards her cooperating teacher. Meg's questions were 

specific to certain activities and the classroom teacher was 

able to guide Meg through planning for different behaviors. 

Meg usually wrote about these incidents in her journal and 

was able to plan for alternative behaviors that would enable 

her to feel more confident. She saw the problems as stemming 

from things she was or was not doing. She wrote, nr felt like 

I was doing something wrong, because the students were not 

focusing at all. (Her cooperating teacher) said it was not my 

fault, that they do that to her sometimes"(Appendix 

F,Journal). Meg's cooperating teacher did give her 

suggestions about ways to control the children. She suggested 

that Me9 not try to talk over them. That she should stop 

talking and wait until they had stopped. Meg decided that she 

would tell the class that they could work on the textbook 

activity during center time if they continued talking. Meg 

wrote, "I told them I would just wait until after they were 

ready to listen and that we would do our English now 
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or ••• during center time (they love center time) This worked 

pretty well, they quieted down to listen"(Appendix 

F,Journal). There were no questions asked about the 

appropriateness of the lesson. 

Me~'s Themes 

Like Lizr Meg presented problems of analysis because of 

the brevity of her writing and thought. TWo themes identified 

were: feelings and basic skills. 

Feelings 

How one feels about school and the relationships found 

there was Meg's main recurring theme. Her memories of school 

centered around how she felt about activities. She wrote that 

learning about "greater than" and "less than" was difficult 

and she (felt) ''very· frustrated and embarrassed". Her only 

other vivid memory was of "feeling very proud" of a T-shirt 

she had decorated (Appendix F,Autobiographieal Paper). 

In her first intEu:view she told me . that her oad could 

easily upset her if he just "raised an eyebrow" and that he 

told her that all kids were different and had to be raised 

differently. She talked about teachers being patient with her 

because she would get upset. This sensitivity was extended to 

wanting to work with learning disabled children "to help or 

find help for those children". 

This emphasis on feelings also colored her 

interpretation of the children's work. When asked about the 

meaning of children's work for parents! she answered, "(You 
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would have) things that show what they (children) can 

do ••• information about who they are, drawings where they 

weren't told what to draw ••• journals about feelings"(Appendix 

F,First Interview). 

Her unit of study was about Pilgrims and the most 

meaningful part for her seemed to be teaching the idea that 

"it wasn't just this fun trip for the Pilgrims". She knew 

that the second graders in her class would probably remember 

activities she had carried out that involved role playing. 

" ••• They might remember the game in our little boats, we had 

them stand on the paper areas for their boats. They didn't 

want to fall off, we wanted them to get an idea of the amount 

of room the Pilgrims felt, room they had ••• "(Appendix 

F,Second Interview). 

I asked Meg what she thought she would do with children 

when they didn't understand a concept. She responded, "When a 

kid has a hard time, maybe it's something that's really hard 

for them and it does not work (the way you've been 

teaching) ••• you stop and think about how they're 

feeling"(Appendix F,Second Interview). She did not indicate 

that she had developed any plans for doing this. 

Basic Skills 

Meg's focus when giving feedback to the children about 

their work centered around quality of handwriting and use of 

punctuation. Her responses to questions about the 

understanding children showed in their writing usually 

started out as a search for meaning, but quickly digressed to 

pointing out punctuation and word use. She described her 
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behavior during spelling/writing lessons as prescriptiver "I 

remind them to spell correctly, use end marks. I walk around 

and help ••• remind them about punctuation"(Appendix F,Second 

Interview) • 

She expressed concern about the children not liking to 

do creative writing. She told me, "I don't know if they don't 

like to write ••• they say a lot, 'I don't know what to write, 

I don't know what to write ••• there's a few that do"(Appendix 

F!Second Interview). We talked at least twice about children 

being stifled in their creative writing by too great an 

emphasis on punctuation and spelling concerns. Meg always 

agree with me, but did not make any noticeable changes during 

writing lessons. 

When asked for documentation of children's learning, Meg 

brought a few spelling journals to show me that particular 

children were able to use their spelling words correctly. She 

told me that the purpose of using ''spelling" journals was so 

the children would "get used to writing about what we are 

talking about (Pilgrims) 

••• we told them we were grading on 

handwriting ••• she (indicating particular 

child's journal) used punctuation, even 

though I didn't say anything about 

grading their punctuation. I can tell she 

understands what she was writing about 

and she knows how to put sentences 

together ••• this one (different journal), 

her sentences don't make sense, there's 

no punctuation and I can tell she doesn't 

pay attention to the punctuation, 
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capitals ••• but, I can tell she knows 

what, uh ••• we've been reading in class 

(Appendix F,Second Interview). 

Meg did not interpret the children's understandings of 

Pilgrims. She seemed to get a "feeling" about their level of 

understanding, but was not able to describe it for me. 

Meg's Summary 

In our first interview, Meg expressed a desire to go on 

to graduate school and get a Masters in Guidance and 

Counseling. Because of her strong emphasis on the emotional 

aspect of her own learning and a sympathy for others, she had 

come to the conclusion that counseling would be easier for 

her than trying to teach. This was a recognized strength for 

Meg and she may have used 1'mindful reflection" to come to 

this decision. 

Thinking about what children were learning was difficult 

for Meg. Observable action and teacher behavior defined the 

act of teaching for her. The obvious and concrete skills were 

easy to prescribe, but the construction of knowledge by the 

children was not recognized. When she wrote about the 

documentation of children's work, she was quick to say that 

she could tell if they 11are using capital letters, end marks 

and spelling wall words correctly". Other purposes were 

vague, becoming a way ''to make various judgments about their 

(the children's) level of understanding" and looking at "the 

content of what they write"(Appendix F,Second Interview). 

Using documentation as assessment was also very vague. 

When I asked Me9 about the use of report cards she answered, 
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''I don't know ••• you definitely need something to show 

parents ••• ! wish there were another way, as far as 

A,B,C,D,F ••• all teachers write comments ••• maybe have 

different columns ••• how well they do things, I know something 

needs to change, but what's the best way?"(Appendix F,First 

Interview). She seemed to be in the process of asking some 

probing questions, but her motivation to find the answers was 

not apparent. 

Meg could use anticipatory reflection to solve self

identified problems of classroom management. She never 

questioned the purpose of the lessons or thought about the 

possibility that the children were losing interest because 

they could not see any reason to pay attention, other than 

the one that was coerced. She was eager to write down 

suggestions I offered that applied.to classroom management 

and sought out the advice of her cooperating teacher, but she 

did this from a survival mode of thinking. 

Meg's level of reflection became incidental when 

thinking about the emotional aspect of learning and teaching, 

but remained firmly based in everyday thinking when it came 

to teaching specific concepts~ She had the opportunity to use 

recollective reflection and make connections between her own 

teaching and children's learning when she talked about what 

she remembered doing in school as a child. She said, "I 

remember doing stuff with my friends ••• Oh ••• I remember in 

second grade ••• ! still have this ••• we colored pictures and 

the teacher ironed it on tee shirts ••• made angel 

ornaments ••• but no real learning." I asked her to explain 

,;real learning" and she replied! "well! academic" (Appendix 

F,Second Interview). 
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"Academic" used in this way seemed to mean that there is a 

separation between activities enjoyed by students and the 

activities designed with objectives in mind by teachers. 

Meg's understanding of learning is somewhat like taking 

medicine; it only works if it tastes bad. She had not made 

connections between theoretical information about how 

children learn to her practice in student teaching. 

SHARED ESSENTIAL THEMES OF REFLECTION 

"In determining the universal or essential quality of a 

theme our concern is to discover aspects or qualities that 

make a phenomenon what it is and without which the phenomenon 

could not be what it is" (van Manen, 1994, p.107). Each 

student teacher was viewed as unique; each with different 

perspectives, each constructing her own knowledge of what 

being a teacher was all about. As I read and reread the 

thoughts and words of these student teachers and reflected on 

their practice, it became apparent to me that there were 

themes shared by all of them. Themes that could be identified 

by common descriptors, but enacted differently by reflective 

or nonreflective thought. It is important to note that 

incidental themes were inter-woven throughout all six student 

teachers' experiences, but the essential themes were themes 

of reflection that seemed to shape the student teachers' 

thoughts and practices most closely. The following themes can 

be used as guide posts for our understanding. Natural lines 

of demarcation arose from the data between those student 

teachers who had successfully reflected on children's work 

and those who had struggled with this process. 
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The shared themes of reflection were; authentic 

activity, children's needs versus student teacher's needs, 

and construction of knowledge versus prescriptive teaching. 

Reflecting on Authentic Activity 

The essence of "authentic activity" is not grounded in 

concrete examples that follow a dichotomy. The casual 

observer would not be able to state unequivocally that a 

particular activity, taken out of context, is more meaningful 

than another. Each student teacher created her own definition 

of what was meaningful and authentic in the classroom. An 

authentic activity could be grounded in what met the needs of 

the participants at the moment or in the scope of the 

program. The more reflective student teachers seemed to take 

into consideration the personal interests of the children 

when designing learning activities. They were also able to 

use theoretical knowledge about child development and early 

childhood education to systematically reflect on what was 

meaningful and therefore, more authentic. 

Mary and Anh shared a common desire to involve children 

in personally meaningful, authentic activities. These were 

activities that were designed to mean something to the 

children participating and not just a way to meet teacher 

objectives. They were able to reflect on what this meant to 

individual children in their classrooms and then act on this 

reflection. What made their decisions even more profound was 

that they were both in classrooms easily described as 

traditional and teacher centered. Both Mary and Ann adapted 

the lessons their cooperating teachers chose to do, to fit 
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this expectation they had for activities to be authentic. 

Mary created meaningful learning opportunities by asking the 

children questions designed to strengthen connections between 

topics being studied and events in children's lives. Ann did 

it by thinking about the things children had contact with in 

their everyday lives and using these connections to make 

school topics more meaningful. 

In contrast, Margaret and Gwen took lessons from their 

cooperating teacher's plans or texts and simply carried them 

out. There was little adaptation and reflection about what 

the activities might mean to children's lives. When 

questioned about the meaning children might make from the 

activities, these student teachers struggled to answer. Liz 

and Meg chose activities that were commercially well 

designed, but did little to adapt or change them to meet 

individual student's immediate needs and interests. These 

four student teachers were more interested in being able to 

"do" activities. They took their cues from their cooperating 

teachers about appropriate activities and used few methods to 

gain personal information about the children's questions. 

They did not question the reasons behind the choices. The 

major criteria for "meaningful" activities was how well the 

activity fit a standard objective. The value of the activity 

was to finish an assignment, produce "quality work" or carry 

out the cooperating teacher's plans. The idea that activities 

could be authentic did not appear in these student teachers 

questions. 

Asking student teachers to reflect on meaningful or 

authentic activities seemed to uncover a basis of thought 

about whose needs were most important in the elementary 
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classroom. This provided another essential theme for 

reflection; that of children's needs versus the needs of the 

student teacher. 

Reflecting on Children's Heeds versus Student 

Teacher's Heeds 

Understanding children's needs and using that 

understanding to design and implement an appropriate 

curriculum was at the core of the university's early 

childhood program. Developmentally appropriate practice 

guidelines formed the framework for most of the early 

childhood student teachers' classes. However, the school 

culture that the early childhood student teachers found 

themselves immersed, directed planning and thought away from 

meeting children's needs. Their classrooms were quite similar 

and most could be described as "good" classrooms in the 

tradition of teacher centered education. This, then, was an 

excellent opportunity to capture different ways of reflecting 

on similar concerns. How the student teachers reflected on 
. ·. 

children's needs versus their own immediate needs and the 

objectives of the school curriculum was highlighted by their 

interpretation of children's work. 

Mary and Ann both viewed children's work as concrete 

indications of children's understanding. Mary deliberately 

chose to closely observe the work process and products of a 

particular child to gather information about that child's 

level of understanding. It would have been easy for Mary to 

buy into the prescriptive stance many teachers take when 

confronted by a child who is struggling with classroom 
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assignments. However, she chose to concentrate on what that 

child could do, rather than what he couldn't do. With this 

information, she was then able to plan activities which used 

his strengths to further his understandings. She successfully 

incorporated the stated requirements of the classroom into 

her planning, but the essence of her planning revolved around 

the child's abilities and needs. 

Ann's interactions with children were based on her view 

of them as unique individuals. She was able to change her 

expectations and behavior towards each child according to the 

work she had observed them do and the understanding they 

brought to various assignments. When she planned lessons, she 

kept in mind classroom management concerns, but made the 

needs of the children the focus of her final decisions about 

what kinds of activities to introduce. 

Both Mary and Ann were told by their cooperating 

teachers to use school curriculum guides in planning. They 

both struggled with maintaining good relationships with their 

cooperating teachers and their belief systems about 

appropriate early childhood curriculum. This balance was 

successful due, in part, to their ability to reflect 

thoughtfully on the importance of meeting children's needs, 

even if it meant more work on their part. 

On the other hand, Margaret, Gwen, Liz and Meg made 

their cooperating teacher's or personal needs, the focus for 

classroom decisions. Margaret chose activities that required 

little preparation. She left the room frequently to attend to 

housekeeping chores or personal needs, effectively avoiding 

having to develop a personal knowledge of each child. 

Without careful observation of individual children, 
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Margaret's knowledge of their needs and level of 

understanding was limited. Though she could recite the 

problems various children were having in the classroom and 

give details about the problems they were encountering at 

home, she was unable to make this a focus for planning. Her 

interpretation of their work showed very little concern or 

reflection on what the children learned from participating in 

the activity. 

Gwen based her interpretation on children's learning and 

work on how well it fit into her model of teaching as 

telling. She constantly reflected on what she needed to do, 

but not on why she needed to do it. She could address 

individual children's abilities as long as she could stick to 

a narrowly defined objective. Gwen reflected on how well the 

children completed required assignments, but could not 

reflect on how those assignments might be addressing 

individual needs. 

Liz talked about her own struggles with reading, but had 

not come to any conclusions about how she could use this in 

trying to teach reading. Her disinterest in reading was a 

missed opportunity for recollective reflection. Her image and 

definition of teaching did not include how self-awareness 

affects teacher's abilities. It was easier for her to 

concentrate on how she could meet the requirements for 

student teaching. This accounted for a highly prescriptive 

view of teaching. Children's work was viewed as an indicator 

of how well they could follow rules. 

Meg was concentrating on her desire to counsel children 

and help them emotionally. This was a distraction for her 

because she could not envision how this could strengthen her 
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planning and interaction with children in an academic 

setting. Classroom management overwhelmed Megrs ability to 

address children's individual needs. Her personal goal of 

becoming a resource person instead of a classroom teacher 

seemed to keep her in a survival mode of thinking. This 

survival mode of thinking caused most of her reflections on 

children's work to be prescriptive. 

An essential theme of teaching for all the student 

teachers was the theory of learning they took with them into 

their cooperating classrooms. This particular theme could be 

considered pivotal. When asked about children's knowledge 

construction, the early childhood student teachers could 

almost all give textbook definitions of how children 

construct knowledge. ·However, the '"appearance" versus the 

''essence" of their practice showed through their 

interpretation of children's work (van Manen, 1990). They 

could believe in the efficacy of developmentally appropriate 

practice, but not be able to overcome the '"script" for 

teacher behavior already learned (Wien, 1995} 

Reflecting on Construction of Knowledge ver$us 

Prescriptive ~eaching 

"Teaching for constructed knowledge requires patience, 

flexibility, and resistance to providing the 'rightr answers 

to students who are dependent on being told" (Castle, 1997, 

p.65). This description of constructivist teaching implies 

that early childhood student teachers who allow children to 

construct knowledge will follow teaching methods and beliefs 

designed to encourage thinking. 
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Ann and Mary were able to look at the big picture in 

their interpretations of how children were understanding. 

They saw their roles as teachers as facilitators of learning. 

They were aware of the specific misunderstandings and 

mistakes children made, but did not try to correct children's 

thinking by telling them what they had done incorrectly. 

Instead, Mary and Ann's planning, questions, and actions 

indicated that they used children's work to formulate plans 

which would build on children's need to make sense of their 

world. Mary and Ann searched for ways to enable children to 

show understanding in ways other than the prescribed school 

curriculum materials provided. They valued the process 

children went through to understand concepts and did not 

concentrate on grading a final product. 

Meg, Gwen, and Liz used their observations of children's 

work to prescribe for children exactly what they had done 

wrong and how to correct it. All three gave thought to the 

big ideas they wanted children to come away with, but could 

not keep this in mind when "teaching". Creative writing 

activities became opportunities to correct handwriting or to 

grade for punctuation. Illustration was seen simply as 

creative expression and another opportunity to point out to 

children that they were not doing their "best work". 

Margaret seemed to have no interest in using children's 

work for either understanding children's thinking or 

prescription. Her descriptions of the work done by the first 

graders was done in a dismissive fashion with no motivation 

to uncover children's understandings. She could only use 

children's work to let me know or to let her cooperating 

teacher know that she had "taught" something. She 
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acknowledged that children enjoyed looking at their work and 

reading it to the class, but this seemed incidental to her 

role in the classroom. There were no questions asked about 

what children got out of reading each other's work. 

Summary 

The six early childhood student teachers in this study 

held six distinct perceptions of themselves as teachers. 

Asking them to discuss and describe children's work was one 

way to uncover essential themes of reflection. These themes 

can be described as reflecting on authentic activitiesr 

reflecting on individual children's needs versus student 

teacher's needs, and reflecting on construction of knowledge 

versus prescriptive teaching. 

By focusing" on children's workr the student teachers 

were asked to reflect on their own teaching and what children 

were learning in their student teaching classrooms. A 

phenomenological study highlights what meaning is made of the 

experience being studied. The essence of reflective practice 

and thought was highlighted through the written words, 

interviews and practice of the participants. 

The guiding questions of this study were answered by 

each student teacher in unique ways. The first question about 

what theories preservice early childhood teachers use was 

fairly clear. Mary and Ann both seemed to use constructivist 

theory to explain children's learning while Meg, Gwen, Liz 

and Margaret stuck to learning as transmitted knowledge. 

The second question; what understanding do preservice 

teachers have of the importance of documentation of 
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children's work was a little less clear. None of the student 

teachers were in classrooms where cooperating teachers made 

consistent efforts to use children's work to document 

learning. Gwen knew that her cooperating teacher showed 

parents work children had done, but it was usually the same 

work for each child so comparisons could be made. Ann and 

Mary tried to hold on to evidence of children's learning by 

keeping work related to the topics they taught. Liz and Meg 

only referred to portfolios in passing and Margaret was 

totally unaware of what her cooperating teacher kept. 

The third question had to do with the nature of 

preservice teachers' reflective practice in relation to the 

documentation of children's work. Ann and Mary spoke of the 

evidence of children's abilities by looking for expressive 

writing and drawing. Gwen was able to identify individual 

children's strengths and weaknesses based on their written 

work, but designed the work to be teacher directed. Liz and 

Meg only seemed to see children's work as opportunities for 

prescriptive direction, while Margaret exhibited little 

interest in why children's work was not what she expected. 

The last question; how do preservice teachers perceive 

their abilities to reflect on their own practice during 

student teaching, brought up issues of autonomy. Ann and Mary 

both indicated that they wanted to reflect on children's 

work, but had to try very hard to create opportunities for 

children to produce meaningful work. They did not consider 

filling in blanks on worksheets very meaningful. Margaret was 

in a good situation for reflecting, but did not carry through 

with any problem identification that she seemed to feel she 

could solve. Most of the problems she did identify had 
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sources that she felt were out of her control. Gwen 

identified several problems and reflected on their causes and 

ca.me up with possible solutions. However, her reflections 

were not critical, sne did not question wny certain. topics 

were important. Meg and Liz perceived few problems and the 

problems they did identify, such as, classroom control, were 

not closely studied. They did not see their role in the 

classroom as having to identify problems or reflect on 

causes. They were there to fulfill the cooperating teacher's 

wishes or meet requirements of the university program. 

A deeper understanding of what teaching means to early 

childhood student teachers was sought. The results of this 

study will generalize to other student teachers only to the 

degree to which they resonate with the experiences of others. 

Each group of early childhood student teachers will have many 

individual ways of knowing, however, by focusing on the 

understanding of our students we can hope to facilitate their 

own construction of knowledge about what it means to be a 

teacher. The impact of this kind of knowing is tempered by 

the tacit knowledge of the reader. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE STUDY 

This study attempted to uncover the reflective thought 

and practice of early childhood student teachers by asking 

them to talk about children's work. The current emphasis in 

the professional literature on documenting children's 

learning was part of the reason for focusing on children's 

work. Another part was the pedagogical desire to strengthen 

the early childhood teacher's understanding of the impact of 

teacher's practice on children's learning. 

I was constructing knowledge of the learning process of 

the early childhood student teachers in my study just as the 

student teachers were constructing knowledge of the 

children's learning process in their student teaching 

classrooms. A constructivist lens was used because of the 

need to understand learning and teaching as a converging, 

complex activity. 

Though the student teachers each brought unique ways of 

seeing and understanding to the study, three shared essential 

themes of teaching emerged from the data. These themes were 

carried out and acted on in six different ways by the student 

teachers. Understanding what the themes were can help in the 

ability of the teacher educator to support or confront the 

theories early childhood student teachers bring to their 

practice. 

By organizing the early childhood student teacher's 

understanding into three shared themes of Authentic Learning, 

Children's Needs versus Teacher's Needs and Construction of 
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Knowledge versus Prescriptive Teaching, it is not meant to 

imply that construction of knowledge can be divided into 

neatly understood groups for quantification. Rather, it is 

to highlight the complexity of teaching and learning. 

The study also identifies the context of these student 

teachers in order to present a picture of their understanding 

at the moment. They were involved in a process of developing 

and understanding. Some of them brought a deeper reflective 

attitude to their student teaching and were therefore at a 

different place in their ability·to reflect on the meaning of 

children's work. 

INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 

Interpretation, in a qualitative study, requires that 

the researcher ugain access to the multiple perspectives of 

the participants" in order to uunderstand and interpret how 

the ••• participants ••• construct the world around themselves" 

(Glesne, 1999, p. 5). In this study, it is necessary to look 

at the university program's influence on the student 

teacher's construction of knowledge about themselves as 

teachers and their role in children's lives. 

As described earlier, the university program these 

particular student teachers had experienced, did not base its 

program on reflection. There were assignments that asked for 

reflective responses and instructor responses in the form of 

questions were designed to further support reflective 

thinking. However, the program did not describe itself as a 

reflective teacher education program in terms of its goals. 

The student's perception of reflection tended to be that of 
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writing. They would comment that they were tired of 

reflecting, when they meant they were tired of writing. 

One of the program's stated objectives was the 

development of child-centered teaching through the guidelines 

of the National Association for the Education of Young 

Children. The NAEYC's guidelines support developmentally 

appropriate practice. Teachers are encouraged to consider 

developmentally appropriate practice with children, birth 

throu9h age 8. 

Developmentally appropriate practice guidelines 

influenced the student teachers in my study. Mary, GWen, and 

Afin used developmentally appropriate practice guidelines to 

question what they were doing and what they saw. It was the 

discrepancy between their understanding of why the guidelines 

were meaningful and what they saw enacted in the classroom 

that seemed to provoke reflection. Margaret, Liz and Meg, 

however, rarely questioned the differences between the 

guidelines and what they saw or planned in their student 

teaching classrooms. For them, it was as if the guidelines 

only pertained to preschool classrooms, or the university's 

child development lab. 

Asking the student teachers to reflect on children's 

work seemed to have the greatest affect on Mary and Ann. 

Mary was able to use a heightened awareness of a child's 

learning process to enrich the curriculum. Ann analyzed 

children's work for connections to authentic learning. It was 

hoped that specifying a focus on children's work would 

provoke the reflective ability of all of the student 

teachers. However, even after university class lectures on 

the value of documenting children's work, practice planning 
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documented activities in the child development lab and a 

discussion about it with me, Margaret, Liz and Meg could 

offer little in the way of meaningful interpretation of 

children's work. Their interpretations remained prescriptive 

and image bound. 

There did seem to be a positive effect on the amount of 

discussion during supervisory visits when the student 

teachers were focusing on children's work. It is apparent 

from reading the transcripts of all of the student teachers' 

interviews that they were much more descriptive and engaged 

when talking about the work being done by children in their 

classrooms than when they were talking about their memories 

and experiences in school. Margaret, Liz and Meg went from 

brief responses to more complete narrative answers. 

IMPLICATIONS 

Professionalism in Teaching 

Professional organizations have more influence today in 

the preparation, certification and development of teachers 

than ever before (Darling-Hammond et.al., 1999). The National 

Board for Professional Teaching Standards has identified five 

core principals of the philosophical beliefs of its writings. 

They are: commitment to students and their learning, subject 

matter knowledge and teaching, management and monitoring of 

student learning, systematic thinking about their own 

practice and learning and active membership in learning 

communities. 

The National Board describes teachers who learn from 
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systematic thinking about practice and experience as "models 

of educated persons ••• (with) the capacities that are 

prerequisites for intellectual growth: the ability to reason 

and take multiple perspectives, to be creative and take 

risks, and to adopt an experimental and problem-solving 

orientation" (p. 57). Standard VI: Reflective Practice 

states, ''Teachers regularly analyze, evaluate, and strengthen 

the quality and effectiveness of their work" (National 

Association for the Education of Young Children, p. 93). 

The use of children's work to self-assess teaching 

effectiveness, is stated. explicitly as part of reflective 

practice by the National Board. This self-assessment starts 

in the university classroom when students plan activities for 

children, carry them out and reflect on the results. 

My study highlights the difficulty student teachers have 

reflecting on their practice. For Margaret, Liz and Meg, "the 

ability to reason and take multiple perspectives, to be 

creative and take risks and to adopt an experimental and 

problem-solving orientation" (NAEYC, 1996), is questioned. 

Their prescriptive interpretation of children's work super

ceded their ability to see what the learning task meant for 

indi victual children: Margaret could not identify ways to 

experiment with the curriculum to solve problems. Liz and Meg 

allowed their teaching behavior to be strictly dictated by 

the traditions of their respective classrooms. 

Mary and Ann experimented with the limits of the 

classroom quite successfully. They saw opportunities to adapt 

to the needs of the classroom teacher without abandoning the 

needs of the children by being creative problem solvers. 

My study supports the continued expectation for student 
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teachers to exhibit professional orientations. If classroom 

teachers must analyze their own teaching and what it means to 

children's learning, then we need to support and facilitate 

the growth of reflective, critical analysis and thinking in 

student teachers. By having early childhood student teachers 

focus on children's work, we can strengthen the knowledge 

base they will need when they are in their own classrooms. 

Teacher Education 

A major factor shaping the learning of the early 

childhood student teachers is what they've seen modeled by 

classroom teachers throughout their years as students. Mary 

M. Kennedy writes, " ••• the received wisdom model is less 

useful when teachers are expected to learn a version of 

practice that they have not already examined for thirteen 

years, for it does not include a place for teachers to learn 

alternatives to traditional teaching" (1999, p.56). 

The early childhood student teachers in my study had had 

thirteen or more years of learning about teaching by 

observing their teachers. This ''received wisdom" is a 

powerful image of what teaching is all about. Mary Kennedy 

goes on to say " ••• teachers' ideas become more and more 

dominated by prescriptions as they move closer and closer to 

the action of teaching" (1999, p.69). This was true for the 

early childhood student teachers, but especially true for 

those student teachers who I identified as being non

reflective. This "model of received wisdom" became the most 

limiting factor of all for some of the student teachers and 

has been identified in other studies as being part of a 
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practical theory of teaching (Bolin, 1990; Doyle, 1995; 

Halliday, 1996 and Rodgers, 1997). 

All of the student teachers mentioned influential 

teachers, but the more non-reflective student teachers 

embraced the behaviors of their former teachers and the 

teachers in their cooperating classrooms. They explicitly 

stated that their cooperating teachers gave them wonderful 

experiences and problems were rarely identified. When 

problems did arise, the cooperating teachers were seen as the 

only real source of answers. 

I would argue that putting great emphasis on 

developmentally appropriate guidelines, without an explicitly 

stated belief in critical reflective practice, encourages 

dichotomous thinking. The guidelines are written to be used 

by teachers in a thoughtful, tactful way. However, without an 

emphasis on teacher thinking and reflective practice, the 

guidelines tend to become a list of things to do, without 

understanding the reasons behind their development. Early 

childhood students need to know that the foundational 

theories of developmentally appropriate practice are more 

important than the guidelines themselves. 

Constance Kamii says that constructivist classrooms are 

classrooms where students argue, with each other and with the 

teacher (personal notes, 1998). Early childhood students need 

to argue their opinions which will help make their practical 

theories more explicit. They need to hear different 

perspectives to understand that learning is a multiplicative 

process and not a linear path. Until they understand this 

about learning, they may believe that the DAP guidelines are 

set in stone instead of being templates for practice. 
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It is not enough to simply tell early childhood 

preservice teachers that they are to closely observe children 

and reflect on what they see in order to inform their 

practice. Teacher education classes need to allow for time -

time to describe observations of children's work, formulate 

questions about what was seen, advance opinions about 

meaning, analyze answers, confront biases, and develop ideas 

for future practice. 

Specific situations and problems can be presented in 

case analysis or video taped teaching activities. Children's 

work can be brought into the teacher education classrooms so 

that students can discuss, argue and analyze their 

perceptions of what the children's work means. Real problems, 

with real children can be the focus of the teacher education 

program. Teacher educators can then act as guides and 

facilitators, drawing connections to theory and highlighting 

appropriate practices. 

Korthagen and Kessels write that we should not 

focus non the question of whether teacher education should 

start with theory or practice instead of the more important 

question of how to integrate the two in such a way that it 

leads to integration within the teacher" (1999, p.4). Their 

paper goes on to describe a teacher education program that 

used a "realistic approach" (p.14) to teacher education. This 

means that student teachers are guided through reflection and 

problem solving by teacher educators and cooperative teachers 

who are themselves highly reflective. The situations being 

reflected on should come from problems and interests 

identified by the student teachers themselves. The university 

classes should mirror the integration of teaching by not 
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making clear distinctions between subject matter. 

I agree with this model, but I would add the centrality 

of the child in the reflective process of the student 

teacher. By having the student teachers examine the learning 

process of individual children, we might be able to support a 

change in their perspective of teaching and planning. 

Documenting a specific child's learning would support a more 

thoughtful approach to curriculum planning by the student 

teacher. 

Teaching as a Reflective.Process 

How do we enable student teachers to take their 

"received wisdom" about teaching and create new paradigms for 

practice? Emphasizing reflective thought and practice is one 

method identified in this study. By asking early childhood 

student teachers to think about children's workr I supported 

the "child-centeredness" of the university program, and at 

the same time, stretched the student teacher's practical 

theories of teaching. 

A variety of methods have been identified as having an 

effect on the reflective practice and ability of student 

teachers (Bolin, 1990; Clarke, 1995; Dana & Westcott, 1997; 

Dieker, 1995; Doyle & Holm, 1998). Many of these methods have 

the student teachers reflect on their behavior and planning. 

Few of them, however, have the students focus on the learning 

of the students in their care. 

Since my lens is that of a constructivist, I wanted to 

provoke the student teachers' thinking. I wanted to put them 

in a position of having to look at their own learning in a 
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different light. The method I chose was to have the early 

childhood student teachers respond to questions about 

children's work in a reflective, thoughtful manner. This 

method also benefited me in my quest for better understanding 

of the early childhood teacher's experience in learning to 

become a teacher. 

Christine Chaille refers to the role of the teacher as 

''an active facilitator, setting up educational contexts, 

carefully observing young children as they engage in 

learning, interacting when and,where this encourages theory 

building, modifying the environment and activities based on 

what children do and how they interact, and supporting 

children in their interactions with others so that they learn 

how to resolve conflicts, express themselves, and interact 

constructively" (1997, p.13). This role of the teacher was 

the one I wanted to emphasize for the early childhood student 

teachers. Through a pedagogical lens, I saw the purpose of my 

study as being an added opportunity for growth, for both the 

student teachers and me. Construction of knowledge about 

reflective practice is a time consuming, process oriented 

activity. The university program sets the stage for the 

growth of a professional way of thinking. 

Future Research on this Topic 

How do we teach reflective practice to student teachers 

if there are no classrooms practicing reflection? How do we 

maintain our own ability to reflect and ask questions of our 

own practice? These are two important questions that need to 

be researched further. 
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Ideally, we would be able to follow these six early 

childhood student teachers into the classrooms they will call 

their own. We would be able to document their development and 

growth as reflective practitioners as they negotiate the 

hills and valleys of the first year teacher. Perhaps, by 

studying this journey, we would be able to go back to our 

students in early childhood education with a renewed hope of 

facilitating reflective practitioners. We could build on this 

community of learners by never thinking that we have reached 

the end of a journey, that we have found "the answer" and 

that there is nothing more to be learned. 

We need to ask more questions about the ability of early 

childhood student teachers to reflect on children's work. How 

much assessment of children's learning can be done by a 

student teacher who is only in the classroom for 

approximately eight weeks? How important is the teacher's 

knowledge of the total child to the teacher's ability to 

assess? What kinds of children's work would be the easiest 

for the student teacher to assess and have more information 

than just a child's ability to parrot the right answer? 

Research into possible answers for these questions would 

require a very close working relationship with teachers in 

schools. If we want to focus on children's learning then we 

need to be in real classrooms, working alongside student 

teachers and their cooperating teachers. 

To extend the research done in this study and to help 

make connections between theory and practice, cooperating 

. teachers need to be part of the conversation. According to 

Sluss and Minner, professional development programs, which 

emphasize practioners' roles in teacher preparation, have had 
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positive results (1999). At the same timer this can be one of 

the hardest parts of teacher preparation. Deborah Ball and 

David K.Cohen write about the upoliteness norm that dominates 

most current teacher discourse" (1999, p.27). They recognize 

the accepted mode of behavior for teachers to see differences 

of belief and opinion as something wrongr as one of the 

roadblocks to productive conversation. By including the 

cooperating teachers more, traditional lines that create gaps 

between theory and practice might be blurred. 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

LaBoskey (1994) found that the nonreflective student 

teachers in her study did not develop more reflective skill 

during their university experiences. However, the reflective 

students demonstrated significant growth in their ability to 

reflect. A similar phenomenon occurred with the student 

teachers in my study. From the beginning of the semester to 

the end, I did not observe significant changes in the ability 

of individual student teachers to reflect on practice. Those 

students who began the semester with few questions, 

complaints about the value of journaling and a ucommon Sense" 

view of teaching, ended the semester relatively the same. 

However, I believe that the students who showed an 

inclination to be reflective showed growth in their 

understanding of children's learning and their own teaching 

by being asked to observe and reflect on children's work. 

They were able to recognize in themselves a development of 

understanding. They discussed the things ,they were surprised 

about and how they had grown as teachers. 
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By being a participant in this study, I was able to 

document their thinking and practice. The most reflective 

student teachers in my study were able to ask critical 

questions of their own learning, the children's learning and 

the school culture. The least reflective student teachers 

jumped into the stream of school culture and allowed 

themselves to be swept along. In general, they showed no real 

interest in developing and maintaining caring relationships 

with individual children. 

Just as we talk about children's construction of meaning 

and the importance of knowing individual children's 

understandings, we need to know individual student teachers' 

understandings. Each early childhood student teacher had 

unique themes found in her words and practice and there were 

essential themes shared by all and enacted in unique ways. We 

cannot hope to effect learning for early childhood student 

teachers with generalized assignments which only require 

"correct" answers. For learning and development to take 

place, we will have to view each student as an individual 

with unique ways of knowing. 

I would recommend that university programs which hope to 

prepare reflective, thoughtful, and caring teachers, make 

construction of knowledge about teaching more critically 

analytical. If every class the early childhood students take 

has as its stated purpose the development of critically 

reflective practitioners, students might learn to see the 

problems inherent in teaching as problems demanding 

reflection and professionalism. 
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The construction of knowledge needs to be thoroughly 

self-analyzed. Once the student has come to know herself or 

himself as a learner, that process might be captured for 

.children. 

In a quantitative study, there would be the expectation 

that findings could be generalized to a certain population. 

In a qualitative study such as this one, the findings 

contribute to our greater understanding of the unique 

perspectives individuals bring to learning. By understanding 

these unique perspectives, we can begin to develop our own 

knowledge about how to facilitate the growth of professional, 

caring and thoughtful teachers. 
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Autobiographical Paper: 

I attended a large elementary school from kindergarten to fourth grade. There 
wer~ abeut shf elc' seven elasses f)eF g3ca.Eie, with aheut 20 students er se in eaeh elass. 
My family moved during my fourth grade year, and r then attended a small school with 
only two classes per grade. It was quite a change; but I really enjoyed the smaller, 
persofial. seUifig. Ky ffieffiOr""ies of school are pleastmt:; I have always en.joyed school mid. 
learning. I remember being involved in various activities and school programs, as well 
as spending time with friends. While I remember liking all of my teachers and enjoying 
their classes, the things I remember most are the times spent out of school with my 
mether. That is where I t:f'uly Eievelef)eEi the EiesiJ:e te learn. The list ei aetiviHes 
and experiences, such as going to the library, the park, or just "playing" at hotne, is 
endless. She constantly nurtured my curiosities and helped me learn new skills. I also 
reliieffiber her always oeifig very ifivolveci ifi 'El'ie classrooiiis 'Eha'E I was in.. 
My favorite teacher was my kindergarten teacher. I remember our classroom being full 
of materials and items to explore with. We also had a mini-trampoline that we all 
loved to play on, She was such a kind and loving teacher, and gave each child in the 
elass eppenunities te learn and~- Seve:Fal exper-ienees ar-e still veey- vivid in my 
mind. There was a girl in our classroom who was paralyzed from the waist down, and 
obviously was in a wheel chair, Periodically; my teacher would let the girl's mom 
brifig some of l'ier eqUi~n.t (wheel clia.irs, !Kiooters, etc.) to class mid. we all got t<s 
take turns riding in and using them. There was also a diabetic boy in our class, and I 
remember the teacher letting him show us how he got his shots. He used the needle and 
poked it through an orange to demonstrate it, These experiences helped me learn to 
aeee~ and app1:eeiate diHer~ees in all people, as well as r~e~ize similal."ities I 
had with others, even though they may seem very different. It was also very 
educational to learn about different health issues, I have always been grateful to 
this .1:ea.al'ier far l'ier allowitig me -t:he opportwu.1:ies 1:o learn. same imponant lessofi.S, 
that sadly, some people never learn, Since kindergarten, I have never been afraid of 
people who are different, 
I feel very fortWlate to not have any bad elementary experiences that stick out in my 
mind, I :FememBef- all e£ my elementary seheel teaeher-s; names and what theiF elassreems 
looked like, I do not reoall having a teacher that I did not like, I guess that makes 
me very lucky; but may also mean that I had some great teachers, I am glad that I have 
so fiiat'iy positive examples of 1:eachifig 1:o look back on.. 
My main interest in teaching came from my desire to be a good mother, I love children 
and have always eagerly anticipated the day.when I could start my own family. Now that 
my husband and I are expecting our first child, my desires of teaching are even 
(j:reater-my dr~ams will seen be a :Fealityl I ieel that H ! ean be sueeessful in (jl.VlllCJ 

my own children the opportunities and experiences they need to be successful in like, 
then I will have accomplished by greatest task in teaching, 
so far, Wor1d.fig wii:h Pre-K age ah.i.ldrefi has oeefi 1:he oost: fun. for me. When. my children. 
get a little older, I would really enjoy working with children in his age range. Their 
ability and excitement to learn is overwhelming, and their simplicity is inspiring. I 
am confident that in teaching my own children, as well as future students I may have, 
my pesitive eltpef-ienees as a elu.ld eembinecl with my later- development as a teaeher, 
will be a great asset to me. 

Journal: 
I am a patient person and understand that some people need more time than others to 
accomplish certain tasks I enjoy watching children grow from having a lot of personal 
choice and control over- themselves. 
I feel I am not as strong in adapting curriculum and instruction to a wide range of 
abilities in the classroom. I want all children to be successful; but I have a 
difficult time planning activities that will be challenging to all not just some of 
the students, 
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As stated above, I hope to gain knowledge and experience in the areas of curriculum 
and instruction, so that I oan effectively meet all student's needs. I also hope to 
gain a better understanding of how a teacher can be in control of the class but still 
allew lees ef el'l.ilEi-Eilleei;ed aeil:vi.Ues. 

First Interview 
October lt, 1999 

Sara: What are the most important things teaohers do? 

Mary: I guess, overall, I think it is the attention and importance they make on each 
el,ilEi, i.B.ElireErely aJ:eas ef self-esteem. I guess hasieally, seli-esteem. is a genel!'al 
te%'lll that ie a lot of the ourrioulurn or part of teaching. It's important because kids
obviously they have to learn stuff- but that's not the things they remember about £ram 
tba"E year 01" 1:ba"E teacmer .. OJ: gra&e. 

Sara: So you do remember ••• 

Mary: My kindergarten teacher was very before her time- I'm not that old!, but I 
guess she was before he2' time. The:Fe was this gi:E:l in Ifrf kinder,gar-Een class who was 
paralyzed from the waist down and my teacher would let her Mom bring in lots of 
equipment I she had scooters; wheelchairs; stuff and we got t-0 ride in them and got 
familiar with it. I remember it being fun-of not being afraid. EVetteWUly she was one 
of my best friends - at first I was scared and I really feel ever since kindergarten 
that I've been open to people who are different from me. I see that - that's the most 
vivid memory. 

sarat How do you think you learned best? 

ma.eyt Wi'Eh interi!ic'cing W!eh ehings, wi'Eh ma:EArial.s and people. The f:eacMr" Pfc5Ml5ly 
set an e,xample, in that I expected my teacher to not be afraid, she showed me it's ok, 
so ••• not consciously. I mean, I didn't recognize that she was showing ••• I'm sure it 
was conscious on her part ••• I don't think most ••• 

Sara: Why do you think most teachers would do it nOW? 

Raeyf sy law, el'b!iy haw to ••• I eh!nk gcod teachAfs feel "Ebae cec,awle ie hU a 
positive impact - I think teachers know now that's wha:t they need ••• this type of 
experience, to learn • • • . 

Sara: Do you remember specific learning activities that you got a lot out of? 

Mary: (Long pause) I guess I never thought about this before, I mainly remembered 
stuff like ••• we l'l.ad a !sey. whe had di~es in Ifrf lti.Bae~en elass ••• he had te C}ive 
himself shots and he brought an orange to school and showed us, with the orange how he 
did it. I remember what he looked like I where we all sat on the rug• I didn't think he 
was "11!ird. I doti'e r~r ••• like a te~ platffied. ••• I d.idti'f: like 3rd gra&el We had 
to listen ••• she played these recordfl with the multiplication tables on them ••• I hated 
it! 

Sara: Bow much did she do that? 

Mary: It seemed like we did it everyday! 

sara: Did your Mom keep your school work? 
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Mary: Oh yeah, she had boxes of stuff ••• Ohl in junior high school she paid me to put 
all of that stuff in a scrapbook so I had to go through all of it ••• it was so much 
fun, I had forgotten doing so much of that stuff ••• ! got to go back and the stuff ••• ! 
had this reeipe beek that I :£ead ••• we-this was in ltlade~en teat-we made a elass 
recipe book. EVeryone picked a recipe from hOJhe and cmne back to school and told it to 
the teacher •• ,she wrote it down,,,I've read it once a year-I don't remember doing it
-they a.re h.i.lAri.oWii!. I do r~ 'Elie aci:.tvH:y, ol5Vi.oUsly we oouldfi'"l: Wri"l:e oar oWli 

recipes and she never said uAre you sure you want to say that?- I do remember! 

Sara: Do you ever think about what Mom's will keep when you are planning an activity? 

Mary: Nol I think What are the kids going to gain, ok, like what we they learn, but 
not long te:nn, 

Sara: Is that important? 

Mary: I remember a lot of positive things in kindergarten- like people who were 
EiiHereni!. Like it helps me teEiay- - I Eienit think eveey little thiacg- will be lenct 
term. 

Sara: Did your Man keep report cards? 

Mary: Yes - but I don't really like report cards. I've always thought they were 
uniaw, I;m the eldest - I always El.id ~ 1r1ell in seheel withelrl. "2ying very hfll'&, 
until college!. I have a sister 2 years younger and a brother 2 years younger than 
her, he had a pretty extreme learning problem, he never made better than a c. It·did 
1'iOE bother him., bui: I oc5Ulc1 sE!ie it being lffifair t:o him. and ather people. I 'Iii a 151.adk 
and white person, if it does everyone good, it's fair. I have a real problem with 
rewards, they discriminate against kids. They are not fair to the kids who cannot sit 
still. 

Sara: was that the only kind of assessment you renmber? 

Sara: How do you think your brother should have been assessed? 
Mary: I think there should be many different ways a child should be assessed or 
whether they should go to the next grade. A report cmtl autc,matically puts everything 
i.m!e a separate eategeey with math, spelling, J:eading ••• it tieesn 11;; tell ii yeu ean geta 
a long with other kids, if you are good bUilding with blocks or organizing games on 
the playground. They say these things (report card subjects) matter but I think it's 
-the oppoai.te. You Med Aoliie ( !llt:andar&i) asses~fie, you oafi' t: ( :!iiliipl.y) mave ohildrefi a 
long who can't read, but it shouldn't be the sole assessment. 

In1:e:rview 12 
Rovembe:r 29, 1999 

Sara: What did you bring to talk about today? 

Mary: I had a few things - it was hmtl to get stuff to bring because a lot of kids 
wantled w keep theiJ!, stuff. These ,we1re eente:1;- a.etivities. These 1rle:f.'e thumb pr-inti 
pictures - they oould make anything they wanted out of their thumb prints - thie 
little boy - you can see he hurries through everything, And on this book; they were 
aupposed eo draw -the n.uiiil5er of objeot:s Mid lal5el "7ii;h ehe fitillil5ef, l'ie did it: qu.ic]{ly, 
he didn't write the number - it's pretty sparse - he didn't even put 5 things on this 
page. It was interesting to compare their work - this one was wonderful, look at her 
drawing - she does better than my examples! 
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Sara: Did you see him - the child who hurried - working on these? 

Mary: I Jmew he was working at the center (didn't watch him complete project). At 
first ~ ne weJ:ds WJ;-itten and it ts that way eveey- time. He Is really 9lllal:t. - he Is 
fluent in Spanish and English ••• 

Sara: Is he Spanish? 

Mary: Mexican-American 

sara: Are Ms parents on the faculty at the university? 

Meyt I doti't eh1fig so - weill, Ms fat~ ffiiglit ce - I'm not sW:e what they do, I get 
them mixed up. 

Sara: Why do you think he goes so fast? 

Mary: I'm not sure. Mrs. c. told llll! his dad is strict and pushes him - not in a bad 
way, you lmow; just lets him ]mow what he wants; but is not a laid back person - I'm 
sure that hU soiiieth.i.ng to do with it. Bis wri.Ung -Enaugli u ii'h,feulfig, be w.i:ites at 
least 3 sentences and with other kids it's like pulling teeth to get them to write -
here are other kids - he sounds every word out so well. I don't lmow if he just does 
like this - but at first I thought he was bored, but he's fast - like at recess, he is 
always the fiE'St eut the deeP-, wanb te be :first in line. Just seems te be a~ ef 
him. 
Sara: Were you thinking about him when you plarmed this activity? 

Mary: No, not specifically, there's another little boy at the same level but ••• so 
this aetivUy ••• was the big, elass thiRg we did anEi I felt all -t.he ehildren eeula tie 
it at their own speed and so r ..• r wasn't keeping him specifically in 111.i.nd - but r 
felt I was keeping high, low and middle abilities in mind. I tried to do things with 
tbs shapes so tlia.t tl:ie aativiey WYn''f: dimiiil.shing anyone's ifitelligetwe, l:iut l didfi't 
do this for children who didn't lmow their shapes. 

Sara: Have you considered gender differences? 

Mary: I hav-en•t noticed it a whole lot. on the flannel board stories ••• that's where r 
noticed it the most. The boys weren't as meticulous and neat like the girls. I don't 
f~l- l.iki1!i I saw Whole lot of thifigs ena-E Wl:>tiJ.d. l5e gender d.tfferefil!es - I wsn''f: 
specifically looking for that. When I did the pilgrim unit ••• ! read the Mayflower 
stories because one is about a girl and one is about a boy and a lot of girls may have 
a hard time relating to a story about a boy. It was interesting, their Mayflower 
:,jeu?.'ftals shewea that ltlc:is · idenHfieEl with the ltlas in the s:i;eJ!'-ies. I leaked fer the 
Mayflower activity ai»ut the size of the boat, but I oouldn't find. it and I wasn't 
going to tell them that "this was the size of the Mayflower" when I didn't Jmow the 
exao-t: si2e. 

Sara: Well, it was just a measuring activity - the teacher wanted the children to 
solve a problem using measurement ••• What else did you bring to talk about? 

Mary: There are two children in class that really struggle - one, the one we had 
problems with the Mom?, he was struggling. I was so impressed with his effort - he 
tried so hard to sound out words he wanted to say ( in his journal) • That was the first 
time eihlier ene ef us (eeep. teaehel!'- anti student -t.eaeheio) saw him de thai. en hl.s ewn. 
we had told him how to spell words before, but this was the first time he tried it on 
his own, he knew what he wanted to write. A lot of times he would just copy others or 
fr-Olli tbs boa.rel ••• bU-e 'they 1Yi0fld.1 
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This girl, she's a very nioe artist, it's her favorite thing to do is draw. A lot of 
them kind of missed the point of what they were supposed to do for their book about 
animals getting ready for winter (unit on hibemation). Like on this page, an insect 
clees tlus ••• seme ef the pa§es she di.cl the animal aetivity iRst!eaa (Eiegs like te bark). 
It was oute - they read them to the class, it was fun and I enjoyed seeing them make 
their books. Before we started I took a book out and explained there's a cover; a 
title page ••• :r ~ficOUraged tl'ielil 'f:o draw and aolor. MOse c:olc5fed. scitie'Ehifig in their 
book. 

Sara: How l!IUCh time did they have to do their books? 

Mary: They worked on them all week, off and on - the ones who were through read them 
on Thursday and the rest finished up the next ,ieek. 

Sara: Do they do many activities like that? 

Mary: No, that's why my big things were on purpose. They do.a lot of things with 
pencil and paper, she keeps them busy. I've never seen a project though. We were 
talking about the cookbook I did in kindergarten? I tried to use that {thinking of 
meaniftgiul p.rejeets that ee kept) when. I was plamwuJ. Like the flannel he81!'6. · 
stories, I think they'll remember them for a long time. 

Mary: She took pictures of them reading to the class, so she thought they were good 
enough to take pictures, she thought they were cute. When I planned for them to do 
these books they illustrated, she (coop. teacher) didn't like it at all that they 11Vere 
geiftg te draw these thiftgs, she WMtecl them te ~ee stuU, she said, what H they 
ean't draW? I've done this with l year olds ••• I kn~ they could do it because this 
summer I did it with older kids; I knew the first graders oould do sanething 
similar ••• 'Ehey could maksi up a. seory ••• l.ilil, ao ie wu a. different poine, aonaepE and 
then the kids did it fine and I knew they were capable. 

Sara: Why do you think that was her first reaction? 

MEiey: wen, it was all on that first Friday of the first week ana she wasn't happy 
with :my planning; the time she criticized me? ••• we hadn't talked about my lesson 
i;s1atts,!i0 'Ehefi enat: .Friday she was e~ll.ing lliii eliifl.gs she d.idii't ~- But: ••• I thifi]{ :t 
did ••• I wanted to do things they could participate,.in ••• I grouped the kids. for the 
flannel board stories and this one group had the lowest boy, he's being tested - he's 
already been in transitional first grade and still doesn't know his letters and can 
enly eeuRt te 11 - that Epl'Sllpwa.s ahselutely preeieus, I .E=eally liked aei.BIJ ti.us 
because they really enjoyed doing it and they did suoh a good job. since they "WOrked 
in groups of 3 they were able to delegate very eal!lily; you know; if one ••.we had one 
t:ha'f: 1 s atruggled all year and c5m! tl'ia.e' a !!lli'.Y, we dfa.ws . foiell - he dfeW 'the d&eailed 
pictures and the one that talked presented to the olass, the story. It was interesting 
to see them divvy up tasks without knowing what they were doing - I didn't have to 
tell them, now you do this part, and you do, you know? 

Sara.: They l!!ere all able to feel success? 

Ma.eyt Yeah, they Wtte able ea do ie Wi'l:holre a. lot: of eeacher ••• sOiile ~ eal.d 
different parts of the story, some had one ohild read the whole story. It was 
definitely my favorite activity. 

Sara:What did they do with these flannel board stories? Did they leave them in a 
reading center ••• ? 
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Mary: If I was doing this in my classroom I would have them leave them there to tell 
the story again, but she (coop. teacher) didn't even ask them if they wanted to ••• she 
just took pictures and sent them (the stories) all home. 
Sara:Oid yeu br-iRg- semethi.Bg else1 

Mary: This little boy , the one being tested? - he did this with paper attribute 
shapes on his own. No one else did anything like this, I had to pinch myself! 

Sara: Didn't it take him a long time? It's so detailed. 

Mary: No, he really got into this and figured out that if he put a drop of glue where 
he wanted the white pieees he eeulEi ;just ge ar-eUI1.d and the:a put the papal.'- Eiew:a ••• it 
was like ••• dum,dum,dum ••• there I 

Mary: I've been paying attention to him ever since I saw.this ••• first graders here do 
this Native American patterning activity and they made these belts that were supposed 
to look like beaded patterns, only he and one other child really had something that 
looked cietailed and aetually had a pattem ••• ! think he's ahle te visualize thi:acgs 
like this for some reason, I don't really know ••• we did an activity with olouds and he 
could visualize ·shapes •• ,he can recreate things in his mind - I don't know enough 
al:iou~ him and Why lie suugglei!l W'i~h e'iff!eyUiifig elAe. 

Sara: Have you read much about Howard Gardner's multiple intelligences theory? 

Mary: No, I've heard of it, but I haven't really read about it. 
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Margaret 
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Autobiographical Paper: 
As I was growing up, I recall that going to school was a big part of my life. I 

do remember that there were good and bad times during this experience. I was fortunate 
te spend first thr-eug-h sixth Epcacle at the same elementa.r;y seheel. I was a bleek fr-em 
my house whioh made it very easy to get to. It was an average size sohool, in a large 
school district that consisted of 17 elementary sohools, I remember having about 25-30 
chlldi'.'en i.fi each of ffrJ ala.Hes. I wa£I a cliild Who Bever wafit:ed. t:o g& 1.fi t:rotilile an.d 
always wanted the teacher to like and be proud of me. I loved being the teacher's 
helper as often as possible. I remember in my early years of school I was often called 
the teacher's pet. Sometimes, I liked being called that and other times it hurt my 
feelings. I alse l'eeall that at times I haei eiiHieulty in seme sub;ieets that we 
studied. I would get upset and would want to quit trying. I would always take things 
very personally and would always try to do my best at everything I did, 
oo.e of fAY very favor He t:eacliers t:li.at: I Ii.ad WaS Miss s. I was foftUMt:e t:o lia.ve lier 
for second and fourth grade. I feel that this benefited me in two ways: I was already 
used to her teaching style and I knew that she was a teacher that I really liked and 
trusted. She was so kind and caring to me and gave me the attention that made me feel, 
at times, that I was her enly student in the elass. She was ahle te feeus en eaeh 
ohild as if they were the only one in the class. I feel that this helped me and many 
others in numerous ways. She was able to bring out my strengths as well as the 
weak.fl.eases t:hat: I fieeded. t:o iffiprove ofi 1.fi a way t:li.at: didfi' t: fiiake me feel t:liat: she Was 

condenming or putting me down. One thing that I will always remember about Miss S. is 
that she always had a smile on her face through rain or shine. I feel that this 
improved the attitude of the classroom atmosphere. 
One ef my least faverite teaehers was MF. P., whe we.s my sixth g-l:'8.ae teaeher. I 
remember on the day I found out that he was going to be my teacher I began to ory. I 
did not want him to be my teacher at all , I heard and received the impression that he 
was a vt1ey st:lifl'i and hard t:eaclier. I JcnoW fioW t:liat: ffrJ fears were ptft ifiside my head 
from what other people had said. I remember that I felt very intimidated by him 
because he was a man. He made it very clear that he praised and gave more attention to 
the boys. This made me very upset because I felt that there was nothing I could do to 
make him preuei ef me. He weuld yell as the elass at least twe te three times a day 
which made us be sure that we wouldn't upset him in any way. I remember that sometimes 
during the year, he wouldn't really teach the material that he wanted us to learn, He 
""3Uld just: givtf! us t:lili a.Higfiffiefit:s t:o see if we knew Wliat: t.ie t.iere doifig and WliA't: t:lie 
right answers were. My sixth grade year was probably the very hardest for me 
throughout my elementary years. Especially, since I would be encountering a whole new 
atmosphere the next year in junior high, and Mr. P. was not doing a very good job in 
pr-eparin<J me for it. Fertunately, I had an easier tillle adjusting te ;iunier high tahan I 
thought I would. 
I believe that it was either in first or second grade when the idea came into my head 
t:liat: I want:ed t:o be a t:eaclilir. I reJl!effil5lir very vividly t:liat: I ~ti.lei play scli661 every 
afternoon after I had gotten home from school. I would always be the teacher, and if I 
was playing with my friends, they would be the students. I loved the feeling that I 
was trying to help others leazn scmething. I loved the idea that I was in charge of a 
g-reup ef peeple and they haei te listen te me. I believe that these feelings were 
instilled in me in kindergarten through second grade. In my early years of school, I 
had teachers who made it obvious to me that learning can be fun and that my teachers 
not: ofily cared al56u-t: ffie M a st:Udent: out: as a11. ind1.viauAL These feel.itigs c6fit:ifii.1ed. t:o 
grow throughout my elementary and high school years. As I got older, it became very 
obvious to me that I had a deep interest in children and there was definitely no other 
job that I could picture myself doing other than teaching. Except for a few teachers 
threug-heut my whale seheel e~r, I was fertunate te reeeive teaehers that made it 
evident to me that learning and to have an education is illlportant. I want to be able 
to instill the same type of feelings in children in the most important time of their 
lives, ~fi -t:liliy are st:art:ifig sahool I Wafit: t:lie!n t:o feel g66d al56iit: t:heiiiselVeli as I 
did, by caring about each individual child and help them see that they are important. 
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I love helping people, and I feel that teaching is a great way to help and make a 
difference in the life of a child. 

First Interview 
Ootober 18, 1999 

Sara: What's the most important thing teachers do? 

Margaret: Oh! my, I hate questions like this - I've been thinking that there is 
semething I 1m geing te leave eut - '.Um a!r-aia .the:i:eis semething - i aenit -semething 
I'll forget to do as a teacher that'll make a difference because I'm not su:i;-e. 

Margaret: Maybe - many different things - I don't know. 

Sara: How do you learn best? 

Margaret: I'm, was a visual learner and I like to work in groups with other people. 

Sara: You seill like ea do enae? 

Margaret: Yeah, today she (coop. teacher) tried cooperative groups for the first time 
- it wasn't too bad. 

Sara: What is one of your vivid early memories? 

Margaret: In third grade the teacher had these table points.- and I would form my own 
eard.s te keep traek - I EJave eveeyene paints at my table ana ii a get r.aal maa H we 
got in trouble. 

sara: Did ehe oeher kids like enat? 

Margaret: I was the teacher's pet, I did everything I was told, never wanted to get 
in trouble. 

Sara: You played school a lot? 

Margaret: I had this chalkboard - played everyday. 
Saz:at :00 you have siblings? 

Margaret: A younger brother. 

Sara: Did your mom keep you and your brother's work from school? 

Margar-et:we still have some of it, I think. 

sara: Have you ever looked at it or anything? 

Margaret: Not in a while, it's in a box somewhere 

Sara: What about report cards? Any good or bad experiences? 

Margaret: Fifth and sixth grade -were the hardest - got a c. 
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Sara: What happened? 

Margaret: I cried over taking tests and we had a man teacher who was mean, favored 
boys ovez, girls - he was mean! We thought he was gay fo:E' a while and then he goi. 
married. 

Sara: How do you think this will affect you as a teacher'l 

Margaret: I don't want to favor anyone - I want to show kids the value of work - that 
it 1s net se,uy eF hal:'Ei. 

Sara: Were your assessments fair? 

Margaret: I think so. 

Second In~erview 
Hovember 17,1999 

Sara: (I want to talk a little more about what we were talking· about the other day, 
about your work that your Mother may ••• 

Margaret: Oh yeah 1 I started thinking about that I 

Sara: Why do you think Mom's keep some things but not others? 

Margaret: well ••• I guess they oan tell What it is ••• What their child worked hard on. 
My Man kept my book reports and tests I got As on. I'm kind of excited; I asked my 
MOJil Where 'iliy at:tiff is. SM ea.id ·u' s !ft ·1:l'ia ~Uid and now I' iii reu int:ei:-esi:ed in 
getting it down and looking through it ••• now I want to see what I did. It's kind of 
fun. 

Sara: What did you bring to show me today ••• 

Margaret: These are examples of stuff we clid today. We talked about genres and 
speeifieally, eemie si2oips. 1 ~e eha.FaeteFisties ef eemie si2oips en the~, yeu 
know, like speech bubbles, left to right movement of pictures. I showed them. examples, 
like wind blowing a hat; there's a hat in the first picture ••• the last shows the hat 
blown off. Theft -they bad t:o writ:~ t:heir owfi. ac5iliia ser-.t~. I told. _i:l'iiliiii t:o Use t:Mif 
first grade spelling. (Indicates strip showing sun going down and different times 
showing) She has the time written up here and the sun ••• going down. She (indicates 
child who made strip) usually has more examples _(work) than is necessary. 

Sara: How many oonoepts do you see ••• think she is Wlderstanding? 

MargarM:1 well ••• she has t:.ime, invet1.t:ed apelling, ahe liU a l:leg.i..ruufig, middle Mid end. 
She said this is 1:00, 3:30 and 5:00 and those are hour· and a half increments every 
time .•• 

Sara: How does this help you plan curriculum? 

Margaret: I I know she has an understanding of ti.me, parts of the day - I don't know -
we 1ve talked abeut diffe:l'eftt pa.l::ts ef the day and I Eien tt Jmew if this - last week we 
measure shadows - I don't knoW, she may have oonneoted last Friday to today. (Refers 
to unit in book covering the concept of ti.me) •• .it's what you would expect; they 
w\&lt'IH:and -ehe aloc!k preuy well. 
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Sara: Would you have this student do the same thing in math as everyone else, even if 
she understood more? 

Margaret: I don't know how I feel about it ••• you mean, like get something a little 
more advanced for her? ••• How would you do that ••• 
Did this student explain why she did her pictures the way she did them? Did she 
eHplain why she ehese te tie it this way1 

Margaret: After they're finished they're supposed to explain it to me and read it to 
me. She didn't say anything ••• 

Sara: Did you ask questions about what she did? 

Margaret: Not really. 

Sara: (HOW did the otMrs turn out? 

Maf'gareei Th.ta is A's. He oftl.Y ~.lt:es u"> gee ac5ilieehil'ig dbfie. :r 1hU.d, "A, y'ou Med. ea 
tell a story." He said he just did 3 things - I said, you need to do more. When I sit 
down to do things with him he understands .. very well, but won't do it on his own. I 
gave them ••• two were talking about nutrition.~ .I gave them eaah a letter. I was going 
ta give tMee leUen, but that was tee hal!'d.. i!lhese (iaaieal;es pie4;W:es ei feeds whese 
names start with different letters of the alphaJ::,et) I basically gave all them all of 
the words. There are some letters that don't have foods; even when I tried to think of 
foe5da eMe searted. Wii!h ehe J.et:~-s'. :r aoUJ..dfi•e oome Up "71.i!li any. 

Sara: So you told her what ,to write? 

Margaret: At first I was going to brainstorm ALL the letters, but I got to E and 
theugh.t, this isn't ~iHg te wel!'k. 

Sara: Was there any specific reason to choose 3 letters? 

Margaret; I guess •.•• you can read these (indicates other papers) ••• except for her, I 
deft 1t. think I gave them ideas. I .waateti te make a elass beak, but. there ee enly 21 
kids. I know When• make a class ~k they 10\re to get up and read their page. 

Marg~t: Yes 

Sara: What did your cooperating teacher use during parent donferences? 

Margaret: She kept the same· things· to show to parents ••• work that showed progress and 
interactive writing. She used report cards to show parents where they (the children) 
should be, like on Dolch words and other things where they should be. People who 
needed help ••• she would give them ideas on how or what to work on. The majority don't 
Eie it uyway ••• 

Sara: How did the parents take this information? 

Margaret: I realize that you learn a lot at parent conferences, it's easier to 
understand why seme kids Eien't ,et it ••• like hlu.s ehilti whese Mam. is dying ei daft~, 
he always wants attention ••• he doesn't know she's dying, he just knows she's real 
sick; but sometimes he.is clingy ••• 

Sara: What would you keep for parent conferences? 
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Margaret: like the idea of showing progress, things that they do over and over ••• and 
keeping different stuff that shows understanding of concepts. 

Sara: Do you think you will rely on report cards or portfolios? 

Margaret: I'd prcbably do what my cooperating teacher does ••• she pulls the report card 
eut te guide the eenfe.renee and then she ean f)Ull the pe:f'l.ielie eut te shew examples 
of their work. I never thought·aoout doing that, but (nods yes) ••• 

Sara: Do ycu. ehi1'ik there are MY iiiliiilaritieti Mt:~en t:lie ahild.' ii portfolio and t:lie 
one student teachers have to keep? 

Margaret: I don't ••• ours is different ••• if they hadn't told us - WHAM - here's all 
you have to do, all at once. You know, if '1111'9 could have been told ••• since '1111'9 a.re :!she 
first group to have to have one, if we could have been told all along, it would have 
been bett-er. For me I the portfolio I guess is good because I have things stored in my 
head - I have to go through my portfolio and have things· 1:rtggered, I have to have 
things reviewed and be reminded of what I did. 

Journal 

10-11 
This was my fiz,st week of student teaching and it definitaely was interesi.ing. ~ 
day had its crazy parts. It was very hard at first, to get control of the children. I 
have realized. that it is very hard for first graders to adapt t-o change. That was one 
of the most frustrating parts, but: I kn.ow it will beCOlile easier as the dayti go on.. 
This week -we had the theme of day al)d night and bats. Some activities that -were 
implemented included measuring bat wings, making quilts by using patterns, writing 
three facts about bats, making cloaks and graphing what time they -went to bed. I 
starhed te cie the ealen<ial:- at the f~ ef the day. This is an uea that 1 lmew will 
t:ake time for the children to get used to. 

10-25 
'!'his was my third -week of student teaching. I really do enjoy working in this school 
and with first graders. starting this week, I definitely have started being 
responsible for certain areas throughout the day 1110re than I have before. On Monday, I 
st~ed te cie guided :Eeading with the twe hlgher :Eeadiftg CJl!'eUps that. are in the elass. 
I wasn't sure at first on how it would go. Reading is one main area Where I do not 
feel real comfortable in teaching. Mrs. L• has .done a great job in explaining to me 
hoW ·ane di:lea hE!t' reading gi:oups and i.~ Jiti hE!lped tllA fe!l fiit5.r"'e &5iiif6fta15le a15out: 'El'i1§ 

area. I am also staring to feel better about the whole area of phonics and how I will 
teach that as well. On Tuesday I did guided reading again and then on Wednesday I did 
a making words activity. I liked the making words activity. I am excited to be 
learning th.is type ef matel!'-ial arui what. the easy ways ue te teaen it: te the ehlleren. 
Thursday was a crazy day. we had school pietures, a birthday party for one of our 
students and you could definitely tell that the children know that Halloween was on 
t:hE! "'8ekefid. 'l'hur"1!1&iy evtffiing and Fri.day ffl6ffii.fig \fere ifit:ereli'E.i.ng f:o be a pa.rE of 
because it was parent-teacher conferences. I am happy that I was a part of that and 
now I have a better idea of what they are like. 

11-15 
'l'his is the week I am in charge of teaching everything. I wasn't too neJ:VOUS bec!ause I 
was in the classroom last Tuesday by myself so I had an idea of what to expect. I 
enjoy teaching diffe.E'ellt lessons, but! wish they oauld focus, sit. still and listen to 
me while I was teaching them. '!'his has been the most frustrating thing in my teaching 
experience. 
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I have been reassured many times that my own class will not be like this. I guess it 
is kind of good I am getting the experience with this type of class so I will not be 
shocked if I happen to have a class like this in the future. 
I feel that my eeel*lr-atiag taeaehe:1:- has been a cp:eat help ana enee\ll'agemeat aur-inCJ ,!;his 
experience. I know that I need to Wtork on is the age level of my lesson plans. I have 
found that with a couple of my plans; they have a been a little too hard for this 
alass -E\5 do. I need. t:o learn how t:o adapt: and pl.an lessons '!:hat: w1.ll meet my Studen.U 
needs and levels. 

Children's Work 
! was able to observe, eolleat, and see many differ-ent types of ehildr-enls work during 
my student teaching experience. I feel that it was very interesting to see a child's 
work on the first day that I walked in the room and then t-o see how much that child 
progressed by looking at his work. on the last day I was there. I feel that it is very 
important to keep a portfolio of each child's work so the teacher can have an actual 
record and assessment of the child's progress for their own benefit and others as 
well. I wish I was able to make a portfolio of each child during my experience. I feel 
that it weula ef been helpful te keep eut again ene aay when I have a elass ef my ewn. 
Through my experience, I have learned that with my class, they loved to have their 
work displayed and to be read to all the other children. They also like the idea of 
beifig able to look at '1:heir war1{ arid -their o'l:her alassiiiat:es wor1c, may15e a couple of 
days later. I tried to provide activities that would include a class book to cover 
that area. 
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Gwen 
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Autobiographical Paper: 
In elementary school I was the type of student who always finished my 'Wtlrk and stayed 
out of the way of others. I talked to my friends but was afraid to get in trouble in 
the elassreem se I trieEi te stay f!W.et mest ef the time. In the f.int and seeena ~ 
I was in a program tor gifted students. They did not explain the oriteria for entering 
this program but it made me feel special, I worked harder after entering this program 
bi!cauae I thOughe t:hey Upeic.n:ed ~ of me. 
I attended L. Elementary School. There were not over two classes for each grade level 
and sometime11 only one olass for (eaoh) grade level. 'l'he lilQhool wu set in a lower 
income neighborhood but I did not realize it at the time. I enjoyed every year I was 
at L. :E:ach of my teache:Fs made an impaet on me except. second gH.de. ! have little 
memories good or bad of this year. 
My favorit-e teacher was Mrs. J. Her class was both third and fourth grade. She was a 
veey loud and sttiot (teaoher) With her Claasea. wnen I tint found oue that I would 
be in her class I cried and.asked my parents to find me a different teacher. Once I 
was in her class, I had the best year. It took getting us~ to her personality but in 
the end, she was the nicest teacher I had at L. Mrs. J.·· (kept) her class busy and fun. 
she made SW!'e we used 6W!' time wisely. When we Elie semehlri.ng CJeea, She weula f)Nlise US 

in front of the entire class. She also had many art and musio activities for us to gl!!t 
involved in. 
MY lease favorii:e eeac!her W'U ifi jW'iiar high a:.e T. Sl'le was my :!!ic5c.'j.1.al. fttidies -£eti.c!hef. 
Eaoh day we did the same types of activities. These included worksheets, read aloud 
from the book, and read to ourselves. I was bored and unenthusiastic about the class. 
I later took other civics classes and found them very interesting which made me think 
it was ,!:he teaehing style that influeneed my views en this seeial.stuElies elass. 
My decision to be'oome a teacher was made fol; two main reasons. These are beda.use I 
enjoy thinking of implementing activities for children and I enjoy the type of setting 
a e1cmoo1 syseem has. I fet!!l very eoliifort:al:51.e ifi eM alassroc5ili and ~i.'Eed a.-E el'le saliii§ 
time. I believe that because I had a good experience in my elementary school it gave a 
reason to enjoy school. Teachers can have an impact on students and I have already 
watched this in my observations as a preserviceteacher. I would like to see my 
students · have the same impaet. 

First Interview 
October 18, 1999 

Sara: What is the most important thing teachers do? 

Gwen: Um ••• they~ •• I think they .1continue on te~hing the child where they were ••• what 
they leaftled the f)l!'EWieus yeaz, 'and alse behaview, like hew they. aet in puelle. What 
I mean by that is like in first through third, on the level they were on ••• the 
advanced ones can be (?) and the ones below can catch up. 

Sara: How would you know where they are? 
Gwen: As far as usessment? ••• by looking at writing and listening to their reading, 
observe how they act in class. Looking at how they do math-if they get done soon, 
docU111ent how fast. they get done, how well they know mal.h oz: r-eading. 

Sara: Bow did you learn best? 

Gwen:Through visual aides - like if·they, the teacher, had visual aides like numbers 
en the wall el:' if the teaehel:' used Yisual aides, me.re tahan ::just linening. 

Sara: So - you visualize. What's your most vivid memory? 
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Gwen: Anything? First grade, I remember learning my left from my right in first grade. 
I don't know why - I would picture myself in that olassroam (first grade) when I was 
in second or third - I don't know why. That year was the only year they took our 
pieeure eutside, el;he1:- than seheel pieeUEes. il'he teaeheF put eUF pielatmes es these 
posters and we put our favorite foods and things on it - my am Wc!S broken, that's how 
well I remember that picture. That was first grade. 

Sara: Did you like your first grade teacher? 

Gwen: Yes, I don't think I remember a lot about the first grade - I think in 3rd or 4 
,th CJ:Eade we haa ••• I ~ deiftg a let; en the ~r wi,th these little we:r;ksheets 
and that kind of thing. A bad experience? ••• I can't really remember ••• I think ••• I 
always got a long end never really said anything. 

Sara: How do you think these memories will help you in teaching? 

Gwen: I think it makes me pay attention - you have to, you know, have math, science 
but I 111 always have aehl.v-ities they111 remember - like, hew ,lw get aleng wiAdt yeur 
friends and people. Be aware of activities you oan do where they learn social things 
on top of learning core subjects. 

Sara: Do you Jmow. what grade you want to teach? 

Gwen: Just because I had a good experience in third ins, but I like second too. 

sara: Did your Molli keep a lot of your stuff from school? 

GWertfYeah, ~ttt I haven:•t s~ it or asked allout it. i know~ have a box tram 
preschool through elementary. 

Sara: What kind of assessment was used with you in school? 

Gwen: It wasn't like grades.~.it was E's and U's, for uh .••• (unsatisfactory?) Yeah, I 
remember they were always good, If it was an S or something; my parents talked t-o me 

and fttif b.rothQ'. 

Sara: What did they talk to you about? 
Gwen: If it (the S) was for talking too much or reading ••• why I thought it was like 
that or what I could do about it. 

sara: Is your brother younger? was his experience similar to yours? 

GW'ei'U '!'MY MWf compared WI, w had pt'IM::t:y li!Uah. ~ aame U);i6r""ieMe. He may nave had 
more problems with behavior in school, like on the playground. Now that I look back, I 
know school was easier for him. 

Sara: Why was it easier for him? 

Gwen: Well, it seems like I had to pay close attention and it seems that he didn't 
have ~e pay as elese at.ttmi;ien. He ean ;just UgUEe it. eut. ana· I have ,l;e have pl!'ier
Jcnowledge on it. 

Gwen: When there are kids not paying attention - I go back and explain - and same 
don't! - but maybe it's just because I'm the type that needs - when I'm planning - if 
they don't know anything about this - I plan on what I need to tell them. 
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Second Interview 
•ovember 17, 1999 

Sara: What did you bring? 

Gwen: I don't know if this is what you want ••• these 2 ••• I brought this boy's and two 
ehlier sbdeRb te eempue his wel:k and these 2 aheut theiF pem!l8Bship. OK, this is J 
and he ••• he's very oreative and his higher level thinking, he'll really think about 
his answers. Be answers in 3 sentences; but he spells everything wrong. There's some 
that: can' e apell, so -they weft'£ w.rit:e - t:lil!y get: dorte , 1Myl'5e half a page. He juat 
writes invented spelling, so ••• 

Sara: So these others ••• they don't write? 

GWen: I think it's good that he does that. (invented spelling) This is s, I brought 
some of her center work also. At first; she does first 3 (on page); but I don't 
'lllidat'siUnd anyi:hin.g she wrote. :r lCn6W 1.1he .was talkitig diirllig' ate insti::Uffl:i.On§ §6 I 
asked her to move and she went and sat down and now all her answers match the 
questions. She also has higher thinking - I clid know this and I wasn't &\U"J?l,".i.sed that 
these weren't hard questions for her to answer. 

Sara: YOU knew she could do the 'WOZ'k? 

Gwen: I. knew she could do it ••• she could do the work. If she gets to talk, she'll 
just play. I realized it was a good idea to move her away from her friends for her to 
be able to do quality work ••• This (indicates another paper) I brought to compare how 
imey write (Bet spell) (page ef hexes fe:p se:EtiBCJ wer-ds alph.aheHeally -t.e theft put iB 
list form) on this one, theJ:<e's so 111Uch stuff you can't read it. They had to write 4 
words in this box - you can't tell what the words are on hers - and his.,.you can tell 
ht! liMd thing§ Up afid yw c!afi t:el1 · ht! kMW l'h!t had a s!M.ll.ef l:5ox ••• 

Sara: What is the meaning of this activity? 

Gwen: Instead of going 1-20 ••• instead of thinking out in their head they can list them 
iB imese bexes Md by -1:he time they get them all ••• 'Ebey have sel!'teci them ans they ean 
just list them over here. The first time they did it they were lost. 

Gwen: I think they learn by listening to others - having new things to see - using 
their self-motivation ••• if they don't have self motivation they get distraated and 
being challenged with things other than what they do.on a daily basis ••• 

Sara: Like what? 

Gwen: Like if we did this every. week (indicating word sorting) ••• if shouldn't be 
repeated ••• like, there are other activities for doing ABC's, different ideas for same 
concepts. 

Sara: And you would have different activities too ••• 

awe1H iro keep ateir 1.t'it:eresu ••• if 1::ruay didn't: Ui'ideri!iUn.d. one aaeivity, they liiight 
understand another. They don't always tell you that they don't understand. 
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Sara: Did the ABC activity make you think about meeting individual children's needs? 
Gwen: At first, I thought you could blow up (make a larger projection of page) the 
spaoes from this paper and give her bigger spaces to write in. (child who had trouble 
erganiz!Rg were.a in spaee en we:r:-ksheet) ••• she eeuld p:r:-aeHee w:r:-itinCJ smaller-. GivbuJ 
her an activity to foous on the siZe of her writing and talk to her ••• explain about 
her writing being hard to read. 

Sara: How would you do this? 

Gwen: Maybe take the word$ on the board and give them lined paper and have them keep 
thei:r:- w:r:-it.iftg aleleve e3;- belew t;he lines ••• 

Sax-a: How would you this child's needs? 

Gwen: Go over and talk to her quietly about what she could concentrate on in her 
writ.iftg. Explain te her what; she needs te 'Wel!'-:k ea, put he!!' by tae ehallmeud er by t.he 
teacher. 

Sara: Which kind of documentation would show growth? 

Gwen: (Indicates paper with short answers) This would be better., it shows spelling, 
puneiauaUea ai,d highe3;- thiRld.ng skills - 1.his is eepied frem the heed. 

Sara: Do you think ••• you' 11 know what ••• what documentation you've seen, how your 
cooperating teacher does it? 

Gwen: I'll probably do the same ••• like reading - as far as listening in small groups 
for fluency and understanding. We do ••• she uses report cards, math and reading scores 
for parent conferences. She tells them when she thinks scores were higher or lower 
thaft what ehild ean UBdentand ••• she went tlmeugh every seetien ei the :t!'epe~ ear«, 
you know, and talked about their penmMship or how easily distracted they might be. 

Gwen: Not really, but I've heard her talk about keeping things for portfolios, I guess 
for the end of the semester. 

Sara: Keeping work and keeping notes that refer to past work? 

Gwen: ••• (you can look at that infcmnation) before going to use of the objectives. Then 
yeu ean leek l,aek at eb:jeetives te make SU3;-e eb:jeeHves ee eein.Cj met ••• yeu ean always 
oheok later. You oan check ohildren's ~ with the objectives and look at it and see 
what you really need to change to meet the objectives or the children's needs. 

Sara: Going back to this ABC activity ••• what meaning does the child get from doing 
this? 

Gwen: They can see how to alphabetize - they look for the beginning letter ••• it gets 
them used to writing words in alphabetical order. 

Sara: Why is that important? 

Gwen: So they can look up stuff in a dictionary. They have to know how to go to the 
e's er the e's. If they · have te be iR a line, they have te lmew- waerse ,l;e IJ0 ta get in 
line. 

Sara: Do they do these things in class? 
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Gwen: They have to use guide words. We did an activity where they had to look up words 
in dictionaries. They have to learn to look at the top of the page instead of looking 
at whole sections, page after page. 

sarat so that activity w-as to use the diationary for wcrds giwn at random? 
Gwen1 Yes 

Sara: How meaningful is that? 

Gwen: It helps them know how to use the dictionary ••• to know how to look, you don't 
have te leek thre11gh 40 pages ef wertis. IE they Reeded te Jmew a Eiefinitien ••• theytve 
had praotice - you don't have to walk them through the whole prooess every time. They 
use their blue books in class to look up words. 

Journal 

10-11 
This was the fix-st week! began full time student teaohing at this sohool. 

Before this week I assisted with some daily classroom duties. These included one 
lesson a day, helping the children individually with their work, and taking the 
attendance. I MiS. able to get a f~l for the 01aa1u·60!!l and the ohildrsn before having 
responsibility of the children on my own. 
Beginning Monday I took the attendance and lunch count in the morning. Every morning 
there is a daily activity on the overhead called the Daily Bite. These are .four 
prehlems rangiBg f:rem math te ~ te seeial studies te prehlem selv-ing. th.e 
ohildren have done these all year long and are familiar with the niorning procedure. 
After a few minutes when I feel they're finished with most of the Daily Bite I go over 
t:hE! an!fWrs. I fiOW' kl'icM hOW .it: fet!!il.a t:o haw t:Wfi'EY an.tldfeti. lookilig at: you for t:ne 
answer while they come up with difficult questions. I like going over the Daily bite 
because it gives me practice writing on the overhead and I get a feel for what mood 
the olass is in. 
When Mrs. C. takes ever asEl p.J;esents math. and spellin(J lessens! give assistanee en an 
individual basis. For instance, I walk around after the math is presented and 100k at 
the children's work.· If I noticed they are having problems r· sop and try to guide them 
~ugh 'EM lei!Ulon i!ic t:My w1.ll lilire'l:er lltidefst:&id 'EM aoMep1;. 
I also began taking the class to other parts of the building for specials or other 
activities. I found it's hard to decide how much talking to allow in the halls. The 
children should be learning self-control and recognizing that when they're loud it 
Elis.rupee the ether elasses. But, ea the ei.her hand they are a~ hlle age where U is 
hard to put yourself in other's shoes. Also, the children have so much energy and 
excitement that asking them to be canpletely silent is a huge request. so; I remind 
t:Mfti hl!!fore We Wi§.lk 'Eh.rott"gli 'EhE! ha.118 wa-1: is expecrEed arid ""11.y wa need eo wall guiefly 
through the halls. When I take the children to other classes I feel as if they are 
testing me to see how quiet I expect them to .be and to see what I will do when they 
play in the halls. Once we start walking they seem to remember the rules. 
This fll'St week weat by very- fast. At the end ef ea.eh Elay Hms. C. anEl ! leeked. ever
the lesson plans for the next day. I found that Mrs. c. tries to over plan to ensure 
we will have enough for the class to work on, I think this is good because I would 
ra.t:m!f ha.W UiO muc:,h platmed. 'Eha1i eo :till! ~epared. for 'EM day. TMrefoN, at: 'EM efi<i 
of the day we look at the lesson plan for the current day and circle anything that 
needs to be covered on the following day. Then, we look at the next days lesson plans 
and change the format to fit in the needed lessons or remove lessons that won't be 
eevel!ed. Wege ttu,eugh eaeh part ef the lessen plan an.a talk ahe11t what th.at lessee 
plan will entail. 
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Now that I am in the classroom on a regular basis I have begun to find out where 
materials and resources are stored. It's nice to find these things out early on so I 
can have more time to help and work within the classroom instead of asking where 
geneFal mateFials aFe steZ'ecl. 
on Wednesday the Nature Club met to work on bird feeders and the outside of the 
school, I helped by organizing the children while they worked and keeping them on 
t:aak. EVen though thla u a. tun HiM 'Elie ch.1.l<h'en had to guidM to get Wi5r1' done on 
the butterfly garden and the green house. It was good for me to see how an after 
school program can work and who helps with it. There were two teachen and four 
parents volunteering for the Nature Club. I also attended a faculty meeting on 
Thursday at 8 t 00 AM. The meeting was to introduce a new social studies software 
program that works to teach maps, globes and other lessons about the earth. It was 
interesting and I was able to work with the students in our class to show them how to 
'WOrk the program and What they could learn tram the program. 

10-18 
This week was Fall .Break so the children only attended school on Monday and Tuesday. 
The teachers had an in-service on Wednesday. I continued to do the opening activities 
and worked with them on the calendar. The calendar is har<i for sane of the childr-en to 
understand. By the time we finish with all the duties and the calendar half of the 
class is doing something else or lost, I can't tell if it's because the children don't 
understand the ditterent parts ot the calendar or it they are not used to it because 
it is not done daily. 
I worked with my first reading group this week. I had observed and sat in on other 
reading groups that Mrs. C. taught. But, having my own reading group was a different 
experienee. Eaeh EJfeUP is en a diffeFent level. I 1m net sure what ! 1m supposed te 
write down once they are done reading to me. I discussed with them comprehension and 
the format of the book, 
Th.1s Wek I started to eva.l.UAte my dii11cipl1.ti.e prooedllrei11. For ifistafice, Whefi the 
children walk down the halls it is hard for me to encourage them in a nice way and at 
the same time make them realize I am serious. I have tried only a few strategies but 
even the children who normally listen seem to get bored with listening to directions. 
I feel like I need te find strate~les that w:i.11 eapbure their attentien. This elass 
seems to do fine if you can get them to pay attention for just a minute. They remind 
each other of the rules if you establish the rules up front, So; next week I may try a 
couple of new way§ and see it they d6 better. 
We had a faculty meeting this week to discuss things the teachers needed to review. It 
was very interesting to listen to some of the issues that the faculty brought up and 
how they were handled. i was asked to do morning duty in the cafeteria if the faculty 
meeting ran leng. When I went te the eafeteria I had te keep the ehilaren quiet en my 
own. I felt more canfortable disciplining the children this week in the cafeteria than 
last week when Mrs. C. and I had morning duty every day, When we had duty last week I 
wasn't: f.6Jll.1.li.a.t' with the rule!I Md procedll.t'e of oo.rnifig dllty so I jU!11t tried to help 
when I could and noted the procedures. But on this particular day I was on my own and 
didn't have the convenience of another teacher working with me so I had to make 
decisions on my own. 
The tepie ef study this 'fleek was maps and glebes. We siaaned Ho and will eentinue 
through the end of next week. This topic is very interesting to me so I will be 
guiding the children through most of the activities that concern maps and globes, Mrs , 
c. has ~n helpfUl in Wi5rking With iiie to fifid &ativiti.e§ th.At I cAfi d6 With the 
children and to be involved in the class when I'm comfortable. She hasn't thrown me 
into any activities without discussing the activity with me first. So far I feel like 
I'm having a good experience in this school. Although, I sometimes feel overwhelmed 
with the papeI:Werk thaia is r-equir--ed by the seheel and distriet, net te mentien -t:he 
classroan documentation. 
This was a short week but the high point was when I did an activity that the children 
and Mrs. c. enjoyed. I modeled how to draw the state of Oklahana and put a few symbols 
on the map. Then, I asked the children to do the same and add two other symbols. 
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The children were very creative. Some labeled the school with a dot, others labeled 
their favorite town, and others added the surrounding states. The children that are 
slow got finished with the general map. But the ones who need more enrichment went on 
te add maRY lahels, make a map key aad mer-e. This was an aeti vHy that was a fun and a 
learning experience. 
The low point of my week was when the teacher came into the cafeteria from the gym to 
see Why -the children. Were too loud. I ha.dfi 't realized now loUd they ,;.,;ere olit: I aal.med 
them down after that by asking them to use six inch voices, asking them to not disturb 
the hallways, and separating the ones who continued to talk. 

11-1 
This week I have had more time with full responsibility of the class for certain 
activities. For example, Mrs. c. has me take and pick the cl-s £rem specials and 
lunch. Also, today! was the only one in the rooot dur-ing one center. 
I've found it is hard to keep them quiet during centers. I don't mind if they talk as 
long as it is about the learning, When the talking becomes so loud that our neighbor 
classes can't concentrate it is a problem tor our class. Mrs. c. underseands that 
children will be loud even when they are being constructive. Therefore, we both have 
similar feelings about centers. 
The high point of my week was Monday morning. I started off the morning by reviewing 
the Nevember ealenda.l!:'. Then I weat th.l!:'eugh the math ealenda.l!:' with the elass. Mrs. C. 
was going over behavior contracts with certain children so I continued with the math 
lesson, Then I went into the measurement lesson, Before I knew it; it was time for 
cotnpu-tera. It !iiade me feel g66d. beaau!le i jUst WettE wi'fh -the flaw and ttsok the alass 
through the entire morning without Mrs. C's help. I think the class did well because 
we didn't have a down part of the morning so they kept on track and paid close 
attention. 
The lew peint ef my week was when I eeul<in tt !!Jet the elass te he quiei; during- eenter-s 
and I felt like it was disturbing Mrs. Penner•s class. I knew they weren't 
deliberately being loud but I wanted them to realize how loud and disturbing they 
Were. 
I worked on not calling children by name in disciplining. I tried to call out groups 
of children or specific activities. For example, "If your pencil is in your hand you 
are not following directions." Instead of, "Kate, put down your pencil." For next week 
I plan te werk en hew well the ehil<iren fellew di.l!:'eetiens during instruetien. 
one of the activities I had the children do was cut, paste, and label a globe with all 
seven continents , After having the children work on this I realized that some of the 
continen-ta Wi!!re too lit:tll!:! for t:M!ffi to aut ou-t Afid recogn.1.lte. The major~-ty of -the 
class was able to recognize all seven but probably 75% of them couldn't recognize the 
continents once they cut them out. Next time, I will make the copy of the continents 
larger so they can label the continents before they cut them out. This way they will 
net l!Jei: them se 1llixed up en the glehe they glue te!!Jether-. 
For now the only activity that I'm unclear on is what documentation and evaluation 
goes along with the reading groups. I have had reading groups this week but have only 
writing t:he da.-te, the Mllle and 11!:!vel of -the book Afid now ""811 -the ch.il.d did on. 'fhe 
reading. 

11-5 
This week the elass studied measurement. The ehll<ir-en had tr-euble wHh a few ef the 
sections because it was a new concept for them. They were able to become f&niliar with 
different units of measure and how to use them a variety of ways, The high point the 
Week was looking -through the ptitiipltlfi ci.t'iqUa.ifi papers • I wa.1.ked -the ah.ildrefi tnrotigh a 
pumpkin cinquain, which is similar to a poem. Then, they could make up their own or 
use the class model that was written on the board. The children were very creative and 
used their own ideas to complete their cinquain. I have found that when you get home 
te grade papers yeu will he surprised en hew well er- net se well the students werked. 
some papers will be wonderful after a sort explanation. Then other activities will be 
unfinished and wrong after a long thorough explanation, 
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Grading papers is one way to find out a child's abilities and difficulties. It's hard 
for me to decide what to take a grade on because Mrs. C. set up the grade book and 
everyone records grades on different activities. I've found it hard to grade withs, 
p, and h enly. I find myself giving pluses and minuses many times en the end ei the 
letter. But, I realize that they will earn an average of all their grades so it may 
not be so important to add the+ or - to a letter, Also; at their age they are 
changing s6 fast. tliai: it.' s ~t.t.er t.6 give gefierAl. grades for- §oiiie abilities ifist.ead of 
labeling them as an A, B, or C student. 
The low point of my week was working on disciplining one of the students. He listens 
to me when I tell him what to do but then he wants to argue his way out of it. I don ' t 
baek dewn fl:elft what I we.Rt hiJu. te de but by the time I get him eut inte the hall er 
across the room he has disrupted the entire class. He will follow me around and ask 
why he has to go, Then he tries to bargain to stay at his desk, I don't know what to 
do. I M!ed to talk to Mt's. c. t.6 fifid out. W!iat. §he feels i«>Uld ~ ~§t:. He 6fi1Y act:s 
this way when she is out of the room. 
One competency I worked on this -week was to involve the students in the focus books I 
read after the daily reader. At the beginning of my experience here I would just read 
W:i. theut prempHn!J questiens and inteFests • A:Uer watehing Mrs. C. and r--eading 
information from my class at the university, I realized the students would benefit 
more from the book if I took time to involve them in discussion , Then; as I read I 
Will st6p and e,cpla.1.fi ifi 6ther ~rds 6r ask quest.i6rui iiliout. the b66k. As the children 
share they work on higher thinking skills and can gain a better idea of the main ideas 
of the story. 
I planned a measurement enter activity for one day this week. The students made a hand 
print ef their hand W:i.th paint ea eenstJ;Uetien paper. The nelfb day they had the ehanee 
to measure their hand and write a sentence about it. They used an inch ruler to 
measure, I wanted them to see a real life object and find the length, They had to 
~it.e a sefitence a.bOut their c6nalWiion. The Mtivit.y met: my 6l5jeatives afid was 
effective. 

11-12 
This 'foleek the plannin!J was similar te week four. Altheugh, I had mere r--espensihility 
of the classroom during centers and math lessons this week. I have found out that the 
hardest part of the day for me is centers, I enjoy having centers and setting them up 
but they are !i6 loUd that 6ur neighb6.r classr-6<Sili oafi't. hear their teacher. For MxE 
week I am planning on having one center be at their desks working individually. I 
realize that centers are a chance for the children to get out of their seats and work 
as a group. But, if they can't work together and keep their noise level low then they 
W:i.ll have te werk independently. Se, I plan en hyiRCJ this new idea eut during eenter 
time at the beginning of next week. 
I read the focus books this week for magnets. The books helped the children gain 
imp6rt&tt fact:!3 atid ififot'ffiAtiofi al:56ut liiiigfiets. I feel that focUs oooks are veey 
important in the classroom. By reading a focus book you are integrating science, 
social studies, and even math with reading. Also, the children can think about the 
topic visually and orally for a better understanding. By realizing this i need to add 
1118ll.Y mere !:,eeks te my elassJ:'eelll eeek eelleetien fer neiet yeaF. 
The high point of my week was working with children that don't disrupt the class. I've 
found it hard to manage my time between the difficult children and the ones who listen 
Md W5rk hard. As I look baak Ofi t:he la.st feW We4§ks I rE'!Al.He that All my time afid 
energy in the classroan was spent on the children who disrupt the class. It started to 
-wear on me to the point that I realized that they shouldn't have all of my attention. 
The children who do a good job should receive attention also, Throughout the week I 
tded te wateh myself and ge byte leek at all ef the ehildren 1s werk during the day. 
Just because a child is at a higher achievement level doesn't mean he shouldn't have 
encouragement and positive reinforcement from the teacher, I tried this at the end of 
-the ~k. rt. really wt'ked afid I waa ffiOi:e satisfied at the Mid of the day. 
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The low point of my week was letting one child get to me. He is very disrespectful and 
many tillles out of control He receives level ones and two's on the playground, in 
specials and has been kicked off the bus for two weeks. I am working with him all 
t.ru;eugheut t.he day- eeeause his 1;eaaing is Yel\'y lew anEi I lmew- he a.eesn. 't ~ help at 
home. When he was leaVing one day all of the papers dropped out of his bag so, I 
asked him if they were his. He csm back and was mad and talked to me in a 
disfespe.'refUJ. t:ofi.e. r 'Eh6ught: 'Eo m.yi!it!lf, ~Y "6U1d ne be like atlB W1U.le I 'ffi nelpifig 
him? Mrs. c. can't figure out why he is mad and hateful either. She has talked to his 
mom. on many occasions. 
I planned a theme pxoject called a wonderful world for this week. The children were 
able t.e listen te anEi sing aleng w.ith t.he Nat iu.ftg Cele sen! What a Wender-fol We:E-lti. I 
read the book and big book also. The the ohildren drew and colored their r own pages 
to make a big book of the song. It took us four days to complete• I had them work on 
'EM pages at: ofl.e or 'El'J6 al!f!l'i'Eef's eadh &y. ~ wo$d hafd an 'Ebe 1566k and. enjoy 
singing the song. I can't wait.to see it all put together! 

Self-Evaluation 
December 6, 1999 

Through this experience I have found a better understanding of the role of objectives 
in planning and teaching. It is important to have objectives and use them in planning 
activities and lesson plans. Objectives oan keep a teacher focus~ on what the 
ehildreft need. l!lhey- a3;e alee essent.ial in assessing ehildJ;en's ahilit.ies. il'hi.s 
experience also gave me a better un&!rstanding of·howteache.rs ohOose their resources 
and how they adapt resources to their individual.class. When I plan lessons I don't 
feel as ovefWhAlJiii§d. u I did. before a'EUdel'i'E Uaahifig. :ey easing ifi'Eo 'Elie 'Eeaaliitig i:ole 
I was able to feel comfortab~ with having responsibility for an entire class. 

My previous coursework did prepare me for student teaching. What was helpful for 
me was learning about children's developnental stages and levels. By having a better 
Ul'!.tientantiiftg ef t.heiF baek~d I am ahle te nu:Eture te and werk wit.ht.he ehilEiren. 
I also thought the classes that worked on teaching multiculturalism were helpful. I 
was raised in inner city Oklahoma City and always, thought of myself as a non-biased 
person bU'E 'EheN i§ iiiofe 'Ed ffiUJ.'EicUl.'Eur4Uslii 'EM'E ~e. Solili!a of -t:heslle !Mltide 
religion, economic status, and language differences. I feel this part of the program 
is helpful and should be emphasized as it is. The part of the program that I felt was 
left out was working with technology. I thitlk everyone .. should be required to· learn 
pewe:F peint and·ethel:' eemputerc skills like sp:Eeaeisheets. 

My goals for this semester were to be organized and to find out how to plan for 
primary aged children. I do feel that .I accomplished both of these goals. I was able 
'Eo find MW ways eo or--gill'i.ize .myself by 'E&lkilig eo my lead t:eadhef. I als6 'Eal.JtBd 'Eo 
and observed other olassroans to get a good feel and understanding for other ages 
than my student teaching grade. 

I feel that my greatest strength is being flexible. Ism easy to please and I don't 
get upset easily. Therefore working with children comes pretty naturally. Also, when I 
think about what grade I would like to teach (third grade) I lmow that if that doesn't 
we!:k eut I w.ill he happy in anet.he:F ~. My wealmess is being tee se:h en ehileren. 
I need to be more assertive at first instead of trying to make it up in the eru:i. 

My fE!Eil!ngs aboU'E 'Eeacl'iifig ha.Ve ah&'iged. ifi 'EM'E I didfi' e reali.ze lic5W iiilldli 'Eiffie pUl5lla 
school teachers spent on lesson planning. I would suggest to next semester's student 
teachers to use the observation time at the end of the semester to see different 
classrooms and ages. This time was very helpful for me. 
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Children's Work 

I have learned that children's work is very important and should be used in many ways 
within the elassreem.. Fb:-s,I;, ehildr-en' s werk sheuld be leeked at; by the ,l;eaeher and en 
a regular basis discussed with the child. If a teacher takes the work and explains to 
the child what they did wrong and what they can 'WOrk on the child will see why they do 
work afid h6w t:he t:eaal'ier grade§. Al§o, children· s wor1{ should be used a-E parent: 
teacher conferences. This gives parents an idea of what the teacher is referring to 
and why the child is perfonning the task well or failing to complete the task. Parents 
need the work in front of them to understand what the child should be doing at their 
age. AnetheF way ehildl:'en; s werk sheuld be usea is :forc assessment;. It is essenHal fer 
teachers to ha'Ve a 'Variety of children's work to base their grades on. Teachers can 
use children's work to see their writing skills and language skills without doing 
formal as§es~fit:s. 
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.Appendix D 

Ann 
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Autobiographieal Paper 

I grew up in a small rural town in the panhandle with a population of 1,173. 
The elemen~, middle arui high seheel wee all en the same eampus. I always aid 
fairly well in school so I don't hawi MY extremely gab memories about elementary 
school. However; I do remember some areas that I had trouble in, In second grade; I 
we.a· so c6fifuaed al:icStre li6w afid When eo Wie -s, -eis, or -ed. I a.J.wa.yis gee ~ 'eliree mixed 
up and consequently got them wrong on papers. In first grade, I remember being in the 
slower reading group. I read really slowly, but i could comprehend the text. I hated 
to read out loud because I read so slowly. Even when I was in the sixth grade I hated 
te :!!'ea.El in fi:en'h ef the elass. Hewevu-, I laved math. I Nlllellll:,e:1;' feelin(J se exei'hed 
before taking a timed test. I would study so hard the night before. The day of the 
test my adrenaline was pumping. · I always did well so I loved to take the tests• 
I C&'i f~r all Of my eeaanerei VJ..Vidl.y. 
My favorite teacher was .BIY third grade teacher, Mrs. K. She was a very enthusiastic 
teacher. She had a loud voice that was usually laughing and always encouraging. The 
other third grade teachers were intimidating to a young student. I felt I got into the 
best elass. My least fave:l:'ite teaehe:1:' was .M?s. S in Urs'h ~. One day I twmed my 
paper in without coloring it. The directions were on the board, but I obviously did 
not read them. Four other students turned their paper in without coloring them; too. 
Mrif. s eaok ehE! fiV'e of us itieo ehE! hall. afid gave Us spa.n]d.figs. I r~ U'ii.fild.iig 
that was a bad excuse for spanking a student. Today, I find it extremely severe.! 
Jen.ow she was trying to make an example out of us, but an uncolored paper does not 
justify spanking a six-year old child. First graders make mistakes and their teachers 
musi: be patient; and !.'easenable. ' 
I didn't really deoid.e to become a teacher until my second year of college. I came to 
college to prepare for a job that would pay real well. I later decided that forever is 
a. long U.Hit!ii eo Wo.t1' .ifi a jo'b you Wi.l.l end up ha.Hng. I Wll!fie Witt 'fiiy l'ieafl aru1 kfiE!W :r 
wanted to work with kids, no matter what the job paid. I remember walking past the 
child d.evelopnent lab and thinking, "Bow fun would that be to work with little kids 
every day?" I thought about how as a child I looked up to and adored my teachers, or 
mest e£ them. They seemed te be the ~Hest ana nieest i:ieeple. New, I lmew they all 
had faults, but in the eyes of a child their teacher is perfect. I'm never going to be 
materially rich; but by being a teacher and working with ohil.dren I will have the most 
predioWJ gift of all - tte l.ov>e of a child. 

First Interview 
Oetober 26, 1999 

Sara: What's most important thing teachers do? 

Ann: Um ••• I think ••• does it matter what grade? ••• I think they should learn to relate 
te kias and be eeneerfted aeeut si:iendinlJ :mere time en hew- they learn best ans 
understanding them - maybe it's because I'm a student teacher, I'm real gung ho -I 
see teachers; like here; not being personal enough with kids; I don't know.,,if you're 
goitig eo !!pend a whole yeaf Wi.tt oli.i.ldfei'I. then. eeaaJ:mr• lil'iotild gee eo knc5w ehefii eVen 
if you listen to stuff you don't want to hear (refers to sad home life 
experiences) ••• I think they' 1.1 respect you more ••• you' re not trying to have a best. 
friends relationship, (you are trying to have) one where you can understand and rel.ate 
'he them. I thi1'k u;s (he:!:' attitude) bae:k te eemin(J eut ef seheel (eellege) with a 
"cure the world" attitude, but so much in school has nothing to do with kids. I talk 
to my ? who is in Texas schools and we agree; it's not just in this school; but in 
al.l. ••• you shoUl.d he f:hE!re fof tl1a kid§ ••• kid§ sh6tild he fifeii;. 
Sara: How did you learn best as a child? 
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Ann: I don't remember ••• ! mean, I really don't ••• I've had people ask me that before 
and I don't think I oan help you on that one. 

Sara: What is your most vivid memory of school? 

Ann: I remember ••• one of the things ••• not really specific ••• I had so much trouble 
wi~, I had ueuble wi~ edis aae. s's anEi tiliat betheJ:- me se mueh when I was liUle. I 
didn't get it until the third grade, it finally elicked.. EVerybody else understood it, 
end I usually didn't have trouble but •• ,I got a spanking in first grade end the more I 
thifik al:lOu:t: it fi.Ow ••• :r kl'iow Yott'N stipposed ta listen ta di.NaUoils l:5l1'E :r didfi't: clAar 
my paper when the teacher saidto ••• and I don't think you should get a spanking for 
not clearing your paperl ••• one of my best friends, who got one too, and I still talk 
about it ••• (we say) can you believe we got spanked! 

Sara: How does that kind of memory effect you as a teacher? 

AM.f The s~ ifl.ci&mt effl!c!ti! me •aa.use a laf af thifigs k.i..da g~ ifi ttouolA far, 
'lll'ell, there's not that big an issue here to get worked up about ••• first and second 
graders talk, I don't see getting mad for talking quietly at your deskl - they talkl 
Twos and threes move, first graders talk! I think that it helps me reflect on what's 
really .i.mpeffant feJ:- a teaehep te de. I eetiee thlegs that I Eie heJ:-e, I de beea~se !im 
in this school and I think the other teachers expect me to do eertain things, as a 
student teacher I'm expected to, 1 ,I can't change things, A lot of teachers get stuck 
in a n11;, it: 's euy to do wrk§~s - t:ht!iy do thAt a 101; hefe and r u-y 1;0 i;hifik ·naw 
I would do it different ••• I don't want that to happen to me ••• I have to keep 

·refleating on it. I really like student teaching here ••• I see things here I would hope 
to God don't happen (inner city.children's experiences). 

Sara: What kinds of assessments do you remember from school? 

Atmf Tiffll!a t:t!!i!IU - Vividly! - I ·waa· good a'E 'El'ieffi:, biit if you'N l.'ic5t: good yau wotild 
hate them - SRA tests for free time in the second grade - ooh boy 1 that' 11 make you 
want to finish your work! Second grade wasn't a good year for me, those e's, s's and 
SRA's. 

Sara: What kinds of things did your M01ll keep from your schoolwork? 

Amu :r hAWti''t laoke!d. at 11; lately ••• llua paper l5ac5kl~t1 you fiiala§ eout: your faiiU.ly, 
maps to school, stuff like that. 

Sara: Why did your Man keep that stuff ••• why did she choose to keep that work? 

Ann: rt showed my perceptions of life and family at that age. It's interesting.for 
parents to see how kids that age think about their family; it may be totally different 
froili \ll'iat: 'Elie pANfitf!I ~. 

Sara: Do you think about what parents might want to keep when you plan activities? 

Ann: When children show their parents same of the stuff. we've done - I would tell 
~nts wh.y we were deieg ~em ••• te deeumeat leaHl.iB!J, that we weHn't just playiB«J. 

Second Interview 
December 1, 1999 

Sara: How do you think children learn best? 
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Ann: I've seen ••• I try to do the opposite of what they have been having to do all 
year ••• I plan for them to get involved, participating instead of always just 
"telling". Learning isn't just something you're told, you have to be involved. Like 
when I was deing- my- bklahema unit and we made the iieil f!JUSheNI! wi-hl!. iee-ez:eam ana 
chooola.te syrup. You can tell them about oil wells and show them pictures, but the 
gusher activity really gave them the idea about what happens with an oil wen ••• 

Sara: Did you point out that oil is not chocolate syrup? (Laughing) 

Ann: Yeah, we told them it represented the oil. They knew it wasn't ••• they made jokes 
abeue ea4d.nq eil, they- said, iiliey- leek Miss F. I'm eatinq. eil«, yeah. 

Sara: When you look at their work what do you know about their learning? 

Ann: When I look at journals I can see ••• well, there's this one girl who •• the one who 
is real arlist:ie •••• the ene I tela yeu abeuta las'k Um.e, yeu lmew witn the Eiet!ailed 
bee? ••• with her ability to do that detail in art, I've noticed she does that in her 
journal. I've seen some that struggle in the classroom when we do work that do best in 
art. Whefi ~ did a tiiofl.E!Y uni'E ••• I aei: up a s'Eudefi'E lli'Eore, like 'the one 'they na.v--e here 
in the sohool ••• I wrote up a big list of what things cost. They each got some money 
and they.had to decide what to buy and some of the ones that do better in class 
couldn't do it. The kids that struggle with everything did best in the whole class. I 
think they use meney me:t:.>e ••• ene ef them ~gl'lt a 1.00 te seneel ene aay- and lest it. 
He said his MOm was going to hit him ••• that's not a good thing, that he has to worry 
more about money, but he just thinks like that. Another girl talked about money and 
bad i:hoUghi: alSoUi: it .•• 

Sara: I noticed when I taught in the inner-city school that some of the kids who 
understood money were the ones who, probably starting around 4, had been given money 
to go down to the corner store to buy their "meals". 

Ann: Yeah, I bet these kids have had more experienoes ••• I've seen on TV these kids in 
Mexico who sell stuff I they know how to use money I I bet that's how the kids here know 
alSou'E 111oney i:oa 1 

Sara: So, you realized that by providing a variety of activities that you can tell 
more? 

Ann: I think that before student teaching I was pretty confident with kids 4 and 
under, but coming to second grade - I realized they knew a lot more than I thought 
they would. I found out they had done activities in the first grade •••• so I did a KWL 
eha:ri: and asked if they lmew abeui; Oklahema and seme asked what i;he si;ate Hewer was 
and sOllle knew. I wondered how they knewJ I found out ••• in April Land R\m Day, the 
whole school does it and each teacher teaches something different about the state and 
the kida roea.ee 1:lttough ehe aiusrootM. I i:houglii: :r wu ifittcSdtic,ing sometlUfig new, oui: 
I was actually reviewing something ••• 

Sara: How did that change what you were going to do? 

AM: I did not cover it as deeply. I thought 2 weeks was a long time - bUt it's 
not., ,it was good to know they had background knowledge, 

Sara: Have you seen any carry-over from your unit? 

Ann: They were out for a while, right after my unit, we were out for Thanksgiving. 
They remembered. things f1=eJ11. .MenEiay - yeah, we did the eil thin<JS - T-Uesaay - that was 
yesterday? I don.'t know ••• 
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I read a story and one said "oil - that was where dinosaurs were from that time". I 
asked what lived millions of years ago. They had thought about it enough to bring it 
up the next day. I did the pencils (Oklahana labels) they remember that, that was 
semeehhiR'!f•••but evel!' Thaftksg-iv-iB'!f- I·mean - we talk aheut authe:ES anti eae said they
had been to Ponca City, where one of the authors was from so they do relate things to 
their own world. 

Sara: How have things meshed with the way the coop. teacher usually does things? 

Ann: We use a lot of pencil and paper things. One of the tests they took was supposed 
te be ~heasien aati they seemee. te be bad at ieh. I made an ~iv-ity- where they- ha.a 
to put sentences in order - 12 was a bunch! - and they did good on it. I had thE!ml act 
out the sto:cy; I read the story and they acted it out. They got pretty excited; but 
tMy lllideNtood, -eMy goe ifi:t:o cliaradtl!!f and. act:M it out:. 

Sara: Have you done an activity like this before? 

Ann: No, but this activity with sentences on the board took a long time because they 
hati ehe transfer- fl!'elll the beafEi te ehheu pages. Seme d.umlt Uftish, but we ~dee what 
they had gotten done. My biggest problem is with the grading, having to have 2 grades 
a day, I just don't know about that. My cooperating teacher struggles with it too. It 
jW!lt dat!sn•t i!i~ t""ight, i!ihe'a (c!'oop. teacl:iar) al.ways liAVifig to woo:y al:ioUt gi,rl.fig 
them things she can get a grade from. I had planned activities for my unit and she 
asked me if I had planned homework for their homework grade and I hadn't so she just 
ran off sane worksheets so she aould have a grade. It didn't really go with what I 
planned, but ••• 

Journal 

10-15 
I :r-eally enjoyed t.he fust full week. It. was helpful to see the routines eve:eyday. :t 
observed several different things and have adjusted to being in the classroom 
everyday. 
one inaldent that ooncerned me was wi:eh a little girl in the olassroom. on cot. 13 I 
noticed the child tugging at her shirt. After a while I noticed her pants were wet. I 
info:rmed the teacher. She talked to the child privately. The child said nothing and 
didn't want to talk about it. We tried to call the mothe;r for extra clothes. She was 
uaavailahle. Wiehh enly 30 miautes l~ft e:f sell.eel we 1~ hel!' stay- wlehh us iB the 
olassroom while the rest of the olass went to musio. The next morning I walked into 
the meeting room, As I walked in; the same child approached me with a bloody nose. I 
eook liar to the nW:ae'El offi.ae. ~e I fiot;icM her patits {t,lere aga.in sligh-t:ly fllef:. Ofi 
the 15th the children had lined up for lunoh. I passed by the ohild and smelled urine. 
I talked to the teacher about the situation. This was very uncharacteristic for this 
child. She talked to i,nother teacher and debated whether to contact the counselor. I 
-weulti have £i!.'St eensulted the ftW:Se. I theug-ht pe:l!'haps she may- have a W!-iftary-~ 
infection and allergies (the bloody nose). I wanted to think of ltledioal reasons before 
I jumped to conclusions a.bout possible abuse. Ho\ileVer; I did document when these 
Aftfit:i!i happened.. 
This week, I was able to independently guide the children more. I am always thinking 
of ways and activities that would benefit the children. I am excited to integrate more 
hands-on group and active activities. the children are very willing to speak up and 
share but :just aree.'t g-ivea mueh ef a ehaaee. I think that teaehe:ES fill.ti it easier aad 
more controlled if they do only or mostly teacher-guided activities. By the classroom 
set~up I am aware that i will also have to do a lot of teacher-guided lessons. 
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However, I believe I can mix up the different methods of teaching to compliment each 
other. First, i want to rearrange the classroom. I have to keep the desks because of 
the classroom size, but I would like to group them in pods. I am also excited to 
integrate eente:Es iRte the elassFee111. SiRee, the ehllclr-en switeh r--eems in the meFRiRg 
for reading, I plan to integrate centers into science, social studies and math. we 
will also do a lot of group activities based on Oklahoma authors and their books, 
I think u Will M difficult: to ah.ffige the alu!i :rouU.ne. thi! children. He very 
comfortable with the routine and point out when the classroom technique is disturbed. 
I will have to be careful about explaining "choices" to the children when introducing 
centers or the room will be chaos. 

10-20 
This was a short week. the teachers were very busy trying to get grades ready to be 
sent home. During this short -week one 2nd grade teacher wa:i absent and no sub8titute 
could be found for her so the other 2nd grade teachers shar-ed her students. So, the 
classroom numbers were high and the teachers were working on grades. The children 
wat-ohed movies on Tuesday and Wednesday. Nothing was aoocmplished all wee. the 
teachers had been told to hold report cards until conferences by the principal. 
On Tuesday they were told grades had to be turned into the OKCPS by Wednesday. So, 
needless to say, the teachers were overwhelmed and put in a bad situation, 
Because of the short week and last minute change of plans my cooperating teacher and I 
deeided that I eeuld make plaRs fer the fellewiRg week, Se, I made lessen plans fer 
science and social studies. I planned a lot of interactive group activities. 
The children are currently learning about amphibians; mmmrutls; reptiles; etc,; where 
they live and how they grc;w. 
One thing this week that bothered me is at lunch time one little boy has to sit by 
himself everyday. i feel like the teachers don't even give this child a chance, He is 
not a trouble-maker. He just likes to talk, I believe this child might not talk as 
mueh H he wer-en it seeluded facem the ehildr-en. I think it is veey- sad. I den it think 
the teachers would appreciate their own child sitting by themselves every day, 
I also learned about a different class this week called SEO class; or severe 
em0tioi\Ally d.1.stU'.t'bed cl&H. I WtSfiMr if theM ahlldrefi are awar-e of the fi.8liie of this 
class. The class I saw was multi age. My teacher told me one of the little boys had 
chased his sister down the street with an ax, I asked what kind of counseling the 
school provided or suggested for the child and family, No such recamnendations or 
serviees aFe p:EeVided. What a shame these ehildr-en will have te get inte t:J!'euhle te 
get help, I asked the teacher why not try to prevent this behavior instead of simply 
"dealing" with it, I have never worked with these children but from observation I 
~uld ifiterAct W'.ith tneffi. differently thAfi the currefii: teachers. The i:e&ahi!r!i talk dowfi 
to the children. These children already have low self-esteem. They need to be built up 
instead of beaten down even more. 

10-29 
This week I planned for science and social studies, These are taught in the 

afternoon. Mrs, T. wanted me to go along with the text book. The topic was animals, 
what they need to live and gr-ow and their habitats. g,,en though this topic is in the 
2nd grade text book level I find animals to be a very lame topic for 2nd graders. It 
is too broad, It would be more interesting if they studied a couple different types of 
animals thoroughly instead of covering it all in a week and a half, For activities I 
did a lot of group activities. The students were a little or very excited at the first 
of the week, I had to be very patient with talking and restlessness. They were very 
talky but I didn't keep on them about being quiet because they were talking about the 
lessen and being iRvelved. The hacl te de seme aci;justing te my elassr-eem management. 
They are not used to being allowed to talk to neighbors and openly share their ideas. 
However; the children were very interested in the different ways I presented the 
MAterilil. one day <Ae group.ad afiimAla Ofi a 151g aha.rt. Ofie &.y Wil! Used 151g maps to 1:race 
the migration routes of Monarch butterflies that actually travel through Oklahoma. 
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The only problem I had with planning was I had to have a daily grade for science and 
social studies and on Thursday I h!Ml to give the children home'WOrk. I didn't have one 
made up because I didn't feel the children needed home"WOrk every night. However, Mrs. 
T. asked where the hemeweFk was. I telcl heF I Eiidfl 1t have any hemeweFk fep the 
children. So, she went and ran some worksheets that would work as homework. 

11-5 
This week seemed to flow more. I planned for math, science and social studies. This 
takes up the whole afternoon. Mrs. T. wanted me to focus on neighborhoods and 
communities. She also wanted me to focus on the Saxon Math lessons. I found this all a 
little stran«Je eensicleFing they had teuehed en neighherheeds 3 weeks befere and net 
finished. the Saxon Math is covered off and on. However, Mrs. T. wanted me to finish 
up the neighborhood topic and she handed me 5 Saxon lessons to cover in 1 week, this 
is more t:hafi I have aMfi doM ifi 1 wa.1!k. HoW'ever, I had M prol5lems w1.eh plafifii.fig. I 
decided I did not want to do the Saxon script in the lessons so I came up with hands
on activities that covered the objectives. For example, a lesson on temperature was 
taught by giving each child a popsicle stick with degree marks. The children loved 
having theu ewn iltheHftelllete:t:'91i. FeF a lessen en dimes and pennies I made up a student 
store siJD.ilar to the actual student store they have at school. They were each given 
some coins (different amounts) and asked what they could buy; how much change they 
~uld reaeive. For ehe a6!!iffillfi.i.e1.es and neighl56rboods I eried eo relat:e it: t:6 t:heir oWn 

world. I asked them about their city, what kind of "WOrkers work in their 
neighborhoods. 
I also addressed types of transportation. I asked what they had been on: trains, 
J!llanes, ships, beats, ete. and hew they get te seheel: bike, eaF, bus, walk, ete. the 
children showed a lot of excitement. They demonstrated their learned knowledge at the 
end of the week test. I did not feel that the children should take a written test; so 
I eeseed t:hel!l orally. r asked q11eseioM afid bAd e~ reapond ofi paper. If t:he children 
did not understand a question we discussed it further without revealing the answer. 
I sometimes felt that through the -week that Mrs. T. didn't feel completely comfortable 
with the hands-on approach I was teaching with. I urged the children to share ideas 
and feelings. ! think MPs. T. J!lrefers a mere "sbuetu.reii, tracl.itienal elassE'eeftl. I 
feel she has good intentions to have an early childhood classroom, but feels more 
comfortable with traditional roles of the students and teacher. However; she was very 
eficouragifig 1:oWard.§ !iii§ and alloWed me t:o U§e my oWfi idea!!. 

11-12 
This week proved to be more challenging than the weeks before. Mrs. 'l'. chose to make 
the plans for the reading class for this week. However, it was my responsibility to 
t each it.! under-stood that she has ideas on how and where the olass should go since 
other classes integrate during reading class. However, I also felt that she might 
have thought that the olass should be a more uoontrolled environment", I found it hard 
to present the information that she had planned for. I wasn't sure What point:s she 
wanted stressed or how she wanted it presented. I didn't like having to ask her 
continuously what to do next. I didn't feel like the class flowed 'Well when I had to 
ask, NWhat would you like to do next?" I just don't feel like I was given the freedom 
te teaeh the J:eacl.ing elass effeetively. 
I feel the class went okay for the children, but I wasn't given the confidence to feel 
real comfortable , 
Ofi Wedfiead.ay, Mri!I • T. 'W'iUI ifi a aompueer "'6rkshop all day. she got: a i1Ul5i':lt:ieut:e. 
Although a substitute was present I was in charge of the classroom. The children were 
respectful of me as an authority. the day flowed well. The substitute was very 
complimentary and expressed her compliments to Mrs. T. 
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11-19 
This week I planned for the entire week and introduced my Oklahoma unit. I was very 
excited to start my unit and felt prepared. I decided to cover my Oklahoma unit in the 
afternoons in the time allotted for math, seienoe, and sooial studies. &-s. T. and! 
decided this would be best since the morning is reading class and the 2nd grade 
classes are mixed, In the afternoon I would be working with the homeroom class, 
however, I planned activities that also included reading, writing and literature. 
Some of the daily activities I planned was an Oklahoma writing journal. I made these 
in the shape of Oklahoma. The children would be given time at the end of the afternoon 
to reflect on an aspect of Oklahoma that we covered. I also started an Oklahoma author 
ehart. Eaeh aay we r-ead a ooek by an Oklahema authe1;- the studeat-ef-the-Eiay weuld 
write the person's name, title of book, song, etc., if they are an author, 
illustrator; or musician, I also have another chart with the book titles and 
ch.1.ldrefi'S ruuMs. Thi.!I chart\«! Will vot:e on. oUr fa.vori'te 1566k l:5y afi OklalioiM a.u'tnor 
at the end of the unit. 
Another daily activity I introduced on Monday. We read the book This Land Is Your Land 
by Woody Guthrie. We then learned the song. I wrote the words on a big chart. the 
ehildren leved the seag and wer-e e:ireited te shar-e it with the musie teaehe1;-. 
Mrs. T. wanted me to work Saxon Math into my lessons. I had no problem with this. I 
used the afternoon to integrate math and science and social studies into the seme 
act:ivHy. I a.lso Worked li'tera.ture ifi wi.'th a da.ily ch.1.ldt'en.'s lHet'atUre book or 
newspaper article. They used creative writing in their journals. The children were 
very excited about the Oklahoma pencils I used for learning their Oklahoma symbols. I 
was a little apprehensive about changing the routine of the reading class. the 
ehildren are veey- ~8lllllled iate theil:'- weekly l!'eutine. Hewever, ! tried te make the 
reading class more interactive Md hMds-on. I used several different types of gmnes 
using spelling words; long/short vowel sounds and contractions, I was concerned about 
'their pas't si~lllfig test an.d aomprehl!naion. oeesi't resUlts. I 'tried to fifid ways to foctis 
more on comprehension than just reading it. I asked the children questions before, 
during, and after the story. The results improved; however, I feel that the children 
seldom get much help at home. 
Mrs. T. had enly eae suggestiea in my planning that I did net eemple~ly agree with. I 
had to have at least two daily grades and one homework grade for each subject during 
the week, Otherwise; I was very pleased with the week end happy with the ~terest of 
the ah.1.ldren. 
Also, this week, a fifth grader at the school was found with marijuana. I was a little 
shocked that someone that young would have access to such substances. The 5th grade 
teacher I talked to said she had been trying to catch the girl for some time. This 
shewed. me hew sheltered I am. I hate te expeet sooiething like that but I feel I need 
to be more open on suspecting substance abuse, violent behavior, abuse/neglect, etc. 
These children in this school do not have the advantages that most children do, They 
grow up ifi a neighl:iOrhood where nega'tive 'tn.1.figs oaaUr too frequent:ly. HaWever, lii6s't of 
the kids are stereotyped in this school and not seen as unique individuals. They are 
often looked down on for their family, status, clothes, etc •• This really bothers me. 
I don't feel I am any more important than these children or their families. 

11-23 
This week was only two days because of Thanksgiving break. Mrs. T. and I decided that 
I would break and continue my Oklahoma unit next week so I would have two full weeks 
of my unit. I decided to do some observations this week since I wouldn't be teaching. 
I decided te ask a kinderga.Ftea, 1st and sevel':'e emetienal disereer elass. On .Menaay, I 
observed the 1st and kindergarten class. My observation notes are in the back of my 
journal, 
r first: ob9erveci the la't grade cl.a.asr66ffi.. At 'thisi time the teacher was doifig a Saxon 
Phonics assessment. Although I'm not real excited about Saxon in the least, it seemed 
to be working for these 1st graders. They knew their sounds better for their letters 
and diagraphs. They did not ask the teacher what words were. I heard them continuously 
seund eut wer-tis en their ewn threugheut the elassr-eem. 
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I have found with the second graders they continually want to be told the word and 
when asked to sound it out they become frustrated. These second graders do not have 
the phonics background that the first graders are getting. I saw the first grade 
teaeher pr-esenting the same mateFial as the seeend grade teaehers and the 2nd gr-acler-s 
are lost and just not "getting it". I really think the phonics, not necessarily Saxon, 
gives the first graders confidence and independence to become good readers. 
That afteffi66fi I obil!erved a kindergaftefi clailis ••• they otil y go to cefiters ifi the 
afternoon. In the morning they do Saxon Phonics and math. I don't think that 
kindergarten students should have to sit through that. I also was disappointed to see 
that they are assigned homework every night ••• they just rotated through centers that 
they we1;e assigned te. Heweve:1:-, the eente:Es wer-e veey ereat:ive •••• I saw seme 
interesting things I would use ••• I think it (severely disturbed class) would be a 
fascinating career to look into later, However; I wonder if it would be as fulfilling 
aa ilit.raight ECE. 

11-30 
I've tried to think of several activities I feel that the children have benefited 
from. I em very proud of the Oklahoma journals. At the end of my unit activities I 

gave the children an oppor-tunity to write in theiF own journal. These children aren tt 
given many chances for creative and expressive writing. With this, the journal was 
difficult for many children, They are used to copying words directly fran the teacher 
or text book. In the journal they are expected to o-otM up with ~rds to express What 
they read, participated in or felt about Oklahoma. One little girl did great in her 
journal. She is very imaginative, creative, and artistic. The journal gave her a way 
to excel. She did not have to be urged to write. She was always eager to write and and 
share he!:' writing with me altheugh I did net ask t he ehll<ll'ell. t e shar-e with me. 
However, I read them at home. 
One day; we talked about the OK land run, I read a story called; I Have Heard of a 
LMd by Joyce CAl.'ol ThOIM.s. ThOffiMi, an OkllihotM n.ative, wrote the sJtoey aoou""t net< 
grandmother. Thomas'' grandmother was an African American that participated in the 
land run. This was an angle the children had never been told. They had many questions 
about ex-slaves and other land run participants, 
We then did an aetivity wheJce eaeh ehild was given a big Oklahema shape en paper wit h 
a square in it. Each child was given a page with a square in a different location. 
This square was the land they got in the land run, Then I passed each child a slip of 
paper with &'i a, 4 or 2 ofi u. the ahil.d Wlls Miked to divide their lafid ifito that 
number. Each child got one piece of that square. They then had to color in their share 
and write the fraction they received; either 1/2, 1/4 or 1/8. This covered the Saxon 
Math I had to cover •••• This gave the children a chance to "WOrk with maps and relate a 
map ste a l:'E!al leeat ien in Oklahema. 
Another activity the children really enjoyed was when we talked about the Oklahoma Oil 
Boom, We first read about where oil canes from - underground and from dead animals 
mililofis of ytl!ars ago. we thefi did a ceoldfig ai,t;ivity 'Eo ~l:liitrate where oil comes 
from and how we get it. I made directions on pieces of paper. They first put a layer 
of chocolate, then vanilla, then sprinkled Graham crackers, and stuck a clear straw in 
the cup. Then, the children and I discussed what the pudding stood for: oil, rock and 
seil. The straw was t he eil del':'Fiek that aug e l':' cl:1:-illecl fel':' the ail. We then suekecl en 
our straws and saw the chocolate pudding, or "oil" coming from under the "rock". The 
children loved itl Even the next day they were talking about where oil canes fm, For 
s~ mat h coverage (or SAXofi math) the ahildi'efi ware to fifid tlii.Hifig fitiffiber§ ifi a 100 
chart. So, I had the children write down a number from 1 -100 and then hide it so no 
one "WOuld see. I then went through each child and described where the number was and 
everyone had to find it on their own based on my directions. For example, I asked to 
see Amanda! s numbel':' ( 7). I said, 11.AIIIB.ncla Eieeidea she W&?l'~ea t e cl:1:-ill fel':' eil and when 
she did she got 5 above 57. She got this many barrels of oil." the children numbered 
their papers and we went through the whole class finding the number of barrels each 
child "drilled f or". 
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The children became very involved in this activity and were very interested. I feel 
the children got a good concept of where oil comes from and how it is measured ( by 
barrels). The children had to listen for details for the barrels of oil each child 
drilled. They alse had te fellew direeUeas ,i;e la.yeF theiF pudding-•• 
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Appendix E 

Liz 
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Autobiographical Paper1 

When I was in elementary school, I had to work extremely hard on all of my 
seheel werk. My eiid weula help me leaJ:R my spelling "Wer-ds, eheek the answers te my 
math problems, or help me make a science project. When my parents divorced, my grades 
in school were not very good, I was lost without him to check my work for any errors, 
n eook a. Whi.le for XM eo learn eo cheek all of my school we;rk an my owfi, Mid I goE my 
grades back up. 

The first through third grade I attended a little school called s. Elementary. 
The school probably had about three hundred students. Then, we moved and I attended P. 
Elementary. The population in -this school was ax-0und six hundred and it was 
kindergarten through sixth grade. When I attended S. , my grades were about average in 
the class, But, when I went t-0 school at P. my grades went down hill. P, was so much 
more advanced 1n ehe school wrk. I was probably almost a year behind What the other 
students had already learned. My fourth grade teacher was-the meanest teacher I have 
ever had. Each week on our spelling test, I would not pass the test. My parents "10uld 
look at each ..«>rd and the ..«>rds '«>Uld be spelled correctly. so, my parents cmoe up to 
the school to talk to the pr-incipal and my teacher- about why she (was) failing me each 
week on my spelling test. During the meeting, my teacher told my parents that the 
reason she was failing me was because my penmanship was not legible enough, Aft-er the 
meeting, my teacher 'ilOUld pass me on the spelling tests. l'rf whole fourth grade year 
was the most miserable year of my school career. 

My favorite teacher was my fifth grade science teacher. Her name was Mrs. J and 
year that I had her for a science teacher, she ..«>n teacher of the year. Each project 
that we were assigned was h8Has-en 8fld integfated in seme shat:ie er femn • .Mrs. J was a 
teacher who really built self-confidence in her students. My least favorite teacher 
was my fourth grade teacher; Mrs, c. Mrs, C was very rude and sarcastic towards her 
s-tu&'.!11-ea Md eva11 ehe oeher eeaahers. I reffieffibrance, whefi a friefid aru1 I Wil."e ealkifig 
and Mrs. C pulled my friend's hair and told us to be quiet. My fourth grade experience 
was not a positive experience. 

I made the decision to become a teacher when I was a senior in high school. I 
we.s ene ef the editers ef the seheel 1s ye~ eee:k. I we.a able te take pietfil'es ever at 
the elementary school quite often. Seeing the kindergarten, first, second and third 
grade teachers with their students just made me want to get to have that experience 
w.teh t:hosll! ages of aM.l.drtlifi. When I §ee ehose eeaaners, eney offer i&!&s ai.- eell if I 
need any materials that I am welcome to borrow some of their ideas or tell if I need 
any materials that I am welcome to borrow some of their materials. Seeing how those 
teacher taught their students influenced me in the manner that I want to teach in my 
elassreem I waftt te have a hands-en aWJ;eaeh with a let ef integfatien mixee in. 

First Interview 
October 19, 1999 

Sara: What's the most important thing teacher's do? 

Liz: Oh my goodness! Well ••• they influence the children ••• how they present things is 
a big influenee en ehilaren. I mean, I den 1t ••• say ••• the teaeheF, hew- she is shapes 
the environment. If she's grouchy it's not going to be a good positive learning 
environment, The teacher sets the tone for the day, week; year, 

Sara: How did you learn best when you were a child? 

Liz: Oh, to be truthful I don't remember grade school at all.. •• my parents were going 
threugh a eiive:ree and I bleeked a let ef what we.s ••• ! we.s veey aueii-teey, like when I 
heard someone say it, if I can listen, I'm ok. I think ••• ! didn't like to read when I 
was younger and still don't, That's probably important to the way I learn, 
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Sara: How will not liking to read effect your teaching? 

Liz: I like children's books, I collect them and I like to read to them, but as far 
as eheeking eut. beaks f:Eelll ime lilmary fer mete Rad, I Eienlt ••• I elen't read. 
newspapers, magazines. I don't feel like I have enough time to read for enjoyment. I 
read really slow and that bothers me. 

Sara: What bothers you about it? 

Liz: It takes me a long time - it's boring and I start thinking about all this other 
stuff I need te Jee eleing. It's :£rust.rating. When we had 4.e ge ,t;e ime l~ - we 
didn't have- you eheoked out a book - reading was not really enforced. I always read a 
book that had a video. When I was in high school I did the same book report 3 years in 
a. row. My Engll§h 1:ea.,ruu: l'it!lVer laieW, 11M was iliffiart, bi.re oo ei6iliffi0fi Serust!l. 

Sara: What are you going to do about children who feel the way you do about reading? 

Liz: If I know (they don't like to read) I'll talk to them and maybe we can "WOZ"k on 
it ,tegetheE". I lmew :t'eW8l!'d systems are :eegaUve, hut builaing olme self eeneepla aeeut. 
reading, you know-, because AR (accelerated reader) give a prize, some sort of treat to 
encourage reading and it seems to work. I'll read to them; and. tell them maybe I'll 
like 1:o read. I tl!fijcy reading 'their books alld aolleccifig el'ieili, and we' 11 'Ealk alSotre 
the things .we like, find more interesting. Last year, I found western books-I really 
thought I liked the author and I read 2, but didn't like the 3rd. My Dad loves to 
read, my mother doesn't like to read, but she'd read to me if I wanted her to. 

Sara: Did you ever take a reading, like speed reading class? 

Li!Z"f I was saared ea 'Eake a a~ readii'ig cl.UEJ - if you, I woUld wa.1:ah ehe kids Wlio 
zip through reading and it's pretty discourag.i,ng. 

Sara: Did your Mom keep·· your work from grade school? 

Liz: She haS everything I've donet 

Liz: I look through it all the time - art and stuff I drew. Papers, work you do -
art stuff. She has it all. 

Sara: What about report cards? 

Liz: When my parents divorced, there's a lot of stuff we didn't get. 

Sara: What were your assesSinents like? Did you think they were fair? 

Lizf I al.ways did ok 1n school. I had a 41:h grade teacher, She wuld JMke you 
cringe! My penmanship was really bad and I wasn't passing spelling tests - she 
counted the words wrong because she didn't think my penmanship was up to her 
standards. I knew how to spell the words! We had to take it up with the principal. I 
was seared te death, I was 1ust a liUle 4im ~ and she weuld Ullftk me .fep my 
writingJ I still have to be careful. 
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Liz: Not every child develops skills at the same time, I'd never treat a child like 
that1 I'll have them spell it for me and it some people just don't have good 
penmanship-I'm not going to fail them! I'm not going to count it wrong. I'll be very 
epen. Yeste.raay a little g-iFl (in heF student teaehing- elassr-eem) fell and busted her 
elbow and she oouldn't lay her arm on her desk to write so I wrote what she told me, I 
would do that to help, She (4th grade teacher) didn't care- it was no skin off her 
~k. I t:hifik you should want: all yoUr st:lidt!int:s t:o do t:neir best: a.fid pass class. 

Second Interview 
November 14, 1999 

Sara: How do children learn best? 

Liz: Hands on experiences and I think they learn from others ••• what they see, you 
knew, H yeu ean shew them, something- elieks. U tney ean :manipulate (tnings) ••• H 
they are visual learners I think it's easier to learn better than just telling them 
about something, Especially in math, but in any subject area they can look at - I 
mea.ti, so far ••• weirks best:. I 'Iii t:eachifig fract:ions a.fid we c\lt: ou.1: circles a.fid t:na.t:'s 
helping them. You'll ask them ••• they can see it, but they don't know how to tell you. 
They can show you with the circle fractions. 

Sara: What did you bring to talk about? 

Liz: I brought 2 cinquain poems. They were really fun. We're writing poetry and I 
.bJ!'eught 2 ef these ••• this is 1 ef my examples aheut ewls. Yeu have t.ne title ancl 2 
""'rds t:o describe and then verbs and the title again. I like these poems beoause they 
have to think about bats and what they did, their habitat, diet, We had one - I read a 
book - I had ooe t:na.t: had "n.ursifig" on his poem! You know we had read al56ut: oat:s 
being mammals! I had two - I thought they were good - some have invented spelling. She 
has good handwriting and well written - she always does a good job. (in reference to a 
neat paper. ) And then we had journal entries about leaves - some of them you have to 
leek ear-efully, but yeu eaB H~ eut what they aFe spelling. We hacl them 
illustrate ••• you can tell exaotly what she's saying, even with invented spelling. 
(Another entry) She has one big sentence, This journal has the most invented spelling; 
hu.1: you can t:ey t:o t:ell What: t:ney are sayifig ••• When you read t:ne jotiffials, i'I: snows 
their personal, everyday (experiences). This little boy ••• he wears camouflage all the 
time ••• every time he draws camouflage ••• his sentences were invented spelling. Some 
will ask how to spell - I don't know if it's pride or they don't care (when they use 
invented spelling) • ( Hew Eie yeu handle it?-) I den It knew what te say. They 111 try te 
spell a o,iord - · I try to sound out a word - like this one - he tries to get his work 
done really fast - I have another one,,.it really shows how she hears the letters - I 
dofi 't: kn.ow how Sine .•• I looked at: it: a long t:ime a.fid I figured out: t:na.t: t:hi.§ is how 
she's hearing the sounds. 

Sara: How do you use this information? 

Liz: I try to teaoh oomplete sentences - the more they write the better they spell 
and read, They can see how the word looks in print, like that's (referring to paper) 
pr~t:y cloi!le t:o (t:ne word) HalloWeen.. Did you see ins doing t:ne Word lesson t:ne ot:ner 
day when you were here? I'd say, "can you read my mind" - they had to really listen 
for the sounds in the words and they have to use the word wall (to guess what the word 
is after receiving hints). They learn how to spell because they see it on the 
wall ••• they'll get beH,eF at it (spelliag- ee:r:r-eetly) aBa aet. knew it. 

Sara: Do you consider individual children's responses to a specific activity? 
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Liz: I try to gear it so they can all do an activity - every class has some areas 
they are weak in so I try to plan to cover everyone's abilities. The ones that have a 
short attention span - you have to hover over them - reexplain or read it again and 
aga.iR. 

Sara: Does your cooperating teacher document their work very much? 

Liz: We have a portfolio that shows growth. 

Sara: What kinds of things go in it to show growth? 

Li2: Will have a .Make-A-B66k ••• if t:hey edi't 'the sent:enaes r--tght: - t:he wnole journal. 
will go home and you can look through the whole journal and see if their handwriting 
has improved. I don't know if art goes into it - different math things we do you can 
stick in there. 

Sara: would you keep portfolios? 

Sara: If you were getting a child from another school would you rather have a report 
card or a portfolio? 

Liz: A portfolio! If you look at a report card ••• that's just a letter grade and 
portfolios would tell you more. 

Journal 

10-11 
The high point of my week was when my t.eacher told the childr~m that t would be in 
their classroom for seven weeks. The children acted so excited that I would be coming 
everyday. Hearing and seeing the children show 90 much excitement made me 90 

comfortable. I felt my self-confidence shoot through the roof. When I was reading what 
my low point of my week was, nothing came to mind. all week I had nothing but positive 
experiences. I got to experience lunch room duty and it wasn't bad at all. I am really 
enjoying (this placement). I taught meeting board, spelling, grammar practice, 
language hanaooek, guised r-eaEiing-, beek elua and math. I have a get a ehanee a-t 
everything except for the end of the day. Next w-eek I would like to focus on teaching 
guided reading and book club at the same time, I would like to become very familiar 
Wit:h t:l'iis :!lo When I t:ake aver full t:ime, I Won't: ce aofifront:ed wit:n some'Ehing I am ii6't 
expecting. My teacher does all of the planning for the activities, but I teach the 
majority of them. 

10-25 
This week was a challenge! I got to experience what it is like on the day that there 
is a party. My class was really full of energy and talked all morning long. This week 
! did guided r-eading and book elub at the same time by myself! tr-he childr-en aeted 
wonderful for me. Friday was parent-teacher conferences. I had planned on working on 
my unit all day but instead H. and I set up the npop Toss" for the fall carnival. I 
was irritat:ed that I spent all day setting up a J::50ot;h. I did learn a lot at;out some o! 
the students in my classroom. There was some explanations for some of the behaviors 
that are exhibited. Some of the info is really heart breaking. 

11-5 
I can't believe how fast this eemester is going by. 'l'his week was not a very good 
week. I was gone half of the day on Monday because I had a meeting at the university. 
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I was sort of nervous when my supervisor came to watch me. It went pretty well. Two 
of my students acted ugly during math meeting board. Mrs. R. was soo mad at those 
students for acting that way to me. I guess sometimes that just happens. 

11-12 
Everything is going really well. I can't wait until I get my own classroom. I love 
teaching this age. Mrs. R. has a wonderful classroom for me to get a wonderful 
teaching experience. I don't really care for writing a weekly journal entry. 
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Appendix F 

Meg 
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Autobiographical Paper: 

I went to school in a very small town called, C. the elementary, junior high 
tmd hlgh seheels we:i:e leeated tec.JetheF in the middle ef tewa. Ther-e wer-e aheut 300 
students total in elementary, junior high and high sohool. 

One of the most unpleasant memories that I have about elementary school 
happened in the 'fli1.rd grade • our clMs was being int:rOduced t:o t:ne 'greai:er t:Mfi' and 
'less than' signs in math. Everyone else in the class seemed to grasp the concept with 
ease, but for some reason, I could not seem to understand this no matter how hard I 
tried. I just remember feeling very frustrated and embarrassed because I did not 
uadersttmd it. 

My sohool was very small, so I got to know everyone very well. One of the most 
pleasant things about school was my friends, I also enjoyed anytime we got to make 
somiethifig in claH and be areat:ive. Ifi !iecOfid grade We got t:o draw a piat:Ure that wre 
transferred onto at-shirt. I took a lot of time and effort to make my picture and I 
was very proud of it, I still have the t-shirt today. 

One of my favorite teachers was probably my third grade teacher, Mrs. S. Mrs. 
S we.a very pesitive tmd Riee. She levee all ef us and she let us Jmew when she was 
proud of something that we did. She was always willin! to help us if we needed it, and 
she had a way of making you feel good about yourself, 

My lea.st favorite te~her was probahly fNf !!iixtlt gfade teacher, Mr!!i • .M.. She had 
definite favorites in the class and it was very obvious who they were. She was 
condescending to those she did not like (including me) and she made you feel very 
stupid at times with her sarcasm. 

Beth ef these teaeheFs had lastiRCJ eHeets ea me. I always f.'elllelllber .Mr-s. S with 
her bright smile. Whenever I run into her at home, I enjoy talking to her and she is 
someone that I feel like I could turn to if I needed her, She makes being a teacher 
look like a. great ctteer. Mr!!i. M. hY Al!!io make a lasting effect on me, 15ut: n.ot as 
positive. Whenever I see her at home, it still brings back negative feelings and I do 
not enjoy talking to her at all. I think she really was bad for my self-esteem and 
especially when a child is in sixth grade, that is a time when they really need to 
werk pesitively en their self-esteem. 

One of the contributing faotors in deciding to become a teacher was because my 
school was so lacking in good teachers, I think about some people in my class how they 
are now, M.d JMylse the filfferen.ce a few g60d t:eac:lier might nave made. Thefe a.re a few 
people that if they would have only had some positive attention and expectations set a 
little higher, maybe they would have continued their education and things would have 
turned out a little better for them. 

One experienee I had iR high seheel helll'*i eneeur-age me ~e heeeme a ~eaeher. I 
had a biology teaoher, Mrs. D, she always had us do fun experiments and always seemed 
to be 'on our side' , Probably the biggest thing that made me decide to become a 
t:eaaher was t:he boy that: I dated my senior year. He WM t~ yean younger than r and 
he had a learning disability. He had flunked two grades. He could barely read, do math 
or comprehend what was being taught. He was very able to learn, but no one had ever 
taken the time to seek out the extra help that he needed. 

S. never get any extra hel~ se he neveF advtmeed pas~ ~he s~age he was at and 
will probebly always continue to stay at. He graduated from high !School barely knowing 
how to read, After dating him; I realized I wanted to be a teacher and be aware of 
t:heae leaffiing d.i!!iabill'fieti an.d try to help or fifid help for t:hose ahildren Wh6 need 
it, before they get so far along in school that it is al.most too late. 

First Interview 
October 19, 1999 

Sara: What's the most important thing teachers do? 
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Meg: Give a basis for learning - showing children to to learn. Giving guidance as to 
, sounds corny, but a thirst for knowledge. Teaching them how to learn. 

Sara: How did you learn best? 

Meg: Oh gosh, I don't know - probably, by either doing something myself or seeing it 
Eiene. The f)8:t'Sefl hacl te be f)a,tient i eause '.Ci cl get upset. My Dacl had te be EiiHer--ent 
with my brother - if he'd false an eyebrow with met I'd start o:eying. He (Dad) 
said;"you have to raise children different 'cause they're different!" But I'm not sure 
a.bout: t:eachifig, I iii.iglit: gee my Maat:ereJ. 

Sara: What do you think you' 11 do a Masters in? 

,Meg: School counseling, I always thought I'd like to come in a classroom and give 
talks, help teaehe:t'S eeme up with ways te help kids in thei:r;- elassr-eems. Like this 
girl who needs counseling for AOHD. 

Meg: Probably in 3rd. The greater and lesser thing - for some reason I could NOT 
understand, everybody understood greater than and less than but me - I could not 
understand it. I'd never had trouble before, but my teacher was patient and now I 
unde:t'Stancl it. 

Sara: Why did you think everybody else understood? 

Meg: They acted like they did, maybe ••• everybody was asking questions but me. 

Sara; What do you think you'll do with children when they don't understand? 

Meg: Whefi a. kid has a hard Ume, maybe i.t:'s sooeehifig enat:'s reaJ.l.y hard for t:nem 
and it does not work ••• you stop and think about how they're feeling. 

Sara: Did your brother have similar experiences in school? 

Meg: My ll\i<:ldle br<>ther is good in school, M<J younger brother could be, but didn't 
make the effort; he was the class clown. 

Sara: Has your Mom kept work you all did in school? 

Meg: OUr Xmas tree has paper ornaments on it which we made growing up. It's just 
eever--ecl. Mest I remeIIU'ileF making, the:r;-els a few I cleatt. I was in Br-ewnies - we have 
all that stuff too. She kept everything my brothers made too. 

Meg: I don't think of it as much as I should - My Mom would have kept all that. I 
assume Moms will keep most of what they (children) make. 

Sara: What do you think has the most meaning for Mom's? 

Meg: Things that show what they (children) can do ••• information about who they are, 
clrawings whe:r;-e they werenit tela what te Eir-aw ••• jeW:Rals aoouta ieeliags. 

Sara: How was your work assessed? 
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Meg: By my teachers? Most were just worksheets, on a right or wrong basis with 
letter grades. Our art work ••• I remember coloring a bear purple instead of brown and 
the teacher said something about bears being brown. They wanted· things to look the way 
they theught they we1:'e suppesea te leek. 

Sara: Do you think about that? Bow children change lessons? 

Meg: I have to remember that things will turn out how I intended. Kids may do their 
ewn liUle eHative things. 

Sara: How did you feel about report cards? 

Meg: I wasn't excited or upset. Except for one time ••• it was when •• .it was a 
semester wheft I get a D i.ft divisien ••• I haEi a him! time tald.ag ,lmat ene heme! 

Sara: How do you feel about using report cards? 

Meg: I don't know ••• you definitely need something to show-parents ••• I wish there 
were anetheE way faJ:- as ABaDF- all teaeheFS WEite eemments ••• maybe have di.UeJ?ent; 
columns, hoW well they do different things. I Jcnow SOlilething needs to change, bUt 
what's the best way? 

Second In~erview 
Wovember 30, 1999 

Sara: What did you bring to talk about? 

Meg: I brought some of ••• some spelling, journal.s.~.his is really good. this was 
their spelli.ftg, yeu lmew, ,the ••• 

Sara: Building Words? 

Meg: Yeah, it's the Rebecca Sitton, .uh, they write the five sentences with their 
p.Fierity werds. I tell them that this is what they get ~ en ana that I will ~ 
on capitals at the first of the word, periods at the end. I look at the sentences and 
you can see if they understand what the words mean - you know; sane will make sense; 
bue others ••• i irulli,ates Slpilipifio ~~> . she Wi:>uld make !iiefise ••.• she didfi. • t ha.Ve a 
clue ••• · 
'l'hese are their jow:nals ••• we're having them put entries in everyday during ow:: unit 
so they get used to writing about what we are talking about ••• we did this little 
activity yester-day ••• they \il.E'-ote about being a pilqr-im on the Mayflower-. We told them 
we were grading on handwriting ••• she (indicating child's journal) used punctuation, 
even though I didn't say ··anything about grading their ·punctuation. I oan t-ell she 
Wlderstands what she was writing about and she kriOWS how to put seneences eogefher. 
This one ••• her sentences don't made sense, there's no·punctuation and I can tell she 
doesn't pay any attention to the punctuation, capitals ••• but I can tell she knows 
what, uh ••• 

Meg: Yeah, she understands what we've been reading in class about the Pilgrims and 
the Mayflower. This one {indicating a new paper) - E., she was probably not paying 
attention (it.has already been discussed that the student teacher is aware of this 
ehild's need fel!' aUeatien ana een~l iR the elassi:eem) 
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She is able to understand, she wrote about being seasick. A lot of them wrote about 
that. I know she knows punctuation. But, I can tell she knows what she wanted to 
say ••• 

Meg: We bJ:aifi s'l:ormed colon.y names - we juse s'l:arted i:his Ufiie - we gave enem 'l:heir 
journals and they worked in groups to decorate the fronts and write their names on 
them. Like today - this afternoon we're going to "build" our settlement houses. We're 
trying to have them journal a lot. I felt with this unit they would understand more 
abeut the :l?ilgr-ims anel the ~eW=Rey anel all ef that ••• yeu lmew, that it wasnlt ;just 
thiS fun. trip for the Pilgrims •••• and at. first when. we started talk1.ng abollt doing 
this unit I thought - how in the world are we going to do this?! But it's turned out 
differefi'E fr6iii wrure I 'Eh6ugne ii: ;;.;oUld ••• bu'E, you kn.ow, I en0ugne how ifi 'Elie World 
because the only thing you see is Pilgrim cutsey. 

Sara: Was anything more helpful to you that got you from that initial planning to 
this1 

Meg: I can't think of anything ••• my (cooperating) teacher probably ••• we talked about 
it and she had materials over Pilgrims. She had some really neat books with the 
stories all broken up into parts, kind of a step by step process through each phase or 
whatever ••• See, I eliEhi.;t have the whele steey abeut them eemiag eve:i:-. 
Sara: DO you remember doing much w.ith ••• learning much about Pilgrims when you were in 
school? 

Meg: People say to think and remember back to first grade or whatever and I don't 
remember much from then ••• I guess I blocked it out or something. I remember doing 
stuff with my friends. Oh ••• I remember in second grade ••• I still have this ••• we 
eelered pietur-es and the teaeher- ir-eneel it en tee shiri.s and we made an(Jel er-aaments 
fer ewr Ghrie'lmlas ~ree ••• ea~ •.• ne real learning. 

Meg: Well, academic. 

Sara: When you were planning your activities did you think about what these kids might 
remember't 

Meg: Oh ••• they might remember the game in our little boats, we had them stand on the 
paper areas for their boats. They didn't want to fall off, we wanted them to get an 
idea of the amount of room the Pilgrims felt, room they had. I do remember making 
these eelffiueepias iR thil:d er feur-th gr-a.de eut ef alUllliRum feil. We eele~-ed them with 
l'llM"kers, eveeyene' s had 'te leGk 'the same, • , 

Meg: (Laughs) Yeah, but mostly I remember doing the arts and crafts stuff. 

Sara: Do you think that is one of the reasons you chose to go into early childhood 
edueatien, the SFEs and er--afts stuff't 

Meg: No, I don't think so ••• I did a lot of stuff with younger kids when I was 
growing up ••• 

Sara: You worked with kids? 
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Meg: I babysat through junior high school and high school. •• this one little boy from 
the time he was 6 months old until he was 3 years old and another boy until he was in 
the third or fourth grade ••• he's big now! 

sara1 ~nCJJ baek at, 'the epelHng par,ers •• ,what ".re yee Elo:i:ng when ~hey are wrlMng 
their spelling sentences? 

Meg: When I do this lesson, I write the words they are supposed to have ••• the ones 
that are confusing, I write on the board - like than/then, they always mix those up. I 
tell them when they are writing ••• r grade the way she (cooperating teacher) does, she 
takes 18 !')6ints eH ef these wer..as, aeeause they ar-e ea the wall! 

Sara: Their priority words? 

Meg: Yeah, I remind them to spell correctly, use end marks. I walk around and 
hel~ ••• remiftd them alleut punetuatien. I ean tell (indieates sentenees) that she di<ain 1t 
uneersatand "th!e WM'd, I p,rebably weald have reael this eent:enee and asked her what th±e 
means (Been instead of Ben)•••I would have talked to her about this being the name of 
a person ••• a hoiii6nym.? yeah, a homonym. •• 

Sara: Do they liRe doing tl:iis? ••• w.riting sentences? 

Meg: Some. do, some don't ••• they just flat out don't like to write anything 
much ••• when they have to think up sentences, they may just write one sentence and 
that's good enough! This (spelling sentences) is easier because they do it a lot. 
(Part ef the elassreem r-euHne) I aen't. Jmew U they aenlt like te writ;e ••• they say a 
l~, "I den''t knew whet't te wri'te, I Eien''t knew wha1; te wrlt:e •• ,there's a few that ao, 

Journal: 

First Week 
The high point of my week was when! started feeling oomfoRahle teaching the spelling 
on Thursday. I felt like I had the student's attention and I felt confident in what I 
was doing, 
The low point was when I had the class to myself the whole morning. I did the mat:h 
meeting board, spelling and their language exercise. The teacher had left the room and 
usually we do reading at 10:30. She did not tell me what to have them do and I can't 
do reading without her. She didn't return until lunchtime -it was crazy. 
Classreem management aBd t:FaBsitiens. I leamiecl that yeu have te use diUeJ:ent 
teohni~s to get their attention and I learned that things go ttu10h SttlOOther with 
smooth transitions; but I'm still working on this, 
ir-ransi'l:ioM and class man.agemen.t and ge-ceifig the s'l:tidefit:s more in.valved. Tl'ie only 
thing I planned was the extension for the story time. I did a flannel board. Next time 
I would let the students put the pieces up, but I would make enough pieces for 
everyone. 
Questiens aheut elass:Eee111 management aBa hewmueh I sheuld hel~ the student's with 
t:heir werk, 

Nov. 1 - Nov. 5 
This the students seemed very hard to cont:rol. My low point was on Wednesday when 1 
l:iad trouole getting the students to focus their attention on me. r felt liRe they were 
paying less attention t;o me this week than they had in weeks before.! talked to my 
cooperat:in(J teaeher ene day. I t.eld her that was very frustrated and I felt.like I was 
doing something wrong beoause the students were not focusing at all. Mrs. Brown said 
it was not my tault, that they do that to her sometilM!s. Mrs. Brown gave me a 
suggestion for when the students start getting really loud. 
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She said that instead of trying to talk over them I should just stop talking and wait 
until they all stopped·talking. 
Thursday I tried this strategy. When they started getting loud before English, I told 
them I weu.ld j11so(;; wait until aftezo they wei:e easy te listea. Ma that we weu.la de ellF 

Bn~Ush new er 'they eettid Mik now and. do 1!hefr Bngileh during eenter Mlile (-they love 
center time). This worked pretty well; they quieted down to listen. 

Nov. 8 - Nov. 12 
This week. I really felt good ebout most eve.ything. I'm &tuting to feel a. J.ot ~e 
confident about teaching. I feel like I mn starting to gain a few more strategies to 
keep the ehild:Fen focused. Although, ! still get really f:rusu-ated, ! think what 
fnt~rates me 'the most: is t:hat: t:here are ~ ehildren 'that l have t:o spend most ef · my 
time with. One ohild is Spanish and she needs help with everything. The other student 
ls a boy who was new about 3 or 4 weeks ago. He al~ys acts tired and he just sits 
there and will not do his work. He does have a lot 6£ trouble reading, but he won't do 
his work and stay on task. unless you are right there to ~lp him. I know he can do it 
on hiliil own, because there are l or 2 days he has worked VE!ry well on his own. But 
ether etays he 111st. seems veey lieu,,(;; ef H,,1. I feel like I Feally kave te CJive the ether 
~hildren a lot less ~ttention. 

Nov. 15 - Nov. 19· 
This ;ent~ ~' we did; whole gz:-Qµp ;c,eading:ins~ad 9f two g.oupa. I J.~ wz:-Jp.ng ,~th 
the sma1i~ gri,tip&rl:tei-, fut ~lmes 'bboit cltih c~ bl a little 1oud lt ~els nb 
:eeaeheZ' back there. My eeepez,ating i.eaeher- and·! had lunch r-oom duty on hiday. illhere 
was a boy out of our class sitting by himself. My CQOperating teacher talked to hilll 
and found out that he was sitting by himself because another boy from the other second 
grade class told him he oo:uldn't sit by him. The little boy wasaboue to cry. My 
cooperating teacher had hlm move over by another little boy who was still eating. This 
made me realize how important it is to talk to children and find out why they're by 
themselves and try to help them out with it. 

D6oumentation - When I_ look at my student's papers, I can ~ what thf!Y write M.d use 
this to make vario,us judgments about their level of understanding• By looking at their 
paper, I aan t:ell .if t:hey ar,e usifig ca.p!.'Ea.l. ~t:erl!I, ,. end ma.rn Mid sp.!illing wrd waJ.l 
words correctly. I oan also tell if they understand what is being studied by the 
content of what they write. · 
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CONSENT FORM 

ur, , hereby authorize or direct 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Sara payis , to perform the following 

research project:" 

Procedure: Participating student teachers will engage in 

conversational interviews for the purpose of proviSiing the study with 

information about the use of reflection when documenting children's 

work. Scheduled interviews will take place during the supervisory visits 

of participatirig student teachers. Interviews will be.recorded through 

written notes. The participants will be asked to write a journal entry 

specific to reflection on documentation of children's work. Participants 

will be asked to plan an activity, document children's work related to 

the activity and then reflect on that documentation. Participants will 

have an opportunity to review interview notes for added comments and/or 

deleted comments will be negotiated. Participation in the study will 

have no bearing on any assigned grades. 

Duration of Participation: Participants will not be asked for any 

time outside of their regular university program. Time involved in the 

study will be no longer than 3 months, 2 weeks (University classes meet 

for this time period). 

Confidentiality: The ethics outlined by the American Psychological 

Association (APA) will guide this study. This code of ethics instructs 

researchers to protect their subjects from mental and physical harm and 

that the best interests of the subjects must be kept foremost in the 

researcher's mind. No names will be used in the written text of this 

study. Field notes will be kept in a locked file cabinet for the 

duration of the study. Upon completion of the study and approval of the 

dissertation the transcripts of interviews will be destroyed. 
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Benefits for Participant: Possible benefits for the student 

teacher participants of this study come from the act of reflection 

through discussion of their practice. Documentation of children's work 

is part of the student teaching experience and the emphasis created by 

this study will support a greater understanding by the student teachers 

for this teacher activity. By reflecting on their practice through 

documenting children's work, the student teachers will be able to 

practice the process required for various certification programs. 

This is done as part of an investigation entitled Reflective Practice of 

Early Childhood Student Teachers In the Documentation of Children's 

work. 
The purpose of the procedure is to investigate the use of reflection by 

early childhood student teachers through the documentation of children's 

work. ur understand that participation is voluntary, that there is no 

penalty for refusal to participate, and that I am free to withdraw my 

consent and participation in this project at any time without penalty 

after notifying the project director." 

I may contact Sara Davis at (405) 7:21-8865 or Dr. Kathryn castle 

at (405) 744-7125 or FayeAnn Presnal at (405) 744-9519. I may also 

contact Sharon Bacher, IRB Executive Secretary, 203 Whitehurst, Oklahoma 

State University, Stillwater, OK 74078; telephone number: (405) 744-

5700. 

I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign it freely and 

voluntarily. A copy has been given to me. 

Date: Time: _________ ( a .m. /pm. ) 

Signed: 
Signature of subject 

Witness: 
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0 1 certify that I have personally explained all elements of this form to 

the subject before requesting the subject to sign it." 

Signed: 

Project Director 
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